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Abstract
 
HE LHCb experiment will be installed in the proton-proton Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN, Geneva. The detector is a single arm spectrometer currently under
construction: LHC running and LHCb data taking will start in 2007. LHCb will then benefit
from the prolific source of B-mesons provided by the LHC.
The main goals of the LHCb experiment are to measure the CP asymmetries in the B-
meson sector and to study rare decays of b-hadrons. These will extend the measurements
presently made with B0d mesons by the Belle (Japan) and BABAR (USA) experiments. The
expected accuracy on the comprehensive measurements with both B0d and B
0
s mesons will
allow to open new windows on physics beyond the Standard Model.
The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) provides the framework for the descrip-
tion of a possible violation of the CP symmetry in the neutral B-meson sector. In particular,
it predicts an asymmetry due to CP violation in the time dependent rates for B0d,s and B
0
d,s
to a common CP eigenstate when this transition is dominated by the subprocess b¯→ c¯cs¯:
this is due to the interference between the decay and the mixing of these neutral mesons.
In this case, the CP violation is directly related to sin (φd,s) where φd,s is the B0d,s weak
mixing phase.
The B0s meson system can be used for the measurement of such an asymmetry. However
it requires hadron machines and high luminosities to compensate the low branching ratio
to CP eigenstates.
In contrary to the “golden channel” B0s → J/ψ φ which demands an angular analysis
to distinguish the different CP eigenstates contributions, the J/ψ η final state is a pure CP-
even eigenstate. This channel can therefore provide an excellent probe to the φs phase.
The reconstruction and performances of this decay mode will be detailed in this dis-
sertation. They are performed with a full Monte Carlo simulation. An annual yield of
about 9’000 events for the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) channel and 3000 for the B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) decay will be collected with a background-to-signal ratio smaller
than 3. The mass and proper time resolutions are quite limited due to the electromagnetic
calorimeter photon reconstruction low quality. Hopefully they can be improved by the
application of a Kalman Filter fit.
The sensitivity of the LHCb experiment to the weak mixing phase φs has been deter-
mined with a toy Monte Carlo. This simulation uses the B0s → J/ψ η decay channels
enriched by the B0s → ηc φ pure CP eigenstate channel. It takes into account the event-
by-event proper time error, the time-dependent selection efficiency, the B/S ratio, the
tagging efficiencies and the reconstruction performances of each decay channel. The com-
bined sensitivity to φs is found to be 0.068 rad when the SM prediction for this phase is
φs  −0.04 rad.
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These results have been finally compared to the B0s → J/ψ φ channel, whose sensitivity
to φs reaches 0.031 rad with a annual yield of 125’000 events. The combined sensitivity of
all these channels then increases to 0.028 rad. The contribution of the pure CP eigenstates
is estimated to ∼ 17%.
Even with much smaller statistics, the pure CP eigenstate decay channels provide a
non-negligible contribution to the determination of the B0s weak mixing phase φs.
Re´sume´

’EXPERIENCE LHCb sera construite sur le futur grand collisionneur de hadrons (LHC)
au CERN, a` Gene`ve. Le de´tecteur est un spectrome`tre a` un seul bras actuellement en
construction : la mise en route du LHC et la prise de donne´es de LHCb de´butera en 2007.
LHCb profitera alors de l’abondante source de me´sons beaux produits par le LHC.
Les principaux objectifs de l’expe´rience LHCb sont de mesurer pre´cise´ment les asyme´-
tries CP dans le secteur des me´sons B et d’e´tudier les de´sinte´grations rares des hadrons
beaux. Cela e´toffera les mesures de´ja` collecte´es par les expe´riences Belle (au Japon) et
BABAR (aux Etats-Unis) a` partir de me´sons B0d. Les pre´cisions attendues sur les mesures
comple`tes des B0d et B
0
s permettront d’ouvrir de nouvelles perspectives concernant la physi-
que au-dela` du Mode`le Standard.
Le Mode`le Standard de la physique des particules fournit le cadre a` une description de
la violation de la syme´trie CP dans le secteur des me´sons B. Une proprie´te´ remarquable
de ce syste`me est sa capacite´ a` apparier le me´son neutre a` son anti-particule. Ce me´lange
B0d,s−B
0
d,s est a` l’origine de la violation de CP autour de laquelle est construite cette the`se.
La violation de CP vient d’une phase irre´ductible dans la matrice de me´lange des quarks
de l’interaction faible (matrice de Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)). Le Mode`le Stan-
dard pre´dit en particulier une violation de la syme´trie CP dans les taux de de´sinte´gration
de´pendants du temps des B0d,s et B
0
d,s en un e´tat final commun e´tat propre de CP. Quand
la transition est domine´e par le processus b¯→ c¯cs¯, la violation de CP est directement lie´e
a` sin (φd,s) ou` φd,s est la phase faible de me´lange des B0d,s.
Le syste`me de me´sons B0s est particulie`rement sensible a` ces effets mais ne´cessite de
hautes e´nergies (collisionneurs hadroniques) et une grande luminosite´ pour re´colter un
nombre suffisant de donne´es pour les canaux de de´sinte´gration e´tudie´s. Le LHC fournira
ces deux e´le´ments essentiels.
Contrairement au B0s → J/ψ φ, le “canal dore´”, qui a besoin d’une analyse angulaire
pour permettre la distinction des composantes de diffe´rents e´tats propres de CP, l’e´tat final
J/ψ η est un e´tat propre de CP. C’est pourquoi ce canal peut permettre une excellente
estimation de la phase φs.
La reconstruction et les performances de ce mode de de´sinte´gration seront de´taille´es
dans ce me´moire. Elles ont e´te´ calcule´es graˆce a` une simulation de Monte-Carlo comple`te
du de´tecteur et des interactions des particules avec la matie`re. Environ 9’000 e´ve´nements
pour la de´sinte´gration B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) et 3000 e´ve´nements pour le canal B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) seront collecte´s chaque anne´e avec un rapport bruit-sur-signal
plus petit que 3. La re´solution en masse et en temps propre est plutoˆt limite´e a` cause de la
faible qualite´ de reconstruction des photons du calorime`tre e´lectromagne´tique. Heureuse-
ment les de´terminations de la masse et du temps propre peuvent eˆtre ame´liore´es a` l’aide
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d’un ajustement du genre “filtre de Kalman”.
La sensibilite´ de l’expe´rience LHCb a` la phase de me´lange faible φs a ensuite e´te´
de´termine´e avec un Monte-Carlo simplifie´. Cette simulation utilise les canaux de´crits plus
haut en y ajoutant le B0s → ηc φ, une de´sinte´gration en un e´tat propre de CP. Elle prend
en compte l’erreur en temps propre e´ve´nement par e´ve´nement, l’efficacite´ de se´lection
de´pendante du temps, le rapport B/S, les efficacite´s d’e´tiquetage et les performances de re-
construction de chaque canal de de´sinte´gration. La sensibilite´ combine´e a` φs a e´te´ estime´e
a` 0.068 rad, alors que la pre´diction du Mode`le Standard pour φs est de φs  −0.04 rad.
Ces re´sultats ont finalement e´te´ compare´s avec ceux du canal B0s → J/ψ φ, pour qui la
sensibilite´ a` φs atteint 0.031 rad avec un taux annuel de 125’000 e´ve´nements. Tous ces
canaux mis ensemble permettent d’augmenter la sensibilite´ a` 0.028 rad. La contribution
des de´sinte´grations en un e´tat propre de CP est estime´e ∼ 17%.
Meˆme avec une statistique plus faible, les de´sinte´grations en un e´tat propre de CP ap-
portent une contribution non ne´gligeable a` la de´termination de la phase faible de me´lange
φs des me´sons B0s .
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Introduction

URING the last thirty years, the Standard Model of particle physics has been devel-
oped and the various particles of this model have been discovered. Almost all ex-
perimental tests of the three forces described by the Standard Model have agreed with its
predictions. However it has two important weaknesses:
• The model contains 19 free parameters which cannot be independently calculated;
• The model does not describe the gravitational interaction.
One can think of the Standard Model as a low-energy realization of a more general theory.
The most important challenge for particle physicists in the next decade will be to con-
strain the Standard Model and eventually find a theory which goes beyond it. In this
perspective, experiments related to CP violation will play an important role. In the Stan-
dard Model, CP violation is directly connected to the quark mass terms and, for three
generations of quarks, is described by a single phase of the quark mixing matrix. A com-
plete study of CP violation in the quark sector will certainly help to better understand this
phenomenon.
Moreover, observations of the Universe show that there is practically no anti-matter
left, while we believe that the Universe has been created in a symmetric way from pure
energy, i.e. with the same amount of matter and anti-matter. CP violation in the first
moments of our Universe seems necessary to explain the deficit of anti-matter which is
generally stated as the present ratio between the number of baryons and the number of
photons η = nB/nγ = (4 ± 1) · 10−10 [1]. Primordial Baryo- and Lepto- genesis based on
the Standard Model cannot however predict this ratio [2]. One has to invoke the Grand
Unified Theories (GUT) to reproduce the η ratio.
Experimentally, the CP-violation in the quark sector consists in the study of asymme-
tries in meson decays. It has been observed for the first time in the neutral kaon system [3]
more than thirty years ago. In the B-meson system, it has been brought to light by the
BABAR and Belle experiments [4, 5] with B0d → J/ψ K0S decays. These experiments are
still taking data and will certainly run until the first years of LHCb data taking.
These B-factories operate at the Υ(4S) resonance and do not have access to the B0s nor
to the B0c particles which have higher masses than the B
0
d and B
± mesons and which can
be produced in hadron machines. The LHCb experiment will use the p − p collisions in
which all the B-spectrum can be produced. The experiment is due to start in 2007.
We will present in Chapter (1) of this dissertation the theoretical aspects of the CP
violation, focusing on the B0s -meson sector.
The LHCb experiment is a single arm spectrometer. This geometry has been chosen
to take advantages of the angular distribution of the B-mesons. The detector and its
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components will be developed in Chapter (2). The trigger system, one of the biggest
challenge of this experiment, will also be described there.
The simulation of the detector is of major importance both for the studies during the
construction phase as well as during the running of the detector. The different tools used
for the present analysis will be briefly described in Chapter (3). The performances of the
LHCb experiment will also be detailed.
The present work will focus especially on the study of the b¯ → c¯cs¯ quark transition
into pure CP eigenstates. These decays are interesting as they are free of any polluting
contributions and give a direct access to the weak mixing phase φs measuring the CP
violation in the B0s sector.
Chapter (4) will detail the reconstruction and performances of the B0s → J/ψ η se-
lection at LHCb as well as its background rejection for the two decay channels: B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) and B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0).
Chapter (5) will give the estimations of the LHCb experiment sensitivity to the B0s
weak mixing phase φs for the b¯ → c¯cs¯ decays to pure CP-eigenstates. They will then be
compared to the golden decay mode B0s → J/ψ φ which is an admixture of CP eigenstates.
Chapter 1
Theoretical Overview
This chapter gives a brief review of the Standard Model of par-
ticle physics and with a special emphasis on the electro-weak in-
teraction. The flavor mixing and the CP violating asymmetry in
the Standard Model particularly in the B-physics field are intro-
duced. The B0s → J/ψ η decay is presented as a possible probe
of New Physics provided a large sample of these decays can be
reconstructed1.

ORE than 20 years ago, S. Glashow, A. Salam and S. Weinberg elaborated the Stan-
dard Model of electro-weak interactions [11, 12, 13] which earned them the Nobel
Prize. This theory combined with Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is part of the more
general Standard Model2 (SM) which is the most successful theory of elementary particles
at the present time as all its predictions are consistent with experiments.
Physicists believe that the SM is an effective low-energy model of a more fundamental
theory, the Grand Unified Theory (GUT). However no experimental evidences but hints for
physics beyond the SM have been observed yet.
Although the Standard Model is able to describe a huge amount of experimental data3
open questions still exist, in particular the origin of the fermion masses, the mixing and
the electro-weak symmetry breaking. The fact that C, P, CP and T symmetries are observed
in strong and electromagnetic interactions, but not in weak interactions is also puzzling.
For the first time CP violation in B-meson decays has been recently observed at B-
factories [4, 5, 15] and other exciting results are expected in the next years. However,
precise measurements with high statistics are required to constrain the theoretical mod-
els and to lead to the discovery of phenomena beyond the Standard Model. Such high
statistics will be provided by the LHC.
1This chapter is inspired by [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
2A distinction between the whole SM and its electro-weak sector will not be needed in this work as most
of its topics are governed by electro-weak interactions.
3See for instance the impressive review of the electro-weak model from the Particle Data Group [14].
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1.1 Discrete symmetries
The intimate connection between symmetries and conservation laws 4 is perhaps nowhere
as evident as in elementary particle physics. In quantum mechanics, considerations based
on symmetry of the interactions determine the structure of the Hamiltonian. In this con-
text, a few discrete transformations are particularly relevant. They are briefly described
below with their effect on the quantum state |f(p, h)〉 of a particle of momentum p and
helicity h = s · p/|p|, s being the particle intrinsic spin.
• Particle−anti-particle exchange, described by the charge conjugation operator C:
C|f(p, h)〉 = ηC|f(p, h)〉,
• Spatial inversion, described by the parity operator P:
P|f(p, h)〉 = ηP|f(−p,−h)〉,
• Time reversal, described by the operator T:
T|f(p, h)〉 = ηsT|f(−p, h)〉∗,
where ηC is a phase factor, ηP is the intrinsic parity of the particle and ηsT is another phase
factor depending on the spin.
The three discrete symmetries C, P and T are exact for strong and electromagnetic
interactions, while in weak interactions experimental observations show an obvious viola-
tion of the parity and charge conjugation. For the combined CP a slight violation has been
observed. In particular this aspect has been pointed out in specific systems in sub-nuclear
physics, as neutral K-mesons, for which the first observations date back to 1964 [3] and
more recently, neutral B-mesons [4, 5, 15].
Together, the combined operation of time reversal, space inversion and charge conju-
gation, CPT, appears to be a conserved fundamental symmetry: this has important and
very general consequences [17]. An immediate consequence is that the mass and the
lifetime of an elementary particle and its anti-particle must be equal. Up to now all the
experimental observations obtained are consistent with this rule.
We present in this dissertation the prospective studies made for the B0s → J/ψ η chan-
nel. This work can be considered as a first step in the direction of future analyzes that
will concern CP violation in the B0s sector. In the following sections, a survey on the phe-
nomenology will be presented.
1.2 Standard Model
The Standard Model is a gauge theory based on the SU(3)C⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y groups, which
describes the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions via gauge boson exchange: 8
gluons and 1 photon, all massless, for the strong and electromagnetic forces respectively,
and 3 massive bosons, W± and Z0, for the weak force. Strong interactions are governed
4The close connection between the standard conservation laws and the symmetries of space and time
appears to have originated in 1918 with Noether’s famous paper [16]. Indeed this principle is sometimes
referred to as “Noether’s theorem” although Noether’s theorem itself contains only a very partial statement of
it.
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by the SU(3)C group while the SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y groups present a unified description of the
electro-weak interactions.
Among the fermions, the fundamental constituents of the matter, we distinguish the
leptons and the quarks. They present a definite structure and are classified in three fami-
lies: [
νe
e−
] [
u
d
] [
νμ
μ−
] [
c
s
] [
ντ
τ−
] [
t
b
]
,
where the leptons are defined by:[
ν

−
]
≡
(
ν

−
)
L
, (
−)R,
and each quark appears with three different colors:[
qup
qdown
]
≡
(
qup
qdown
)
L
, (qup)R, (qdown)R.
The subscripts L and R refer to the particle helicity. The left (right) helicity field are
doublets (singlets) of SU(2)L. Moreover each particle is assigned an anti-particle of the
same mass, but opposite charge. The three families differ only through their masses and
quantum numbers.
It is the merit of Glashow, Weinberg and Salam to have developed an extremely clever
model for the “electroweak interactions” in which they incorporate the successful theory
of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) and provide a description of the weak forces in terms
of an exchange of massive vector bosons. The model is clever in the sense that it preserves
the masslessness of the photon while giving mass to the weak interaction gauge bosons
W± and Z0. This is achieved by the use of the Higgs mechanism and a suitable choice
of the Higgs fields. The gauge boson masses depend on the weak angle θW , a parameter
which must be determined from the experiments. The spinless Higgs particle is yet to be
discovered.
We briefly outline hereafter the main points of this model.
1.2.1 The weak interaction Lagrangian
One gets the following Lagrangian density for the electro-weak interactions:
LEW = Lbosons + Lfermions + LHiggs + LY ukawa,
where the kinetic term for the free massless gauge bosons is Lbosons = −14GaμνGaμν −
1
4BμνB
μν . In this expression:
Bμν = ∂μBν − ∂νBμ
and
Gaμν = ∂μW
a
ν − ∂νW aμ + g abcW bμW cν a, b, c = 1, 2, 3,
with
−→
W and B gauge bosons.
The second term of the electroweak Lagrangian is:
Lfermions = ΨLγμ
(
∂μ − igσ2
−→
Wμ − ig′Y2Bμ
)
ΨL + ΨRγμ
(
∂μ − ig′Y2Bμ
)
ΨR,
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describing the free fermion propagation as well as their coupling to the
−→
W and B gauge
fields. In Lfermions, the Ψ are the spinor fields of the fermions, g and g′ are the coupling
constant to the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge groups, Y is the hypercharge defined by Y =
2(I3 + Q) where I3 is the third component of the weak isospin and Q the electric charge.
In the Standard Model, the coupling of the Higgs boson to the massless bosons
−→
W and
B will give mass to the W gauge bosons. The Higgs mechanism [18] gets rid of this lack
introducing a LHiggs gauge invariant term, which can give a mass to the particles through
a symmetry breaking:
LHiggs =
((
∂μ − igσ2
−→
W μ − ig′Y2Bμ
)
Φ
)†(
∂μ − igσ2
−→
Wμ − ig′Y2Bμ
)
Φ− V (Φ),
where Φ(x) =
(
Φ+
Φ0
)
is a doublet of scalar fields in the minimal SM and V (Φ) is gen-
erally chosen to be μ2Φ†Φ +
λ
4
(Φ†Φ)2. We choose Φ0 to have the non zero value
v√
2
in
vacuum. The scalar field in the vacuum state then is written:
Φ = Φvac =
1√
2
(
0
v
)
.
This is the so-called “spontaneous symmetry breaking”.
Inserting this scalar field in LHiggs and identifying the field which multiplies the com-
bination 12(1 + σ3) =
(
1 0
0 0
)
to the photon, one arrives at
(
Aμ
Z0μ
)
= R(θW )
(
Bμ
W 3μ
)
,
R(θW ) being the rotation matrix of angle θW , the Weinberg angle.
The fields of the charged vector bosons can then be found: W±μ =
W 1μ ±W 2μ√
2
. Their
masses are MW =
g v
2
and MZ =
g v
2 cos θW
.
The fermion masses
The Higgs doublet is then used to give mass to the fermions via a Yukawa type coupling.
For the leptons, one has:
LY ukawa−lepton = −G
[
(LΦ)R + R(Φ†L)
]
,
where G is the Yukawa coupling constant, L =
(
ν


)
is the left-handed doublet and R
the right handed singlet. The non-zero vacuum of Φ which breaks the gauge symmetry
gives:
LY ukawa−lepton = −G
[
L
(
0
v/
√
2
)
R + R (0, v/
√
2)L
]
= −G v√
2
(

L
R + 
R
L
)
= −G v√
2


.
This gives a mass to the charged leptons. In SM, the neutrinos only exist as a left-handed
particles and, therefore, do not have mass.
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The treatment for the quarks is quite similar. However, the Lagrangian has to allow
charged current transformations from a quark of flavor i to another one of flavor j: these
coupling are characterized by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa unitary matrix VCKM which
gives the quark mass eigenstates in terms of interaction eigenstates (see (1.3)). This kind
of mixing does not appear in the lepton sector as the neutrinos do not have mass.
1.2.2 The limitations of the Standard Model
The SM is very powerful in predicting physics phenomena, however some weaknesses
are present. The number of parameters (19) is high, gravitation is not included and the
model does not explain the mass hierarchy. Moreover, the coupling constants associated
to the three gauge groups evolve with energy, in compliance with the renormalization
group equations and converge approximatively to an energy of ∼ 1016 GeV suggesting a
unification of the strong and the electro-weak interactions there. At these energies, the
Higgs boson mass suffers from radiative corrections which are quadratically divergent with
respect to their energies and which can be stabilized only with fine adjustments (gauge
hierarchy problem). The Supersymmetry models can bring a solution to this problem, but
they have not been experimentally proved yet.
Recent experiments measuring the atmospheric neutrino fluxes and solar neutrino
fluxes have observed that:
• The atmospheric muon neutrinos flux depends upon the particles’ zenith angle, i.e.
upon the distance they travel from their origin to the detector the SuperKamiokande
experiment;
• The solar neutrino experiment at the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) has de-
termined that the νe flux that was originally produced in the Sun becomes a flux of
νe, νμ and ντ at earth level. This result has been confirmed by the KamLAND ex-
periment which uses anti-neutrinos from reactors located at about 100 km of their
site.
These results show that neutrinos do change flavor in their propagation and that they have
different masses; we know at the time being two of the mass differences but we do not
know the absolute scale. Neutrinos having mass are certainly beyond the Standard Model.
1.3 Quark mixing
Although the origin of CP violation is a mystery of Particle Physics, one can phenomeno-
logically accommodate it within the Standard Model. The charged current Lagrangian Lccq
describing the interaction between quarks and W bosons can be written as:
Lccq = −
g√
2
(
Jcc†μ W
μ + Jccμ W
μ†
)
where g is the weak coupling constant, Jccμ the charge current and W
μ the W -field. The
charge current which couples to the W± can be expanded as [19]:
Jccμ = (u, c, t)L γμVCKM
⎛
⎝ ds
b
⎞
⎠
L
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where VCKM is a 3 × 3 unitary matrix in flavor space. This unitary matrix connects the
electro-weak states (d′, s′, b′) of the down, strange and bottom quarks with their mass
eigenstates (d, s, b) through [7]:⎛
⎝ d’s’
b’
⎞
⎠ = VCKM ·
⎛
⎝ ds
b
⎞
⎠ =
⎛
⎝ Vud Vus VubVcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
⎞
⎠ ·
⎛
⎝ ds
b
⎞
⎠ .
It has been introduced in 1973 by Kobayashi and Maskawa [19] who extended the Cabibbo
− Glashow − Iliopoulos − Maiani [20, 21] scheme to include a third generation of quark,
even before the discovery of the charm quark !
1.3.1 Number of independent parameters
A general (n × n) complex matrix possesses a priori 2n2 real parameters. However VCKM
being unitary, the number of independent parameters can be reduced to n2. As one deals
with 2n quark fields, one has the liberty to choosing 2n−1 relative phases and thus further
reduce the number of parameters by 2n− 1. The matrix VCKM therefore has
n2 − (2n − 1) = (n− 1)2
physically independent parameters.
For n = 2, the Cabibbo 2×2matrix has only one real parameter which has been chosen
to be the Cabibbo angle. CP violation cannot be accommodated in the SM as the matrix is
real.
For n = 3, the Kobayashi − Maskawa 3× 3 matrix has four independent parameters of
which three can be taken as the mixing angles between generations and one is a complex
phase. It is this phase which describes CP violation. It should be emphasized that these
four parameters are fundamental constants and need to be experimentally determined.
1.3.2 The VCKM matrix
VCKM may be parameterized on a variety of ways. The Particle Data Group [14] uses the
Chau-Keung parameterization [22]:
VCKM =
⎛
⎝ c12c13 s12c13 s13eiδ13−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ13 c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ13 s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ13 −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ13 c23c13
⎞
⎠ ,
where cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij control the mixing between the three i, j families
while δ13 is the CP violation phase. This parameterization presents some interesting char-
acteristics:
• s13 corresponds to |Vub| ∼ O
(
10−3
)
. This implies that c13 ∼ 1 and that the terms Vud,
Vus, Vcb and Vtb can be determined by one parameter up to the order O
(
10−4
)
. This
behavior greatly simplifies the parameter values extraction from the experimental
data and the comparison with the expectations.
• s23 is directly connected to the transition b→ c.
• CP violation is suppressed by a factor s13.
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In order to describe the characteristics of the VCKM matrix in a more quantitative man-
ner, Wolfenstein [23] proposed a parameterization based on experimental results
|Vus|3 ≈ |Vcb|3/2 ≈ |Vub|,
and on unitarity, to obtain the matrix elements as a series expansions in λ ≡ sin θC ≡
|Vus| ≈ 0.22. Choosing a phase convention in which Vud, Vus, Vcd, Vts and Vtb are real,
Wolfenstein proposed:
VCKM =
⎛
⎝ 1− 12λ2 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)−λ 1− 12λ2 Aλ2
Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1
⎞
⎠+ δVCKM,
here the series expansion is truncated at order O(δVCKM)=O
(
λ4
)
. The B-meson system,
especially for the B0s , requires a more accurate determination of the VCKM matrix elements,
including O(λ5) corrections, which are given by [7, 8]:
δVCKM =
⎛
⎝ − 18λ4 0 01
2A
2λ5 (1− 2(ρ + iη)) − 18λ4(1 + 4A2) 0
1
2Aλ
5(ρ + iη) 12Aλ
4 (1− 2(ρ + iη)) − 12A2λ4
⎞
⎠+O(λ6) .
It is also possible to introduce the generalized Wolfenstein parameters:
ρ = ρ(1− λ
2
2
) and η = η(1− λ
2
2
),
and then the Vtd component of the CKM matrix can simply be written, up to corrections of
O(λ5):
Vtd = Aλ3(1− ρ− iη).
In this notation, ρ + iη = −VudV
∗
ub
VcdV
∗
cb
.
1.3.3 The unitarity triangles (UT)
The unitarity of the CKM matrix, V †CKMVCKM = 1 = VCKM V
†
CKM, leads to the following set
of equations: ∑
k
VkiV
∗
kj = δij
where k indexes all the quarks. The orthogonality relations are of particular interest since
they can be represented as six “unitarity triangles” in the complex plane with rather dif-
ferent shapes [24, 25, 26]:
(sd) VusV ∗ud + VcsV
∗
cd + VtsV
∗
td = 0, (1.1)
(sb) VusV ∗ub + VcsV
∗
cb + VtsV
∗
tb = 0, (1.2)
(db) VudV
∗
ub + VcdV
∗
cb + VtdV
∗
tb = 0, (1.3)
(uc) VudV
∗
cd + VusV
∗
cs + VubV
∗
cb = 0, (1.4)
(ct) VcdV ∗td + VcsV
∗
ts + VcbV
∗
tb = 0, (1.5)
(tu) VtdV ∗ud + VtsV
∗
us + VtbV
∗
ub = 0, (1.6)
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where the first three relations express the orthogonality of two different columns, and the
last three two different rows. Using the Wolfenstein expansion, we see that the sides of
the triangles in Eq. (1.3) and (1.6) are all of order λ3. The triangles in Eq. (1.2) and (1.5)
have two sides of order λ2 and one side of order λ4 while those in Eq. (1.1) and (1.4)
have two sides of order λ and one side of order λ5. All six triangles have the same area
AΔ = |JCP |/2 = A2λ6|η| where JCP is the “Jarlskog parameter”5 and are represented on
Fig. (1.1).
V us V ud*
V csV cd*
V ts V td*
V usV ub*V csV cb*
V tsV tb*
V tdV tb*
V cdV cb*
V udV ub*
( sd)
(sb)
(db)
V ubV cb*
*V usV cs
V udV cd*
V csV ts*
V cdV td*
V cbV tb*
V tsV us*
V tdV ud* V tbV ub*
(uc )
(c t )
( tu )
Figure 1.1: The six unitarity triangles.
From (1.3) we can define the three angles of the (db) triangle:
α ≡ φ2 ≡ arg
[
− VtdV
∗
tb
VudV
∗
ub
]
, β ≡ φ1 ≡ arg
[
−VcdV
∗
cb
VtdV
∗
tb
]
, γ ≡ φ3 ≡ arg
[
−VudV
∗
ub
VcdV
∗
cb
]
.
Another characteristic angle, χ, of unitarity triangles of order O(λ2), essential for the B0s
system, can be defined from the Eq. (1.2) and triangle (sb), as well as its equivalent for
the K-system, χ′ (Eq. (1.1)) and triangle (sd):
χ ≡ βs ≡ arg
[
−VcbV
∗
cs
VtbV
∗
ts
]
 λ2η  arg (Vts)− π, χ′ ≡ βK ≡ arg
[
−VusV
∗
ud
VcsV ∗cd
]
 A2λ4η.
(1.7)
Several models going beyond the SM predict an additional contribution to VCKM due to
New Physics in such a way that βmeasured → β−βnew physics and αmeasured → α−αnew physics.
Thus the requirement that the sum of the three angles add up to π will not be fulfilled if
New Physics were present.
5The “Jarlskog parameter” JCP represents a measure of the “strength” of the CP violation within the
Standard Model [27].
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1.3.4 Measurements of the unitarity triangles parameters
A very systematic way to search for New Physics consists in measuring both the three an-
gles and the sides of the triangles in order to over-constrain the measurements and to look
for inconsistencies. While β angle can be precisely studied at the present B-factories, the
other angles will be known with reduced accuracy. This is the reason why LHCb experi-
ment, as well as “Super B-factories”6, has been proposed. The different characteristics of
the unitarity triangles can be measured through specific decays:
A = (ρ¯, η¯)
α
Rt = 1−ρ¯−iη¯
β
B = (1, 0)C = (0, 0)
γ
Rb = ρ¯+iη¯
Figure 1.2: The main unitary triangle (db),
corresponding to relation (1.3).
Bs = (1− λ2/2)Cs = (0, 0)
Rsb = λ
2(ρ + iη) χ
As = (λ2ρ, λ2η)
Rst = 1− λ2(ρ + iη + 1/2)
Figure 1.3: The unitary triangle corre-
sponding to relation (1.2). This triangle
(sb) is squashed due to one side (AsCs) be-
ing O(λ2) and the two others O(1).
α B0d → ρ π, as well as B0d → π+ π−, gives access to sin (2α) but the second decay
requires the knowledge of the “penguin pollution”, which can be extracted from
B0d → K± π∓.
β The B0d − B
0
d mixing phase φd turns out to be equal to 2β and can be extracted from
B0d → J/ψ K0S and similar channels. B0d → φ K0S also allows the measurement of
2β but is dominated by penguin loops. Both measurements giving different results
could show signs of New Physics.
γ This angle can be accessed by the B0d → D(∗) π channels, which give γ + φd, with
φd obtained from the measurement described above. There is also the B0s → Ds K
channel, which is sensitive to γ + φs.
χ This angle can be estimated with the B0s mixing phase, φs, which is equal to −2χ
in the SM and can be extracted from asymmetries in B0s → J/ψ φ, B0s → J/ψ η,
B0s → ηc φ or B0s → J/ψ η
′
.
|Rb| This is the length of the CA side of the unitarity triangle (db) which involves the
ratio |Vub|/|Vcb|. Both the numerator and the denominator can be obtained via semi-
leptonic decays of B-mesons, e.g. b→ u
ν or b→ c
ν decay processes.
6“Super B-Factories” [28] are colliders working at much higher particle intensities than the present ones.
They would expand the existing programs at SLAC and KEK, and complement the LHCb physics program.
Luminosity 40 times higher than that in current B-factories, producing 10 billion B-meson pairs per year,
will allow studies of rare B-decays, enlightening the asymmetries to a high degree of accuracy. Like BABAR
and Belle, the Super B-Factories would detect B-meson decays produced in e+−e− collisions, and will allow
access to rare decays involving neutrinos or multiple photons which are difficult or impossible to study at a
proton collider like the LHC.
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|Rt| This is the length of the AB side of the unitarity triangle (db), |Rt| = 1
λ
∣∣∣∣VtdVcd
∣∣∣∣, where
the problematic term is Vtd. However it can be determined with the help of the mass
difference Δmd,s of the mass eigenstates of the neutral B0d and B
0
s meson systems
with
Δms
Δmd
=
mB0s
mB0d
ξ2
|Vts|2
|Vtd|2
where ξ (of order unity) expresses hadronic structure
functions. More specifically the ratio Δmd/Δms is independent of mt and short dis-
tance QCD corrections. In principle, this ratio is affected by much smaller theoretical
uncertainties than the hadronic matrix elements appearing in Δmd and Δms sepa-
rately. The determination of |Vtd|/|Vts| can also be done with rare decays through
b→ 

d,s transitions.
1.4 Neutral B-meson system
The B-mesons are quark−anti-quark bound states of well-defined flavor, known as flavor
eigenstates, and contain one b-quark. They have been discovered by the CUSB and CLEO
experiments in 1981 [29, 30, 31]. Tab. (1.1) gives the masses and lifetimes of the different
B-mesons as well as the Λ0b baryon.
b-particles Mass [MeV/c2 ] Lifetime [ps]
B+u (ub) 5279.0 ± 0.5 1.643 ± 0.010
B0d (db) 5279.4 ± 0.5 1.528 ± 0.009
B0s (sb) 5369.6 ± 2.4 1.472 ± 0.045
B+c (cb) 6400 ± 400 0.45 ± 0.12
Λ0b (udb) 5624 ± 9 1.232 ± 0.072
Table 1.1: Mass and lifetime of different b-particles [14, 32].
If only the strong and the electromagnetic interactions were present, then the B0q and
the B0q would be stable and form a particle−anti-particle pair with the same mass. How-
ever, due to the presence of weak interactions, these mesons decay. Since there is not
any conservation law which prevents the B0q and the B
0
q from having both real and virtual
transitions to a common state, they can oscillate among themselves before decaying. This
phenomenon is known as mixing.
1.4.1 B-meson decays
Tree diagram
d(s) d(s) 
b u
d(s)
uW
B0(B0)
π+(K+)
π−(K−)s
Figure 1.4: The tree diagram which generates
B0d → π+ π− and B0s → K+ K− decays. This
figure comes from [33].
The weak decays of the B-mesons can be
divided into leptonic, semi-leptonic and
non-leptonic transitions. The leptonic
modes B− → 
− ν, where 
 stands for e
and μ, have branching ratios at the 10−5
and 10−4 level, and are very hard to mea-
sure. The semi-leptonic decays are caused
by b → u
ν and b → c
ν transitions.
They are used to measure |Rb| (see Section
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(1.3.4)) and the indirect CP violation (see
Section (1.5.2)). b
t c u
d(s)
d(s)d(s)
W
u
u
g
Example of penguin diagrams
π+(K+)
π−(K−)
B0(B0)s
Figure 1.5: Example of a penguin diagram
which generates B0d → π+ π− and B0s →
K+ K− decays. This figure comes from [33].
For the SM description of CP violation,
the major role is played by the non-leptonic
B-decays. At the quark level, these decays
involved the transitions b → qq¯d(s) transi-
tions where q  {u, d, c, s}.
The two kind of diagrams which con-
tribute to the non-leptonic B-meson decays
are the “tree” (current−current) and “pen-
guin” (loop) diagrams. They are illustrated
on Fig. (1.4 and 1.5).
1.4.2 B0q − B
0
q mixing
Mixing is the process in which a neutral meson such as K0, B0d or B
0
s oscillates from its
particle state to its anti-particle state and vice versa. This is a second-order weak inter-
action illustrated in Fig. (1.6) for the B-mesons. Due to the particular hierarchy of the
CKM matrix elements and to its mass only the top quark contributes significantly to the
B0q − B0q mixing. Unlike the Kaon case, the charm and the mixed top-charm contributions
are negligible here, which considerably simplifies the analysis [8].
u¯,c¯,¯t
WW
b
q¯
B0q B
0
q
b¯
q
u, c, t
B0q
b¯
q
q¯
B0q
W
W
u, c, tu¯,c¯,¯t
b
Figure 1.6: Box diagrams illustrating the B0q −B0q mixing, q stands for d or s.
The |B0q 〉 and |B0q 〉 states of neutral B-mesons are eigenstates of the strong and elec-
tromagnetic forces, with definite flavor content. Oscillations from one state to another can
only occur through weak interactions which are also responsible for the decay of the B0q
and B0q.
After the creation of a B0q at time t = 0, the meson state observed at time t can be
described by a superposition of the two flavor states:
|ψ〉 = a(t)|B0q〉+ b(t)|B0q〉.
Applying a matrix notation, the Wigner-Weisskopf formalism [34, 35] yields an effective
time dependent Schro¨dinger equation of the form:
i
d
dt
(
a(t)
b(t)
)
= Heff
(
a(t)
b(t)
)
= (M− i
2
Γ)
(
a(t)
b(t)
)
where M, the mass matrix, and Γ, the decay matrix, are both 2 × 2 Hermitian matrices,
while the effective Hamiltonian Heff is not Hermitian. Virtual intermediate states con-
tributes to M while physical decay channels common to B0q and B
0
q contribute to Γ. As CPT
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invariance guarantees that the diagonal element of the two matrices are equal7, M and Γ
can be detailed as:
M =
(
M q0 M
q
12
M q∗12 M
q
0
)
, Γ =
(
Γq0 Γ
q
12
Γq∗12 Γ
q
0
)
.
The off-diagonal terms in these matrices, M q12 and Γ
q
12 are particularly important in the
discussion of CP violation. They are the dispersive and absorptive parts of the transition
amplitudes from B0q to B
0
q. In the Standard Model these contribution arise from the box
diagram with two W exchanges visible on Fig. (1.6). The large mass of the B-mesons
makes the QCD calculation of these quantities much more reliable than the corresponding
calculation for the Kaon mixing.
The eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian Heff are then given by:
λ± =
(
M q0 −
i
2
Γq0
)
± q
p
(
M q12 −
i
2
Γq12
)
,
with the corresponding physical eigenstates:
|Bq±〉 = p|B0q〉 ± q|B0q〉 (1.8)
where the coefficients obey the normalization |p2|+ |q2| = 1. Since the |Bq± 〉 have definite
mass, they can be labeled |BqH 〉 for the heavier state (originally |Bq−〉) and |BqL 〉 for the
lighter one (originally |Bq+〉). The mass difference Δmq and the width difference ΔΓq
between the neutral B-mesons are defined as follows:
Δmq ≡ mH −mL > 0, m = mH +mL2 ,
ΔΓq ≡ ΓL − ΓH , Γ = ΓH + ΓL2 .
The mass difference Δmq is positive by definition. As ΓL is the longer-lived B-meson
and ΓH the shorter-lived B-meson, hence ΔΓq is expected to be positive in the Standard
Model [36]. The magnitude of the oscillation (mixing) between B0q and B
0
q is given by the
size of the oscillation parameter xq, defined as:
xq ≡ ΔmqΓq , (1.9)
where Γq is the proper time of the B0q meson. With these conventions, the ratio q/p is
related to the off-diagonal mass and decay matrix elements and given by:
q
p
= −
√
M q∗12 − i2Γq∗12
M q12 − i2Γq12
, (1.10)
as well as Δmq and ΔΓq :
(Δmq)2 − 14(ΔΓq)
2 = 4 |M q12|2 − |Γq12|2 ,
ΔmqΔΓq = −4
e
(
M q∗12Γ
q
12
)
. (1.11)
7CPT is a good symmetry of nature which requires that particle and anti-particle masses and lifetimes are
identical.
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The minus sign in Eq. (1.10, 1.11) arises from our convention of ΔΓq. The same conven-
tion for Δmq and ΔΓq can be found in [9]. The time evolution of the mass eigenstates is
given by:
|Bj(t)〉 = e−imjte−Γjt/2|Bj〉, j = H,L.
From this equation and Eq. (1.8) we get the time evolution of the initially pure |B0q 〉 and
|B0q 〉 states:
|B0q(t)〉 = g+(t)|B0q〉+
q
p
g−(t)|B0q〉, (1.12)
|B0q(t)〉 = g+(t)|B0q〉+
p
q
g−(t)|B0q〉, (1.13)
where:
g±(t) ≡ 12
(
e−iλ+t ± e−iλ−t
)
. (1.14)
1.4.3 Standard Model predictions
The SM predicts that the ratio ΔΓq/Γq is small for the B0d −B
0
d system (less than 1%)
but larger for the B0s −B0s system to ∼ 10% [14]. This width difference is caused by the
presence of final states that can be reached by both the B0q and the B
0
q mesons. Such decays
involve b → cc¯q transitions which are Cabbibo-suppressed if q = d and Cabbibo-allowed
if q = s.
The neutral Kaon sector has to deal with a large difference in the lifetime of the K0S
and K0L with two close masses. This is the opposite in the B-meson sector where it is the
mass difference which is non negligible [14]:
Δmd = mB0dH −mB0dL = (0.502 ± 0.007) ps
−1,
xd = 0.771 ± 0.012,
and:
Δms = mB0sH −mB0sL > 14.4 ps
−1, CL. 95%,
xs > 20.6, CL. 95%.
1.4.4 Time dependent decay rates
The time dependent decay rates from a neutral meson system B0q or B
0
q into a final state f
through the transition matrix T depends on the two decay amplitudes8:
Af ≡ 〈f |T |B0q〉,
Af ≡ 〈f |T |B0q〉.
|B0q 〉 born at time t = 0 as B0q, i.e. eigenvector of the strong interaction (flavor eigenstate),
will evolve in time according to Eq. (1.12) and decay into the final state f with the
amplitude:
A [B0q(t) → f ] = 〈f |T |B0q(t)〉 = g+(t)Af +
q
p
g−(t)Af .
8Henceforth we will ignore the production mechanism and concentrate on the decay rates.
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Similarly, the decay amplitude for a state born as B0q at time t = 0 is given by:
A [B0q(t) → f ] = 〈f |T |B0q(t)〉 = g+(t)Af +
p
q
g−(t)Af .
The corresponding decay rates to CP conjugated states f and f can be written:
Γ
(
B0q(t) → f
)
= |Af |2
{
|g+(t)|2 + |λf |2 |g−(t)|2 + 2
e
[
λfg
∗
+(t)g−(t)
]}
,
Γ
(
B0q(t) → f
)
=
∣∣∣Af ∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣
2{
|g−(t)|2 +
∣∣∣λf ∣∣∣2 |g+(t)|2 + 2
e [λfg+(t)g∗−(t)]
}
,
Γ
(
B0q(t) → f
)
= |Af |2
∣∣∣∣pq
∣∣∣∣
2 {
|g−(t)|2 + |λf |2 |g+(t)|2 + 2
e
[
λfg+(t)g∗−(t)
]}
,
Γ
(
B0q(t) → f
)
=
∣∣∣Af ∣∣∣2
{
|g+(t)|2 +
∣∣∣λf ∣∣∣2 |g−(t)|2 + 2
e [λfg∗+(t)g−(t)]
}
, (1.15)
where:
λf ≡ q
p
Af
Af
, λf ≡
q
p
Af
Af
and λf ≡
1
λf
, (1.16)
while the functions governing the time evolution, from Eq. (1.14), are given by:
|g±(t)|2 = 14
[
e−ΓH t + e−ΓLt ± e−Γt cos (Δmqt)]
=
e−Γt
2
[
cosh
(
ΔΓqt
2
)
± cos (Δmqt)
]
,
g∗+(t)g−(t) =
1
4
[−e−ΓH t + e−ΓLt + 2ie−Γt sin (Δmqt)]
=
e−Γt
2
[
sinh
(
ΔΓqt
2
)
+ i sin
(
Δmqt
)]
.
1.5 CP violation
The possible manifestations of CP symmetry violation can be classified in a model-indepen-
dent way in three categories:
1. CP violation in the decay9, when the amplitude for the decay and its CP conjugate
process have different magnitudes: ∣∣∣∣∣
Af
Af
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1;
2. CP violation in the mixing: ∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣ = 1;
3. CP violation in the interference between a decay without mixing (B0q → f) and a
decay with mixing (B0q → B0q → f):
|λf | =
∣∣∣∣qp AfAf
∣∣∣∣ = 1, mλf = 0.
9This asymmetry can be present in both charged and neutral decays.
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1.5.1 CP violation in decay
WB
0
q
b¯
q
c¯
c
q
s¯
WB
0
q
b
q¯
c
c¯
q¯
s
Figure 1.7: Diagrams illustrating a B0q (B
0
q resp.) decaying through a b¯→ c¯c¯s (b→ cc¯s resp.)
quark transition.
For any final state f or f , illustrated in Fig. (1.7), the quantity
∣∣∣Af/Af ∣∣∣ is independent
of the phase conventions discussed in Appendix (A). There are two types of phase that
may appear in Af and Af :
1. The weak phases coming from the VCKM matrix, that contribute to the two ampli-
tudes with opposite signs;
2. The strong phases which contribute to Af and Af with terms of the same sign and
which are related to final states strong interaction.
It is therefore useful to write each contribution to A in three parts: its magnitude Ai, its
weak phase term eiφi , and its strong phase term eiδi . Then if several amplitudes contribute
to B0q → f , the amplitude Af and the CP conjugate amplitude Af are given by:
Af =
∑
i
Aie
i(δi+φi), Af =
∑
i
Aie
i(δi−φi),
The convention independent quantity is then:∣∣∣∣∣
Af
Af
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i Aie
i(δi−φi)∑
i Aie
i(δi+φi)
∣∣∣∣∣
This relation shows that CP violation is due to the presence of weak phases. This type of
CP violation, also called direct CP violation, will not occur unless if there are at least two
amplitudes with different weak phases and different strong phases. Then the condition to
have CP violation in the decay is:∣∣∣∣∣
Af
Af
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1 =⇒ CP violation.
The CP violation in the decay has been observed by BABAR and Belle in the B0d →
K+ π− decay in 2004. The average value combining BABAR [37], Belle [38], CDF [39]
and CLEO [40] is:
AK−π+ ≡
Γ(B0d → K− π+)− Γ(B0d → K+ π−)
Γ(B0d → K− π+) + Γ(B0d → K+ π−)
= −0.109 ± 0.019.
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1.5.2 CP violation in mixing
A second quantity that is independent of phase conventions and physically meaningful is:
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣M
∗
12 − i2Γ∗12
M12 − i2Γ12
∣∣∣∣∣ . (1.17)
If CP is conserved, the mass eigenstates must be CP eigenstates. In that case the relative
phase between M12 and Γ12 vanishes and |q/p|2 = 1. Therefore Eq. (1.17) implies:∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣ = 1 =⇒ CP violation.
This kind of CP violation is called CP violation in the mixing and is often referred to as
indirect CP violation. It results from the mass eigenstates being different from the CP
eigenstates. This implies that the probabilities for an initially pure |B0q 〉 eigenstate to
decay as |B0q 〉 or an initially pure |B0q 〉 eigenstate to decay as |B0q 〉 after a time t are not
the same.
To measure experimentally this asymmetry one can study the semi-leptonic B-meson
decays (where the lepton charge gives the B-flavor). This consists in measuring the semi-
leptonic asymmetry:
ASL =
Γ(B+ → 
+ ν X)− Γ(B− → 
− ν X)
Γ(B+ → 
+ ν X) + Γ(B− → 
− ν X) =
1−
∣∣∣ qp ∣∣∣4
1 +
∣∣∣ qp ∣∣∣4
.
CP violation in the mixing has been observed in the semi-leptonic decaysK0L → π− 
+ ν
and K0L → π+ 
− ν [14]:
δK =
Γ(K0L → π− 
+ ν)− Γ(K0L → π+ 
− ν)
Γ(K0L → π− 
+ ν) + Γ(K0L → π+ 
− ν)
= (3.27 ± 0.12) · 10−3.
However, this CP violation has still not be experimentally observed in the B-mesons system
and the average result [41] is:
ABSL = (−0.05 ± 0.71)%,
which is equivalent to: ∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣ = 1.0003 ± 0.0035.
In the case of hadronic decays, the situation is much more complex. In order to calcu-
late the deviation of |q/p| from 1, m(Γ12/M12) has to be calculated. This involves large
hadronic uncertainties, in particular in the hadronization model for Γ12. Thus even if such
asymmetries are observed, it will be difficult to relate their values to the VCKM parameters.
1.5.3 Mixing induced CP violation
Let’s consider again neutral B-meson decays into final CP eigenstates, fCP. Such states
are accessible in both B0q and B
0
q decays as shown on Fig. (1.8). The quantity of interest
here which is independent of phase conventions and physically meaningful is λf , given in
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q¯
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u, c, tu¯,c¯,¯t B0q
Figure 1.8: Diagram illustrating a B0q mixing into a B
0
q and then decaying through a b→ cc¯s
quark transition.
Eq. (1.16). When CP is conserved we know that |q/p| = 1,
∣∣∣Af/Af ∣∣∣ = 1 and furthermore
the relative phase between (q/p) and (Af/Af ) vanishes. One can however still observe CP
violation even if |q/p| = 1 and
∣∣∣Af/Af ∣∣∣ = 1, provided that:
|λf | = 1, mλf = 0.
This type of CP violation is called CP violation in the interference between a decay with
and a decay without mixing. It contains aspects of both direct and indirect CP violation.
We now want to point out the importance of this mechanism: the theoretical estimate of
direct CP violating quantities is usually plagued by hadronic uncertainties which consist
for instance in the difficulty to estimate the strong phases, and hence to extract the weak
phases. In this case, instead, for processes dominated by a single amplitude, the strong
phase will cancel.
1.5.4 CP violation in neutral B-sector
The neutral B sector has several properties which allow to simplify the CP violation for-
malism [9]. We can assume that the very small effect of CP violation in the B0q−B0q mixing
can be neglected [7, 8]. This leads to the following approximations:
Both B0d and B
0
s systems =⇒ |Γ12|  |M12| =⇒ Δmq = 2 |M12| ,
and
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣ = 1 =⇒ |λf | =
∣∣∣∣∣
Af
Af
∣∣∣∣∣ ; (1.18)
Only for B0d systems =⇒ ΔΓd = 0. (1.19)
For the B0q systems, we use the second approximation (Eq. (1.18)) to transform the time-
dependent decay probabilities of Eq. (1.15) into (we only write here the two time depen-
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dent decay amplitudes B0q(t) → f and B0q(t) → f):
Γ[B0q(t) → f ] =
|Af |2 +
∣∣Af ∣∣2
2
e−Γq t
{
cosh
(
ΔΓq t
2
)
+ Df sinh
(
ΔΓq t
2
)
− Cf cos (Δmq t)− Sf sin (Δmq t)
}
,
Γ[B0q(t) → f ] =
|Af |2 +
∣∣Af ∣∣2
2
e−Γq t
{
cosh
(
ΔΓq t
2
)
+ Df sinh
(
ΔΓq t
2
)
+ Cf cos (Δmq t) + Sf sin (Δmq t)
}
, (1.20)
where10:
Df ≡ 2
e(λf )1 + |λf |2 , Cf ≡
|λf |2 − 1
1 + |λf |2 , Sf ≡
2m(λf )
1 + |λf |2 . (1.21)
In order to test CP, we must compare B0q(t) → f to B0q(t) → f , or B0q(t) → f to B0q(t) → f .
To simplify the discussion we will henceforth concentrate on decays into self-conjugated
final states fCP which are CP eigenstates:
CP|fCP〉 = ηfCP |fCP〉,
where ηfCP = ±1 is the eigenvalue of the final state.
If we do not consider CP violation in the mixing and that only a single amplitude
AfCP = AfCP with one weak phase is present in the decay, we obtain (Appendix (A)):
|λfCP | = 1, CfCP = 0, SfCP = −ηfCP sin (φCKM), DfCP = ηfCP cos (φCKM), (1.22)
where the CKM phase is defined as:
φCKM ≡ φM − 2φD. (1.23)
Here φM ≡ arg[V ∗tqVtb] is the mixing phase and φD ≡ arg[VcbV ∗cq] is the decay phase. This
latter can be expressed in terms of angle of the unitarity triangle as follows:
φD =
{
−γ for dominant b¯→ u¯ur¯ CKM amplitudes,
0 for dominant b¯→ c¯cr¯ CKM amplitudes, r = d, s.
The mixing phase can be related to angles of the unitarity triangle as follow:
φM ≡ 2arg[V ∗tqVtb] ≡
{
φd  2β = O(0.8) rad for q = d,
φs  −2λ2η  −2χ = O(−0.04) rad for q = s.
Finally we can consider only b¯ → c¯cs¯ quark transition decays. This is effectively the
channels studied in the present dissertation, i.e. the B0s → J/ψ η, the B0s → ηc φ and the
B0s → J/ψ φ channels. In this case the decay phase that is the phase of VcbV ∗cq vanishes. All
these peculiarities render that kind of decay the “promised land” of the CP violation in the
B-system.
10Here is a place where competing definitions abound in the literature. For example, reference [9] uses
adir = Cf and, because of the sign change in the definition of q, aint = −Sf .
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B0s system With these conventions, the time dependent decay rates (1.20) for b¯ → c¯cs¯
decays to CP eigenstates, when this decay is dominated by only one phase, can be written
as follows:
Γ[B0s (t) → fCP] = |AfCP |2 e−Γs t
{
cosh
(
ΔΓs t
2
)
+ ηfCP cos (φs) sinh
(
ΔΓs t
2
)
− ηfCP sin (φs) sin (Δms t)
}
,
Γ[B0s (t) → fCP] = |AfCP |2 e−Γs t
{
cosh
(
ΔΓs t
2
)
+ ηfCP cos (φs) sinh
(
ΔΓs t
2
)
+ ηfCP sin (φs) sin (Δms t)
}
. (1.24)
We define the CP asymmetry as:
ACP(t) ≡ Γ[B
0
s (t) → fCP]− Γ[B0s (t) → fCP]
Γ[B0s (t) → fCP] + Γ[B0s (t) → fCP]
(1.25)
=
−ηfCP sin (φs) sin (Δmst)
cosh
(
ΔΓs t
2
)− ηfCP cos (φs)sinh (ΔΓs t2 ) .
B0d system Setting ΔΓd = 0, the time dependent decay rates reduce to:
Γ[B0d(t) → fCP] = |AfCP |2 e−Γd t
{− ηfCP sin (φd) sin (Δmd t)},
Γ[B0d(t) → fCP] = |AfCP |2 e−Γd t
{
+ ηfCP sin (φd) sin (Δmd t)
}
.
The asymmetry (1.25) becomes:
ACP(t) = −ηfCP sin (φd) sin (Δmdt).
1.6 The B0s → J/ψ η channel at LHCb
The identification of the B0s state is quite recent. The Aleph experiment observed this
state and measured its mass for the first time in 1993 [42] the same year as CDF did
[43]. LEP experiments have studied this B-state, obtaining in the following years the
mean life time of this meson. Nevertheless, the B0s − B0s mixing, despite the efforts of the
experimental teams both at LEP and Tevatron, has not been directly observed; besides, the
ΔΓs measurement has not been achieved up to now.
The B0s mass and the mean lifetime measurements obtained by the LEP experiments
and by CDF were based mostly on the study of semi-leptonic decay channels, in which
Ds mesons are produced, and of the rare decay to J/ψ φ where the low branching ratio
BR(B0s → J/ψ φ)  10−3 is compensated by a clear signature and good signal to noise
ratio.
Since it is important to have large data samples available to study B0s decays, these con-
stitute one of the central targets of the LHCb experiment. There are important differences
between the B0d and B
0
s systems:
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• Within the Standard Model, a large B0s −B0s mixing parameter xs ≡ Δms/Γs = O(20)
is expected, whereas the B0s mixing phase φs ∼ O(−0.04) rad is expected to be small.
• There may be a sizable width difference ΔΓs/Γs = O(10%), whereas ΔΓd is negligi-
ble.
1.6.1 B0s → J/ψ η CP asymmetry
The decay processes to the J/ψ η final state are analogous to the J/ψ K0S decay in the B
0
d
sector11. The final state is a pure CP-even eigenstate with eigenvalue ηJ/ψ η = +1, unlike
the final states B0s → J/ψ φ where, due to the presence of the two vector mesons, both CP
eigenstates are present. The subprocess at quark level b¯ → c¯cs¯ is dominated by the tree
diagram. Contributions to more complex diagrams are of order O(λ2).
The CP asymmetry amplitude in this case is dominated by the interference between
decays with and without mixing and is given by:
m(λB0s→J/ψ η) = − sin (−2χ),
This angle is expected to be of the order O(λ2) and is significantly more difficult to mea-
sure compared to the β angle of the (bd) triangle. However any observation of a sizable
asymmetry will imply the existence of New Physics.
1.6.2 B0s → J/ψ η branching fraction
The estimation of the branching ratio of this channel is based on the comparison with the
channel B0d → J/ψ K0S. The amplitudes of the two processes indeed differ only by the
kinematics and by the non perturbative hadronic contributions, the role of the spectator
quark d or s being neglected. They do not depend on the VCKM matrix elements that are
the same at the tree level. After these hypotheses, the branching ratio of B0s → J/ψ η can
be expressed as [44]:
BR(B0s → J/ψ η) = BR(B0d → J/ψ K0S) |Sη|2
(
mB0d
mB0s
)3(
λB0s
λB0d
)3/2
,
where the function λ accounts for the kinematic effects in the decays and where
Sη =
− sin (θP )√
3
− 2 cos (θP )√
6
is the strange quark contribution to the η particle. θP is the mixing angle between the
I = 0 ground-state of the pseudoscalar octet η8 with the pseudoscalar singlet η1:
η = η8 cos θP − η1 sin θP ,
η
′
= η8 sin θP + η1 cos θP .
The mixing angle θP is not well determined and varies between −20◦ and −10◦ at a
confidence level of 90% [14]. Using the branching fraction (8.5± 0.5) · 10−4 for the decay
of B0d → J/ψ K0S we obtain for B0s → J/ψ η a result varying between 3.12 · 10−4 and
4.76 · 10−4. The behavior of the branching fraction is shown on Fig. (1.9) for angles
between -90◦ to 0◦. The uncertainty on these branching ratios is roughly 40%.
11One of the most prominent B-decay is the B0d → J/ψ K0S. It originates from b¯ → c¯cs¯ quark-level decays.
The important feature of this channel is that the penguin contribution can be neglected. This implies no direct
CP violation and gives for the mixing induced CP asymmetry: m(λB0d→J/ψ K0S) = sin (2β) +O
`
λ3
´
.
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Figure 1.9: Branching fraction of the B0s → J/ψ η decay channel with respect to the η mixing
angle. θP varies from −20◦ to −10◦, 90% CL interval enclosed by the two red lines.
1.6.3 Experimental aspects of B0s → J/ψ η
This decay of the B0s has never been observed. Only an upper limit at 90% confidence level
has been set BR(B0s → J/ψ η) < 3.8 · 10−3, by the L3 experiment at LEP. As will be shown
later in this dissertation, the J/ψ is reconstructed in the channel J/ψ → μ+ μ− with high
identification efficiencies and a high trigger efficiency.
From an experimental point of view, the search of the η, decaying in the channel
η → γγ, presents a more difficult challenge especially in the identification of “low” energy
photons, down to few GeV/c2. This work has the aim to start an investigation on the
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) and B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0 → (γ γ)) processes with the
simulated data of LHCb.
These two decays are illustrated on Fig. (1.10 and 1.11). The J/ψ and the η particles
have a very short lifetime. Therefore their decay vertices and the decay vertex of the B0s
should overlap. This is not shown on these drawings for reasons of clarity.
B0s γ
μ−
J/ψ
η
γ
μ+
Figure 1.10: B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) de-
cay mode.
B0s
μ−
μ+
π−
π+
η
J/ψ
π0
γ
γ
Figure 1.11: B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
decay mode.
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Chapter 2
The LHCb Experiment
This chapter describes the Large Hadron Collider beauty (LHCb) detector
and its experimental environment. It begins with the description of the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Then LHCb is introduced with all its sub-
detectors. Finally, the triggering system of the experiment is presented.
 
HE Large Electron Positron collider (LEP) at the European Center for Particle Physics
(CERN) has had a superb career in testing the Standard Model. In its first stage, LEP1
recorded out the following achievements at the Z0 pole:
• The Z0 mass was measured to 0.03 GeV/c2.
• The Z0 lineshapes were measured at the 10−3 level, which has allowed the deter-
mination of the invisible width and the conclusion to be drawn that there are only
three light neutrinos and essentially no width for other unseen processes.
• The effective weak mixing angle was also measured precisely: sin2 θeffW = 0.23184 ±
0.00023 (LEP1 only).
From 1996, the machine was upgraded to continuously ramp the energy from
√
s =
161 GeV to
√
s = 208 GeV, thus allowing:
• The determination of the W± mass: MW± = (80.457 ± 0.046) GeV/c2 (LEP2 only);
• The study of the gauge boson self-interaction;
• The global fits to electroweak data: the fit using only LEP data yields a top quark
mass of mt = 179+13−10 GeV/c
2 in agreement with the direct observations of top events,
and a lower limit to the Higgs mass mH0 > 135
+263
−83 GeV/c
2.
In the last operational year of LEP, the four experiments were able to set a lower limit to
the Higgs mass at mH0 > 114.4 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L.
Other models beyond the Standard Model, such as supersymmetric models, have also
predicted the existence of a series of Higgs bosons; they also predict new phenomena
which are not allowed in the Standard Model, like the boson↔fermion decay or the pos-
sibility of extra dimensions. The ones belonging to the supersymmetry group are very
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promising, especially the most “standard” of these models which is called the Minimal
SuperSymmetrical Model (MSSM).
These considerations led the particle physics community to propose a new collider,
which has much higher energies than the LEP in order to explore unknown energy scales,
where effects of New Physics are expected to be important. A hadron circular accelerator
has been chosen. This change of technology from LEP to LHC is necessary as the TeV
scale cannot be reached by circular e+ − e− colliders due to the high energy loss via syn-
chrotron radiation. The 27 km ring of the LEP accelerator will be reused and its injection
scheme upgraded with only minor civil engineering modifications: this allows CERN to
concentrate its efforts on the instrumentation and experiments.
2.1 The LHC accelerator
The LHC accelerator, illustrated on Fig (2.1), is a collider with two proton beams running
in opposite directions and colliding with a center of mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV. The
main experimental topics of this machine are the search for Higgs and SUSY particles
(ATLAS and CMS), the quark-gluon plasma (ALICE), the study of CP violation effects and
B-physics (mainly by LHCb, but also to a lower extend by ATLAS and CMS) and possible
effects of physics beyond the Standard Model as well as the measurements of total cross
section, elastic scattering and diffractive processes at LHC energies (TOTEM).
The colliding protons are first accelerated through a linear accelerator (the LINAC) up
to 50 MeV and injected into the two Proton Synchrotron Booster (PBS) rings. The Proton
Synchrotron (PS) is then fed with 1 GeV particles which will accelerate them up to 26
GeV before their injection in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) where they will reach
an energy of 450 GeV. They finally enter the LHC via the two new tunnels TI 2 and TI 8
(see Fig (2.1)). The final energy of 7 TeV is limited by the magnetic field of 8.34 T in the
super-conducting magnets even though a field of 9 Tesla would technically be feasible.
2.1.1 The luminosity
The production cross section for a Higgs with a mass between 114 and 219 GeV (these are
the present 95% CL limits combining direct and indirect searches [46]) increases rapidly
with
√
s but is still of a few tens of femtobarns at the LHC energy. This is why a very
high luminosity is needed. This necessity is also required for New Physics phenomena
which are characterized by very small signal to background ratios. Therefore the LHC
design luminosity has been fixed to L = 1034 cm−2s−1. This highest luminosity will only
be reached after 1 to 4 years of operation and improvements.
The luminosity at a given interaction point is given by:
L = N1N2kbfγF
4πβ∗
where N1,2 are the number of protons per bunch, kb the number of bunch crossings at
the considered interaction point, f the revolution frequency and γ = Ep/mp the rela-
tivistic factor. The normalized transverse emittance  characterizes the compactness and
divergence of the bunches and depends on beam-beam effects. The amplitude function
β∗ measures the ability of the magnets to focus the beam at the interaction point (IP)
and finally F ≈ 0.9 is a factor taking into account the crossing angle of the two beams
[47]. The nominal value of these parameters are presented in Tab. (2.1). An important
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the LHC accelerator ring at the surface and underground.
The general purpose experiments ATLAS and CMS are located at points 1 and 5, the heavy
ion experiment ALICE is situated at interaction point 2 and the LHCb experiment is located at
interaction point 8. TOTEM is also situated at point 5. These figures are taken from [45].
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issue for the electronic design of the LHC experiments is the bunch crossing frequency
kmaxb f ≈ 40 MHz. This defines the basic clock cycle of the front-end electronics.
Parameters Values
N1, N2 1.05 · 1011
kb 2835
f [Hz] 11245.5
γ 7460.6
 [μm×rad] 3.75
β [m] 0.5
Table 2.1: The design luminosity of L =
1034 cm−2s−1 is calculated with those LHC
performance parameters.
The luminosity at LHCb will be locally
controlled by defocusing the beams at the
IP 8 to yield a mean value of LavLHCb = 2 ·
1032 cm−2s−1. This choice is motivated by
the requirement of having mostly one inelas-
tic collision per bunch crossing. The number
of p−p interactions occurring in a given bunch
crossing n, follows the Poisson distribution:
P (μ, n) =
μn
n
e−μ,
where μ denotes the average number of p− p
collisions per bunch crossing. Figure (2.2)
shows the probability of the proportion of
events with n = 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 p − p interac-
tions per bunch crossing as a function of the
LHC luminosity.
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Figure 2.2: Probability distribution for the num-
ber of events with 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 interactions
per bunch crossing w.r.t. the LHC luminosity (the
dash-dotted line is LavLHCb = 2 · 1032 cm−2s−1).
To accurately measure the lifetime
of the B-mesons, the primary vertex co-
ordinates have to be determined with
the best possible precision. This can be
achieved in events with a single inter-
action (n = 1). From the figure (2.2),
assuming an inelastic cross section of
σinelastic = 80 mb, the probability is
the greatest when the LHCb luminosity
is L = 4 · 1032 cm−2s−1 (dotted line
on the Figure). However, running at
this luminosity coincides with increas-
ing the number of multiple interactions
(n > 1). The compromise solution is to
run at LavLHCb = 2·1032 cm−2s−1 (dashed-
dotted line of the Figure) for which the
detector occupancies in the tracking de-
tectors will be lower and radiation dam-
age will be reduced. Nevertheless stud-
ies are performed to evaluate the possi-
bility of LHCb to run at higher luminos-
ity.
2.1.2 Proton beams and bunch structure
Unlike the LEP beams where electrons and positrons were accelerated by the same Radio
Frequency (RF) system and travelled in the same beam pipe, the two protons beams of
the LHC require two separated acceleration beam pipes which join together at eight in-
teraction points. A p − p collider would have needed a “simpler” acceleration scheme,
but at energies of
√
s = 14 TeV, the hadron-hadron cross section is largely dominated by
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gluon fusion: the construction of a p− p collider would therefore not be worth the cost of
building a p complex, the intensity of which is in any case limited.
This high luminosity can be achieved by filling the ring with a large number of very
dense bunches. The density foreseen is 1011 protons per bunch. At such densities one
has to cope with disturbances due to the bunch crossing and cannot increase the bunch
density beyond a certain beam − beam limit in order to preserve a sufficiently long beam
lifetime1.
The Radio Frequency of the LHC operates at 400 MHz. However, only every tenth RF
bucket can be filled; this corresponds to a minimum bunch distance of 7 m (or 25 ns) and
a total number of 3564 bunches along the circumference of the ring. The bunch crossing
structure is given by [48]:
3564 = ([(72b + 8e)3 + 30]2 + [(72b + 8e)4 + 31e])3 + ([(72b + 8e)3 + 30e]3 + 81e),
where b stands for bunch and e for empty. This is due to the filling scheme of the injector:
the PS has 81 bunches with 25 ns space, called PS-train, and the SPS has 3 PS-trains.
Empty bunches arise due to a non-integer ratio of the PS, SPS and LHC revolution fre-
quencies. This results in actually 2835 filled bunches. This bunch structure has no simple
symmetry pattern, all the filled bunches only meet when the two trains collide head-on
and there are effectively keffb = 2835 bunch crossings. This happens only at two points:
IP 1 (ATLAS) and IP 5 (CMS). At any other interaction point some filled bunches b meet
empty bunches e and some luminosity is lost.
The LHCb experiment is located at IP 8 and therefore shifted with respect to IP 1 by
1/4 cycle (1/8 for each beam). Additionally the LHCb interaction point is shifted by 11.2
meters (3 half bunch spacing) for geometrical reasons. The structure, there, is [48]:
3564 = [(3a + 69ab + 3b + 5e)× 3 + 30e]× 2 + (3a + 69ab + 3b + 5e)× 3 + 72a + 39e +
[(3a + 69ab + 3b + 5e)× 3 + 30e]× 2 + (3a + 69ab + 3b + 5e)× 4 + 31e +
[(3a + 69ab + 3b + 5e)× 3 + 30e]× 2 + (3a + 69ab + 3b + 5e)× 4 + 31e +
[(3a + 69ab + 3b + 5e)× 3 + 30e]× 2 + (3a + 69ab + 3b + 5e)× 3 + 3e + 72b + 36e,
where ab stands for real collision between the two beams, a are bunches from beam a
only, b are bunches from beam b only, and e represents no bunches from either beam a or
b. This fact gives kLHCbb = 2622 bunch crossings, i.e. only 73,6% of all bunch crossings
are expected to give an interaction. This and the modification of the LHC optics at the
IP 8 decrease the luminosity down to LavLHCb = 2 · 1032 cm−2s−1, as required by the LHCb
experiment.
The bunch size at the interaction point is expected to have a Gaussian shape. The
longitudinal and transverse dimensions are given by σ‖ = 7.5 cm and σ⊥ = 75 μm respec-
tively. The interaction volume, due to the crossing of two bunches, is also a Gaussian and
has σ‖ = 5.3 cm longitudinally and σ⊥ = 53 μm transversally.
1While only a tiny fraction of the particles interacts, all the others are deflected by the strong electromag-
netic field of the opposite bunch. These deflections, which are stronger for denser bunches, accumulate turn
after turn and may eventually lead to particle loss.
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2.1.3 Bottom quark production at LHC
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Figure 2.3: Polar angle θ of b- and
b¯-hadrons directions at LHC. This fig-
ure is taken from [49].
As the proton is not an elementary particle, the
observed and studied collisions are essentially
gluon↔gluon fusion (which is more probable than
gluon↔quark or quark↔quark) [50]. At LHC en-
ergies, the heavy quarks are mainly produced by
gluon fusion. The resulting B-hadrons are in a fairly
flat rapidity distribution. Because of the large ra-
pidity interval of the LHC, the B-hadrons from both
b and b¯ will end in the same forward (or the same
backward) cone as illustrated in Fig. (2.3). The
“forward/backward doublecone” polar angle distri-
bution motivates the design of the LHCb detector,
which is described in Section (2.2).
Cross sections
Total σtot = 100 mb
Inelastic σinel = 80 mb
cc¯ σcc¯ = 3.5 mb
bb¯ σbb = 500 μb
Table 2.2: Cross sections assumed for
the LHC experiments.
The hadronic b quark production parameters
at
√
s = 14 TeV are obtained by extrapolation
from SPS (UA1) and Tevatron (CDF and DØ)
data. The relevant cross sections at LHC are
given in Tab. (2.2). The cross section σbb ranges
from 175 to 950 μb, depending on the extrapola-
tion [50]. The value of 500 mb is a mean value
of the bb production cross section and is assumed
to be the central one by all the LHC experiments.
2.1.4 Forward geometry detectors
During the first three years of the LHC, the relatively low luminosity, L = 1033 cm−2s−1,
will allow the ATLAS and CMS experiment to carry out most of their B-physics program
with a better precision than the e+e− B-factories. They will collect∼ 2.6·106 reconstructed
“physics” events per year, dominated by b → J/ψ decays. This result is however strongly
dependent on the success of the trigger strategies adopted by these two experiments. For
us, the physics potential of LHCb can be fully exploited right at the start with the LHC
initial expected luminosity and we will be able to collect ∼ 3.4 · 106 reconstructed events
per year.
The most obvious difference between the three detectors is that LHCb is a forward
spectrometer while ATLAS and CMS are central detectors. Although LHCb is the only LHC
detector which has been specifically optimized for B-physics, there are several issues for
which the forward geometry presents obvious advantages.
• The forward geometry enables us to detect the correlated bb production which
peaks in the forward and backward cone;
• The forward geometry is much more open, simplifying the mechanical design and
maintenance requirements;
• LHCb is able to obtain a much better vertex resolution than the central detectors,
since the forward geometry allows the vertex detector to be situated much closer to
the interaction point.
On the other hand a few disadvantages arise from this geometry:
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• In LHCb the minimum-bias events2 also peaks in the same forward and backward
regions as the signal bb, but will be reduced by dedicated high PT triggers;
• The forward geometry has to cope with much higher particle density in the re-
gion close to the interaction point than for the central detector. This constrains the
technology there to be radiation hard.
2.2 The LHCb experiment
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Figure 2.4: Side view of the LHCb detector (non-bending plane, y–z). This figure is taken
from [33].
LHCb is an experiment dedicated to CP violation study in the B-mesons system, from
which several discoveries are expected. The “Technical Proposal” [49], i.e. the feasibility
study for the experiment, has been approved in 1998, even though the development and
design of the detector is still on-going. This detector is being assembled at the interaction
point 8 which was the Delphi pit during the LEP time. The cave has a useful length of
about 20 meters along the beam. Being a single arm spectrometer, LHCb can use the
whole experimental area and double the measurable trajectory of the particles compared
to a central detector. With a forward spectrometer, the experimental polar angle coverage
2The vast majority of interactions, called minimum-bias events, are fusion processes of gluons or quarks
with a small energy transfer resulting in events with a large number of hadrons of low momentum. Identifying
the interesting events from the background requires some clear signatures, e.g. high transverse momentum.
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around the direction of one of the proton beams ranges from 10 to 300 mrad in the x− z
plane and from 10 up to 250 mrad in the y− z plane, see Fig. (2.4); LHCb therefore loses
only:
• Half of the B-mesons produced on the other side, in the “missing arm”;
• B-mesons produced with an angle less than 10 mrad which stay in the beam pipe.
Thus, there remains about 35%3 of B’s which can be studied, i.e. which can be tagged and
have their daughter particles inside the acceptance.
The strong points of the LHCb detector are:
• Vertexing and decay time resolution: An excellent time resolution is required to
study the fast B0s oscillation and its CP asymmetry. It is therefore mandatory to re-
construct very precisely the vertices, especialy the displaced secondary vertex which
is a distinctive characteristic of b-hadron decays.
• Particle identification: There are two essential points in particle ID at LHCb, the
hadron (π/K) identification and the lepton (e/μ) ID.
– Hadron identification is used in the kaon tagging and in the reconstruction of
selected decay channels; for instance:
∗ B0d → π+ π−
(BR = (4.8 ± 0.5) · 10−6) is heavily contaminated by B0d →
K± π∓
(BR = (1.85 ± 0.11) · 10−5), B0s → K∓ π± (BR < 2.1 · 10−4) and
B0s → K+ K−
(BR = 5.9 · 10−5) decays. The asymmetry in B0d → π+ π− is
used for the determination of α;
∗ B0s → D∓s K± must be distinguished from B0s → D∓s π± which is ten times
more numerous. The asymmetry in B0s → D∓s K± is used for the determi-
nation of (γ + φs).
– Lepton ID is used in the different triggers and in the lepton tagging.
• Precise mass reconstruction: To reject the combinatorial background due to ran-
dom combinations of tracks, the mass determination requires an excellent momen-
tum measurement for the detected particles.
• Triggering: A high performance trigger is needed to distinguish minimum-bias
events from events with B-mesons. This can be achieved by triggering on particles
with large transverse momentum and displaced decay vertices.
2.2.1 Detector reoptimization
In 2001-2003, the LHCb detector underwent an extensive reoptimization phase from
which significant changes ensued. They are described in the “Reoptimized LHCb Detector,
Design and Performances” Technical Design Report [33] which was completed in Septem-
ber 2003. The two main objectives of this modification were:
1. Reduction of the material budget: In 2001, we realised that the material bud-
get of the experiment had increased dangerously and might deteriorate the tracking
3The value depends on the B-meson flavor - essentially B0d or B
0
s - and on the considered decay channel
[51].
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abilities of the detector: secondary particles might increase the occupancy of the de-
tectors to an unbearable level and the thickness of the detectors might prevent the
observation of electromagnetic particles and degrade the resolution of the momen-
tum measurement.
2. Improvement of the trigger: We will use the fringe field of the dipole magnet in the
upstream region to get a rough estimate of the PT of the particles from the tracking
itself: large impact parameter tracks found in the VELO will be extrapolated to the
“Trigger Tracker” (TT) and their momentum measured. The informations from the
VELO as well as from the TT will be used in the Level-1 trigger. Details on the
triggering scheme of LHCb will be presented in Section (2.5).
This reoptimization led to many changes in the design of the detector:
• Reduction of the amount of material: Lighter materials have been used in the
VELO, beam pipe and RICH1.
• Removal of the magnetic shield: The shielding plate designed to protect the VELO
and RICH1 from the magnetic field has been removed, allowing the B-field to extend
and the PT information to be measured for the trigger.
• Reorganized tracking strategy: From the eleven tracking stations designed in the
Technical Proposal [49] only four remain.
2.2.2 The subdetectors
LHCb can be divided in five main subdetector systems (see Fig. (2.4)):
• The vertex detector system (VELO): It contains a silicon vertex detector and a pile-
up veto counter. These are used in the event trigger and for the reconstruction of
vertices. The vertex detector itself is enclosed by a vacuum tank and the beam pipe.
• Aerogel and gas RICH counters (RICH): They are used for particle identification.
• A spectrometer consisting of a tracking system and a dipole magnet: It measures
the track momenta and provides information on the trajectories of charged particles.
• Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters (ECAL and HCAL): They are used to
trigger on bb-events and to identify electrons, photons and hadrons. The electro-
magnetic calorimeter is optimized for efficient π0 reconstruction.
• A muon detector composed of iron filters, interleaved with tracking chambers:
It serves to identify the muons for the trigger and, in the offline analysis, to tag the
b-flavor.
A right-handed coordinate system is used with its origin at the center of the interaction vol-
ume, with the z−axis along the beam direction and the y−axis pointing upwards. Charged
particles are bent in the horizontal x− z plane.
The remainder of this chapter describes the reoptimized LHCb subdetectors. The com-
ponents of the detector are divided into three categories: the tracking system (Section
3.2), the particle identification (Section 2.4) and the trigger (Section 2.5).
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2.3 The tracking system
In the original design of the LHCb experiment as presented in the Technical Proposal [49]
the main tracking system consisted of eleven stations. In the revised detector layout, as
shown on Fig. (2.4), only four stations remain: one in between RICH1 and the magnet
(the Trigger Tracker) and the three others between the magnet and RICH2 (T1−T3).
The main goal of the tracking system is to obtain a relative particle momentum res-
olution of δP/P ∼ 0.4% for every charged particle issued from a B-decay, which gives a
invariant B-mass resolution of ∼ 15 MeV/c2.
The detection of the charged particles and their momentum measurement depend on:
• The warm Magnet;
• The Vertex Locator (VELO), around the interaction point;
• The Trigger Tracker (TT) located after the RICH1;
• Three Tracking Stations (T1 to T3) located between the magnet exit and the
RICH2;
• The Beam Pipe.
The VELO and TT station are microstrips silicon detectors, T1, T2 and T3 are composed of
two different detectors:
• In the central part around the beam pipe which represents only 2% of the total
area of the stations but receives about 20% of the tracks, microstrip Si detectors are
used. They will have to sustain charged particle fluxes up to 5 · 105 cm−2s−1. These
subdetectors are named Inner Tracker which composed the Silicon Tracker with
the Trigger tracker.
• In the external area, we use drift straw tubes: they form the Outer Tracker.
2.3.1 The magnet
Figure 2.5: The LHCb magnet and surround-
ing iron yoke. The field mapping machine is
mounted inside. This picture is taken form the
“Press Office Photo Selection” of the CERN.
The magnet geometry [52] is completely
determined by the LHCb acceptance which
requires a dipole field with a bending
power of
∫
Bdl = 4 Tm and an aperture
of ±300 mrad horizontally and±250 mrad
vertically. The accuracy of the track mo-
mentum measurements depends on the
value of the magnetic field seen by the
particles along their trajectory. The de-
sign precision of 0.4% for momenta up to
200 GeV/c has resulted in a bending power
of 4 Tm for tracks originating near the in-
teraction point. Moreover a uniform field
is essential to increase the reliability of the
track reconstruction. The non-uniformity
of the bending power is expected to be less
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than ±5% in the acceptance. The collaboration adopted the choice of a warm dipole mag-
net, i.e. without superconducting coils, shown on Fig. (2.5). A cold magnet was assumed
in the Technical Proposal, but finally its reduced electrical power requirements were seen
not to be worth the high cost, mechanical risks and construction time. The magnet consists
of 9 km of aluminum conducting wires inside a 120 kilotons steel plate yoke.
2.3.2 The silicon vertex detector
Vertex reconstruction is a fundamental issue for LHCb. The B-meson lifetime is long
enough to be measured, but requires a very good precision to allow the separation of the
secondary vertex, i.e. the B-decay, from the primary vertex which is the proton−proton
collision. The Vertex Locator [53, 33] has to provide a B-meson proper time resolution of
the order or better than 50 fs.
Figure 2.6: 3D view of the vacuum vessel with the silicon sensors (TDR layout with 25 sta-
tions) and the corrugated RF-foils. This figure is taken from [33].
The VELO has also to provide accurate measurements of track coordinates close to the
interaction point and associate them to their vertex. It finally plays an important role
in the High Level Trigger, telling the acquisition system about possible displaced vertices
which are signatures of B-mesons in the event. Moreover, it has to detect all the tracks
within the LHCb acceptance (1.6 < η < 4.9 where η is the pseudo-rapidity4).
The forward detector geometry allows to achieve these objectives by placing the sen-
sors as close to the beam as possible. For this reason, all the detector and the readout
4The pseudo-rapidity is a handy variable to approximate the rapidity when the mass and the momentum
of a particle are not known. It is defined via the angle θ, angle between the particle momentum and the beam
axis, as η = − ln (tan (θ/2)). η = 1.6 corresponds to an angle of 400 mrad and η = 4.9 to an angle of 15
mrad.
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electronics are located inside a special vacuum vessel which includes a Roman pot system
to move the detector away from the beam during the filling of the collider, Fig. (2.6). The
operation of a similar device has been successfully tested in 1990 at the SppS collider by
the P238 collaboration [54].
Due to the movements of the detector before and after the injection phase misalign-
ments of the stations are possible and corrected by a software table updated at the begin-
ning of each run. Other external constraints have to be taken into account:
• Beam bunches generate wake fields5 which can affect the VELO (RF pick-up, losses)
and the LHC beams (instabilities). A RF-foil has to be interleaved between the sen-
sors along the beam to get rid of these electromagnetic effects.
• Because the VELO has to be integrated into the LHC machine vacuum, particular
attention was paid to the mechanical constraints on the detector and to the mini-
mization of risks for the LHC.
• Close to the interaction point, the VELO suffers from a very hard radiation environ-
ment. Therefore the acquisition electronics has to be placed as far from the beam as
possible, that is around the disks, and be radiation hard.
Interaction region 5.3cmσ =
390
mr
ad
15 mrad
1 m
60 mrad
cross section at x=0:
Figure 2.7: Pile-up veto counter and VELO station setup shown in the y−z plane. The pile-up
veto consists of the two single plane of silicon stations situated at the lowest z positions. The
VELO is made of 21 stations, each consisting of two silicon planes. This figure is taken from
[33].
Fig. (2.7) represents the layout of the VELO and the pile-up veto stations. The VELO
consists of 21 silicon disk-shaped stations placed along the beam direction. Each station
is made of two planes of sensors, measuring the radial and the angular components of all
tracks. In these planes, two hemispherical silicon strip detectors are placed on each side
of the beam. The previous design used four more stations. They have been removed to
reduce the amount of material.
5Wake fields, generated by a moving particle in the accelerator pipe and objects such as RF cavities, bel-
lows, stripline monitors etc., affect the motion of particles in the tail part of the beam causing the parasitic
loss, beam energy spread, and instabilities.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic view of the r and ϕ silicon
sensors. The ϕ sensor strips have a stereo angle to
resolve ambiguities. Figure taken from [53].
Fig. (2.8) shows the two different
sensors found in a station. The sen-
sors are placed in a primary vacuum of
 10−4 mbar. The inner active radius
is limited to 8 mm due to the LHC ma-
chine constraints and the outer radius
of 42 mm is imposed by the magnet ac-
ceptance. Both are made from 220 μm
thick n-on-n single sided silicon wafers.
The r sensor strip pitch increases with
the radius from 40 to 92 μm and the
one of the ϕ sensor goes from 37 to 98
μm with a 10◦ to 20◦ stereo angle. They
both cover 182◦. The overlap allows to
cover completely the acceptance.
The resolution on the primary vertex
position is ∼40 μm in z and ∼10 μm in
x and y. For secondary vertices the spatial resolution depends on the number of tracks but
on average it varies from 150 to 300 μm in z. This roughly corresponds to a resolution of
50 fs for the B-lifetime.
Any charged particle crossing a sensor ionizes the conducting strips (generally one or
two, depending on the crossing angle and the position of the strips with respect to the
particle trajectory) which generates an electric pulse collected by the electronic readout.
This latter consists of 16 chips per sensor, which accept input data at 40 MHz kept in
an analog pipeline for up to 4 μs until the Level-0 trigger decision is received. Then 32
readout lines are serialized through an analog link of 60 meters up to a radiation free
environment where the off-detector Level-1 electronics checks the data integrity, digitizes
the signals, performs a zero-suppression and finds the clusters before sending the results
to the Level-1 trigger. Events accepted are processed and transfer to the High Level Trigger
and subsequently to storage.
2.3.3 The Trigger Tracker
The TT station [55, 33] fulfills a two-fold purpose. First, it is used in the Level-1 trigger
to assign the transverse momentum information to the tracks. Second, it is used in the
offline analysis to reconstruct the trajectory of low-momentum particles that are bent out
of the detector acceptance in the field of the magnet and thus never reach T1-T3 stations
as well as long lived neutral particles, decaying outside of the VELO.
The Trigger Tracker covers a rectangular area of approximately 130 cm in height and
160 cm in width. It is composed of four planes of silicon strip detectors with a strip pitch
of 183 μm. They are split into two pairs separated by 27 cm: TTa centered at z = 235 cm
and TTb at z = 262 cm. As for the Inner Tracker and the Outer Tracker, the first and fourth
plane have a vertical readout strip (x−layout) and the second and third are stereo layers
with an angle of +5◦ (u−layer) and −5◦ respectively (v−layer). These are illustrated on
Fig. (2.9 and 2.10). The detector operates at about 5◦C to reduce the leakage current6.
6The leakage current is the unwanted current leaking between two electrodes under voltage. In detectors,
it can be observed in wire or semiconductor detectors, without ionization due to charged particle interactions.
Radiation damage can increase the leakage current, which translates into a decrease of the signal-over-noise
ratio.
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Figure 2.9: Front view of a x−layer in TTa.
Dimensions are in cm. Figure issued from
[33].
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Figure 2.10: Layout of the u−layer in TTa. Di-
mensions are in cm. Figure issued from [33].
2.3.4 The Outer Tracker
The Outer Tracker (OT) [56], situated around T1, T2 and T3, detects the track positions in
the acceptance of LHCb which have a radial angle larger than about 15 mrad. Thanks to a
moderate particle density, the foreseen technology is gas drift chambers. Its advantage is
a rather low cost for a good spatial resolution. The selected gas is the mixture Ar(75%)−
CF4(15%)− CO2(10%), which was chosen to optimize the drift speed.
Figure 2.11: Front view of an opened tracking station showing the beam pipe in the middle,
the Inner Tracker boxes and then the Outer Tracker straw tubes on the outside. This figure is
taken from [55].
The Outer Tracker is made of drift cells, called straw tubes, with the anode collecting
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the signal in the middle. They are gathered in modules of 34 cm wide. A station is made
of 4 layers of modules. The first and fourth have a vertical alignment (x−layer) , while the
second and third have a stereo angle of +5◦ and −5◦(u−layer and v−layer). The readout
electronic is placed at the tubes ends, outside the acceptance.
The radius of these tubes is limited to 5 mm by the total drift time for a correct as-
signment of the signal to the corresponding event. A maximum drift time of 50 ns (two
bunch crossings) is imposed to facilitate the pattern recognition of tracks. It can happen
then that two events are piled-up in the OT.
Fig. (2.11) shows the left and right, individually removable, half side of the Outer
Tracker mounted on rails.
2.3.5 The Inner Tracker
The high track density at small polar angles does not permit the use of drift chambers tech-
nology. A specific detector has thus been developed, based on silicon microstrip sensors
[55]. It covers a cross-shaped area around the beam pipe, approximately 120 cm wide
and 40 cm high. Each station consists of four detection layers, as for TT and the OT, with
a u and a v stereo layer sandwiched in between two x−planes Fig. (2.12 and 2.13). The
detector is divided in four parts of detection: left, right, top and bottom. The overall sensi-
tive surface of the three stations amounts to ∼ 4.2 m2. Large strip pitches (∼198 μm) and
long read-out strips (up to 22 cm length) are employed in order to minimize the number
of read-out channels.
Figure 2.12: Layout of x−layer in T2. Di-
mensions are given in cm. This figure is
taken from [55].
Figure 2.13: Layout of u−layer in T2. Di-
mensions are given in cm. This figure is
taken from [55].
The innermost region of the Inner Tracker expects charged particle fluxes up to 5 ·
105 cm−2s−1, which decreases rapidly with increasing distances from the beam axis. The
readout granularity of the detector has to match the expected particle fluxes in order to
ensure low occupancies which are essential to obtain high reconstruction efficiency. The
z−coordinates of the three stations are z = 770 cm (T1), 840 cm (T2) and 910 cm (T3).
They are located just in front of the Outer Tracker stations, allowing an overlap of 1 cm.
Part of the front-end electronics is situated inside the acceptance of the experiment. As
the momentum resolution is dominated by multiple scattering, minimization of material
budget is an important criterion for the design of this detector as is the choice of its ra-
diation hardness. The front-end electronics has a fast shaping time (∼ 35 ns) in order to
avoid the reconstruction of overlapping events from consecutive bunch crossings.
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2.3.6 The beam pipe
The beam pipe looks like a conical tube passing through the center of the sub-detectors as
shown on Fig. (2.14) [33].
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Figure 2.14: Layout of the beam pipe. The second section is now completely made of Beryl-
lium. The scale in the vertical axis has been enlarged with respect to Fig. (2.4). This figure is
taken from [33].
Many particles are produced at small polar angle in a p−p collision. They can interact
with the material of the pipe and produce secondary particles which can overwhelm the
sub-detectors. The consequences would then be:
• Detection of a large number of particles with “abnormal” trajectories, i.e. not point-
ing to the interaction region;
• Creation of high fluence of particles in places around the beam pipe, which can be
harmful to the front-end electronics located on the detectors near the beam.
In order to minimize these unwanted interactions the beam pipe is designed as a cone
centered on the interaction point. Thus the emitted particles with a polar angle smaller
than the cone aperture never interact with LHCb detector matter. After the vertex detector,
the beam pipe is composed of:
• A beryllium conic section of 1.5 m long, with an aperture of 25 mrad and a thickness
of 1 mm;
• A second beryllium conic section of 16 m long and 15 mrad of angular aperture with
an increasing thickness of 1.0 to 2.4 mm.
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2.4 The particle identification
As already discussed, particle identification is a fundamental requirement for the LHCb
experiment. The measurement of CP violation parameters is feasible only if leptons and
hadrons are well identified over a wide momentum range. This is provided by the Ring-
Imaging-Cherenkov (RICH) for π/K separation, the electronic calorimeter (ECAL) for elec-
trons, photons and π0’s, the hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) for hadrons, and the Muon
System.
2.4.1 The RICH’s
Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors allow the identification and the separation of
pions and kaons. This is a crucial information to increase the signal to background ratio for
B-decays and to provide a kaon tag for CP asymmetry measurements. There are two RICH
detectors in LHCb referred to as RICH1 and RICH2 [33, 57]. They allow a good separation
of pions and kaons in the momentum range from 1 to 150 GeV/c, which represents more
than 90% of the π and K from the B-decay channels. These particles also serve to tag the
B-flavor, especially the high PT kaons.
Cherenkov radiation is an effect discovered by P.A. Cherenkov in 1934 while studying
the effects of gamma rays on liquids [58]. When a particle of charge Z passes through an
optical medium of refractive index n > 1 at a velocity β =
v
c
>
1
n
, an electromagnetic
wave is emitted. Its propagation direction forms an angle θC with respect to the trajectory
of the particle in such a way that cos (θC) = 1/βn.
In the classical approximation, the number of emitted photons depends on the length
L of the radiator. It is given by N = 2πZ2αL sin θc2(1/λ1 − 1/λ2), where λ1 and λ2 define
the wave length range of the detected photons and α is the fine-structure constant. The
energy loss of the incident particle is negligible in LHCb (O(keV)). A one meter thick
radiator produces ∼120 photons in the range 400 < λ < 700 nm. Assuming that the
photodetectors have a quantum efficiency of ∼0.3, one can get 40 photo-electrons.
The RICH counter detects ring images formed by the Cherenkov photons emitted along
the track of a charged particle traversing the detector. Given the momentum of the particle,
the measurement of the radius of the produced ring allows the separation of particles of
different masses, in particular pions and kaons. The momentum and entry point of the
particle is given by the tracking system. Focusing mirrors direct the ring onto a compact
array of photodetectors, the Hybrid Photon Detectors (HPDs). These mirrors send the
image in a region outside the acceptance of LHCb where the photo-detectors can be placed
without being harmed by the magnetic field and where the radiation is low enough to
allow the use of non radiation hard electronics.
The only possibility to cover the required momentum scale (1 GeV/c< p <150 GeV/c)
is the use of two RICH detectors with different refractive index ranges. As the polar angle
of the particles is strongly correlated to their momentum, the most energetic particles will
have low polar angle (20 mrad < θC < 50 mrad). Therefore three radiators are used:
• A silica aerogel, with n = 1.03, for low momentum particles;
• C4F10, with n = 1.0015, for intermediate momentum particles;
• CF4, with n = 1.00046, adapted to high momentum particles.
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Figure 2.16: Layout of the vertical RICH2
detector. This figure is taken from [59].
At LHCb, the two RICH detectors have to identify charged particles over a large mo-
mentum range and within an acceptance of 10-330 mrad. A 3σ separation versus the
momentum of pions and kaons is achieved over the momentum range 1-150 GeV/c.
RICH1, the upstream detector: Shown on Fig. (2.15), RICH1 is designed to identify
low-to-intermediate momentum tracks (1-40 GeV/c). Its angular acceptance runs from
25 to 330 mrad in both x− and y−planes. It is placed upstream of the magnet between
the VELO and TT and occupies about 1 m along the beam axis. RICH1 contains both a
5 cm-thick aerogel and a gaseous ∼95 cm long C4F10.
RICH2, the downstream detector: RICH2 (Fig. (2.16)) has an acceptance aperture
of 10-120 mrad in x and 10-100 mrad in y. Positioned between T3 and the first muon
chamber, it provides a momentum coverage from 5 to 150 GeV/c. It is filled with CF4 and
is length is 170 cm along the beam axis.
2.4.2 The calorimeters
The purpose of the calorimeter system is to detect and measure the total energy of high PT
hadrons, electrons and photons for physics analyzes and for Level-0 trigger, identify the
electrons to tag the B-meson flavor and to reconstruct π0 and γ, especially those coming
from a B-decay.
The LHCb calorimeter system consists of a Scintillator Pad Detector (SPD), a PreShower
(PS), an Electronic Calorimeter (ECAL) and a Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL), each of which
is divided into regions with different cell sizes [60]. The three first detectors have their
cells gathered in three areas - “inner”, “middle” and “outer” - as shown on Fig. (2.17),
whereas the HCAL is divided in two parts as shown on Fig. (2.18). The chosen segmenta-
tion is a compromise between a small number of readout channels and a low occupancy
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with reasonable position and momentum resolution.
 Outer  section :
 Inner section :
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Figure 2.17: Transverse segmentation of
the SPD, PS and ECAL cells. A square repre-
sents a “module”. One quarter of the detec-
tor front face is shown. Figure from [60].
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Figure 2.18: Transverse segmentation of
the HCAL cells. A square represents a “mod-
ule”. One quarter of the detector front face
is shown. Figure from [60].
• The SPD and PS: These sub-detectors are located in front and after the 12 mm (2
radiation lengths7) lead converter. They both consist of scintillator tiles of the same
transverse size as the ECAL modules and have a thickness of 15 mm. The scintilla-
tion light is first shifted in wave length using wave length shifter fibers “immersed”
in grooves machined in the scintillator tiles, before being sent via clear fibers to
multianode (8× 8) photo-multipliers located above and under the detector.
Minimum ionizing particles produce an average of 25 photoelectrons in these scin-
tillators. The purpose of the SPD and the PS is two-fold:
− The SPD allows to distinguish between charged and neutral particles.
− The PS allows to have a fast pion versus electron rejection which can be used
in the trigger: for an electron efficiency of 95%, a pion rejection of 92% can be
achieved. Pion rejection can further be increased in off-line analyzes combining
the ECAL and the spectrometer data.
• The ECAL: The LHCb electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) uses the “Shashlik”8 tech-
nology. It is build from individual modules that are made from 66 lead absorber
plates (2 mm) inter-spaced with scintillator tiles (4 mm thick) as active material.
Its total thickness corresponds to 25 radiation lengths and 1.1 interaction lengths9.
Wavelength-shifting fibers penetrate the lead/scintillator stack through holes and are
readout at the back of the sampling structure by photomultipliers. The ECAL struc-
ture is segmented into three sections with one type of module per section, which can
be seen on Fig. (2.17). All three types of module have an identical square size of
121.2 mm, but differ by the number of readout cells. The ECAL section closest to the
beam pipe consists of 167 modules containing 9 readout cells each, the middle sec-
tion has 448 modules containing 4 cells each, and the 2688 outer-section modules
are made from a single cell.
7The radiation length of a material is defined as the distance over which the electron energy is reduced by
a factor 1/e due to radiation loss only.
8So named because the scintillator tiles are pierced by the wavelength-shifting fibers as on a skewer.
9The interaction length of a material is defined as the distance before which a particle undergo an interac-
tion that is neither elastic nor quasi-elastic.
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The design resolution is σ(E)/E = 10%/
√
E ⊕ 1.5% where the first term is the
stochastic component and represents the statistics related fluctuations, such as the
intrinsic shower fluctuation, the photoelectrons statistics, etc. The second term is
due to the detector non-uniformity and calibration uncertainty; ⊕ means that the
two terms have to be added in quadrature; E is expressed in GeV.
• The HCAL: The LHCb Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) is a sampling device made out
of steel and scintillating tiles, as absorber and active material respectively. The sam-
pling structure, shown on Fig. (2.18), is on average 4 mm of scintillator for 16 mm
of iron. The special feature of this sampling structure is the orientation of the scintil-
lating tiles that runs parallel to the beam axis. Wavelength shifting fibers runs along
the edges of the scintillator tiles that are staggered in depth and bring the scintillat-
ing light to photomultiplier tubes that are fixed at the end of the sampling structure.
With an overall material thickness of 1.2 meters, 5.6 interaction lengths, the energy
resolution obtained is σ(E)/E = 80%/
√
E ⊕ 10%.
2.4.3 Muon detector
Muons are present in several final states of B-decays sensitive to CP violation as in the two
“golden channels”: B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K0S and B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) φ. Moreover, muons will
provide a clean identification of the B-flavor through its semi-leptonic decay and thus are
essential to the tagging. In addition, the study of rare B-decays such as the flavor changing
neutral current decay B0s → μ+ μ− may reveal New Physics beyond the Standard Model.
The Muon System is made of five stations (M1 to M5) covering an acceptance of
±300 mrad horizontally and ±200 mrad vertically. M1 is placed in front of the SPD/PS.
M2-M5 follow the Hadron Calorimeter and are separated by 800 mm thick iron filters.
The stations cover an area of 435 m2. The total absorber (including the calorimeters) is
approximately 20 interaction lengths. The acceptance of the Muon System is about 46%
for the muons from inclusive b-decays. Each station is divided into four regions, R1 to R4
(Fig. (2.19)), with increasing distance from the beam axis. The granularity of the readout
is finer in the horizontal plane, in order to give an accurate measurement of the track mo-
mentum. The information must be gathered within 20 ns, the detectors are therefore op-
timized for this purpose. The choice went to Multi Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC)
with 2 mm wire spacing and a small gas gap (5 mm). Triple-GEM10 detectors are used in
the innermost region (R1) of station M1 which has to sustain a rate of ∼ 460 kHz/cm2.
There are 1380 chambers in the Muon System, of 20 different sizes.
2.5 Event trigger
Given the luminosity at LHCb and the inelastic p − p cross section, storage devices will
not be able to record all the events produced and even not all potentially reconstructible
B-meson events. This requires that the fraction of interesting events must be enhanced
with respect to the rest of the events and that the total number of events which we want
to record be reduced to an acceptable level.
10The triple-GEM is a multi-step gas avalanche detector that exhibits a high rate capability with a time
resolution below 10 ns
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Figure 2.19: Sideview of the Muon System in the (y − z) plane. This figure is taken from
[61].
2.5.1 Trigger
Due to the large mass difference between the b-hadrons and their products, the formers
tend to decay into large ET leptons, hadrons or photons. Moreover, as those b-hadrons
have a relatively long lifetime, their decay vertex is a few millimeters away from the
collision point which means that the impact parameters of the decay products, with respect
to the primary vertex, has to be large. These two characteristics which are typical to B-
decays, allow a good rejection of minimum-bias events and combinatorial background.
This rejection can be further improved with cuts on the so-called “global event variables”,
such as charged track multiplicity and number of interactions per event.
Due to the small cross-section of bb pair production compared to the inelastic scatter-
ing of protons (see (2.1.3)) a small fraction of bunch crossings give birth to interesting
events in LHCb. The data reduction level depends on the capacity of the off-line storage
devices and the data flow obtained from the entire detector. LHCb has about one million
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readout channels, which at a bunch crossing of 40 MHz corresponds to a data flow of 40
TB/s whereas only 20 MB/s can be stored on tapes. Therefore the data reduction must be
at least a factor 200k. This can only be done with a multi-level trigger scheme with sim-
ple and fast selection at the beginning of the chain to create more comfortable conditions
for the operations of more sophisticated and slow algorithms at the end. Temporary data
storage in pipeline buffers reduces the dead time effect due to the limited latency of each
trigger (∼ 750 ns and ∼ 1050 ns respectively).
LHCb has a 3-level trigger system [62]. Logically they can be split into two groups.
The first group of triggers, Level-0 (L0) and Level-1 (L1), uses local informations from
individual detectors. At Level-0 only raw data are considered. The Level-1 requires data
after zero level subtraction and clustering of hits. The High Level Trigger (HLT) employs
more complex algorithms which gather data from several detectors and is essentially a
software triggering level working on the whole event. This scheme is shown on Fig. (2.20).
2.5.2 Level-0 trigger
The Level-0 trigger exploits the relatively high transverse momentum of the B-decay prod-
ucts compared to that of minimum-bias events. Four “high PT triggers” run in parallel for
electrons, photons, hadrons and muons. The first three share a common algorithm with
different selection cuts and uses raw calorimeter informations, while the last one depends
on muon detectors. The Pile-Up Veto is also used at this level to identify the vetoed events
with multiple interactions. The L0 reduces the event rate to ∼ 1 MHz. The decision is then
taken by the L0 Decision Unit (L0DU). The maximal time to establish the L0 checks of an
event is fixed at 4.2 μs. This presumes a 168 events long buffer (168× 25 ns) in which the
data are waiting for a decision in a pipeline queue.
• The electron trigger combines data of M1, the SPD, the preshower and the ECAL
to search for high ET electrons. The event is accepted if ET > 2.8 GeV. This cut is
tuned to achieve a suppression of ∼100 against inelastic p− p interactions.
• The photon trigger is like the electron trigger but with M1 used as a veto. The
ET must be greater than 2.6 GeV which leads to a rejection factor of about 150 of
minimum-bias events.
• The hadron trigger uses the HCAL, the PS and M1, and accepts an event with a
hadron of ET > 3.6 GeV. The minimum-bias reduction factor is here 17.
• The muon trigger first reconstructs the tracks with all the five muon chambers M1-
M5, then it checks for a compatibility with the hypothesis of a high PT muon coming
from the vertex region. If ET > 1.1 GeV for a single muon or ET > 1.3 GeV for more
muons, the event is accepted.
• The Pile-Up Veto detects primary vertices. As a large fraction (∼ 40%) of the bunch
crossings contains more than one p−p interaction and as these events are preferably
accepted by high PT triggers, they reduce the L0-bandwidth and therefore have to
be removed. The rejection is done using two r sensors placed upstream of the VELO.
The event is rejected when two or more “primary vertices” are found with these
sensors.
• The L0DU combines all the informations from the Level-0 subtriggers into one de-
cision per event. It accepts events when at least one of the largest ET of the e±, γ,
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Figure 2.20: Overview of the three trigger levels. Muon stations are used to reconstruct two
muons per quadrant. The SPD, PS, ECAL and HCAL are used to reconstruct the hadron, e±,
γ and π0 with the largest transverse energy, the charged particle multiplicity and the total
energy. The Pile-Up detector has to recognize multiple interactions in a bunch crossing. Level-
1, uses the informations of VELO, TT and Level-0 and reduces the rate to 40 kHz. T1-T3 and
M2-M5 can also be included in Level-1. The HLT uses all data in the event apart from the
RICH to reduce the rate down to 200 Hz. Level-0 is made using full custom electronics while
Level-1 and HLT are software triggers which share a farm of 1800 CPU’s. This figure is taken
from [62].
π0, hadron or muon is above the threshold provided that the Pile-Up Veto detects less
than three tracks coming from another primary vertex. If the sum of the ET of the
two largest ET muons are above a threshold. The L0DU also sends out a positive
signal irrespective of the Pile-Up Veto result.
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2.5.3 Level-1 trigger
The second trigger level, Level-1, reduces the event rate from 1 MHz to an output rate
of 40 kHz, using the information of the VELO, TT and the summary information from
L0. The L1 algorithm reconstructs tracks in the VELO, matches them to the L0 muon and
calorimeter candidates and measures their momenta with the help of the fringe field of
the magnet between the VELO and the TT station. High impact parameters, as well as the
high PT of the tracks, are used to select good events from minimum-bias. Both Level-1
trigger and HLT are executed on a 1800 node CPU farm, where L1 has priority over HLT
due to its smaller latency (∼ 50 ms compared to ∼ 200 ms).
Events are selected according to six parallel trigger lines:
• Generic (PT ): The logarithmic sum of the transverse momenta must be
ln (P 1T /MeV) + ln (P
2
T /MeV) > 13.915 for tracks with an impact parameter 0.15 <
IP < 3 mm and a pile-up veto up to 2 primary vertices.
• Single-muon: One reconstructed μ is required to have his impact parameter larger
than 0.15 mm and his PT > 2.3 GeV/c. The pile-up veto is increased to 3 primary
vertices.
• Dimuon general: The invariant mass of the two muon candidates must exceed
500 MeV and IPμμ > 0.05 mm11.
• Dimuon J/ψ: This trigger aims to select unbiased J/ψ or higher mass particles
decaying leptonically, with only mass cuts:∣∣mμμ −mJ/ψ∣∣ < 500 MeV or mμμ > mB − 500 MeV.
• Electron: The maximal ET (e) has to be greater than 3.42 GeV and ln (P 1T /MeV) +
ln (P 2T /MeV) > 13.0.
• Photon: The maximal ET (γ) has to be greater than 3.1 GeV and ln (P 1T /MeV) +
ln (P 2T /MeV) > 13.0.
2.5.4 High Level Trigger
The purpose of this trigger is to keep events with specific decay b-hadron modes, events
with a D∗ or events with muons using all the detector information available (except the
RICHs). Its first step is to reconstruct the VELO tracks and the primary vertex rather than
using the information from L1. A fast pattern recognition algorithm then links the VELO
tracks to TT and then to the tracking stations T1-T3; in its second step a set of selection
cuts dedicated to specific final states is applied.
The High Level Trigger has a latency of about 200 ms and a minimum-bias suppression
factor of 20, which reduces the L1 output rate from 40 kHz to 2 kHz. At this frequency the
remaining events are fully reconstructed and particle identification applied before being
written onto a storage device.
The event rates at HLT-level aim to maximize the physics output, given the available
and expected computing resources, divided in four streams, summarized in Tab. (2.3):
• Exclusive B-candidates at ∼200 Hz: This is the core physics stream with exclu-
sively reconstructed decays, including sidebands and control channels.
11IPμμ is the smallest positive IP to any primary vertex, fixed to zero if there is no positive IP
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• D∗ candidates at ∼300 Hz: These events allow to measure the particle identifi-
cation (PID) efficiency and the miss-identification rate. They can also be used for
CP-measurements in D-decays. The selection is made through a blind PID on the D∗,
with D0 → hh, and no D0 mass cut.
• Dimuon candidates at ∼600 Hz: These events are used to study the uncertainty
on the lifetime measurements using prompt J/ψ through selecting lifetime unbiased
dimuon pairs with a mass above 2.5 GeV/c2.
• Inclusive b-candidates at ∼900 Hz: This sample includes events with high PT and
high-IP muon especially used for systematic studies of the trigger efficiency and for
data mining.
Event type HLT rates Events/(2fb−1) Physics program
Exclusive B-candidates 200 Hz 2 · 109 Core B-program
D∗ candidates 300 Hz 3 · 109 Charm (mixing & CPV)
High mass dimuon candidates 600 Hz 6 · 109 Unbiased b→ J/ψ X
Inclusive B-candidates (b→ μ) 900 Hz 9 · 109 B (data mining)
Table 2.3: HLT-output rates
The data flow of the HLT, for exclusive B-candidates, is sketched in Fig. (2.21). First
the HLT-Generic decision is made by re-doing the L1-Generic line with an improved preci-
sion (so-called L1-confirmation), in particular with better momentum determination. The
particles are then reconstructed as pion and kaon candidates to which the photons and
electrons are added. Afterwards, the kaons and pions are combined to make composite
particles like D0, φ, K∗, ... Additionally, the generic HLT selects all dimuon candidates
before any mass cut. Finally the shared particles are combined to create B-candidates for
all the core physics channels.
2.5.5 Data Acquisition
The philosophy of the Online System (Data Acquisition and Experimental Control) [64]
system is rather standard. It is implemented as a multi-level system. The data are stored in
pipeline buffers while waiting for a positive decision from the corresponding trigger level.
The buffer length depends on the complexity of the algorithm and the available computing
power. The pipeline lengths at Level-0 and Level-1 are proportional to the latency of these
triggers.
Following the Level-1 trigger, Front-End multiplexers (FEM) combine the zero-sup-
pressed data from many detector channels onto the Front-End links (FEL). The Readout
Unit (RU) receives the informations from several FELs and assemble them into larger
sub-events. Then each sub-event is transferred via the readout network to the Sub-Farm
Controller (SFC) which then combines all of them into complete events. They are then
processed by the High Level Trigger and, finally, the SFC dispatches the accepted events
via the readout network to the storage sub-system.
The DAQ also includes the Experiment Control System (ECS) which will monitor and
control the operational state of the LHCb detector and the associated experimental equip-
ment such as the gas systems, high voltages and readout electronics. The ECS is designed
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Figure 2.21: Simplified data flow in the HLT. Each gray box is an algorithm (or a set of
algorithms). This figure is taken from [63].
to operate the experiment from the control room during data taking. Nevertheless it also
allows the operation of the different sub-systems in stand-alone mode, when necessary.
The ECS also stores data from the detector such as temperatures and positions, allowing
them to be accessible by both the reconstruction and physics analysis programs.
Chapter 3
Simulation and physics
performances at LHCb
In this chapter, the full simulation of the detector is presented. The software
structure is described first. Then the tracking and tagging of events in the
simulation are presented. The main physics performances regarding the CKM
parameters are then discussed. Finally the B0s → J/ψ η decays in the LHCb
environment are described.

N modern particle physics the complexity of the experiments and the large amount
of data require a large computing facilities and an enormous effort on high perfor-
mances software. In LHCb as well as in any other high energy physics experiments, a
computing group is responsible for preparing the tools needed both in the design phase of
the detector and in the final physics studies. The different parts of these developments as
well as the physics performances of the LHCb detector are explained in this section.
3.1 Simulating LHCb
Reconstruction
Analysis
Generator
LHCb
LHC
Simulation
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the structure
of LHCb software.
All of the physics results presented in this dis-
sertation were obtained with a full simulation
of the LHCb detector. Until 2001, all stud-
ies were carried out using a fortran based pro-
gram, which performed the tasks of event gen-
eration, detector simulation, reconstruction
and analysis. Presently, the LHCb software
has migrated to an object oriented (OO) C++
framework named GAUDI [65, 66]. All tasks
are now almost fully implemented within this
framework.
Fig. (3.1) shows the structure of the soft-
ware used and the data flow between the log-
ical blocks. First the generator simulates the
collisions of two protons and thus generates
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the particles to be propagated through the detector. The simulation then emulates as
far as possible the response of the real detector. On the other branch of Fig. (3.1), the
information is produced by the real apparatus, the LHC then LHCb. The digitized data
coming out of either the simulated or the real detector feeds the reconstructions stage,
thus building up a synthetic view of the event. Physics parameters are finally extracted
from the analysis.
During the development period, LHC and LHCb (the two rounded boxes of Fig (3.1))
do not exist and the other boxes are in constant evolution. The rounded boxes of the
figure will only be connected to the rest of the diagram once the real detector will be
operational. Therefore, as of September 2005, the full detector exists only in a simulation
which uses Monte Carlo (MC) techniques. At this point, the simulation produces reference
distributions which will be compared to the ones obtained from the real data. On the
other hand, the reconstruction software which is presently written must be re-usable as it
is with the real data.
The generation and simulation has been split into four different stand-alone programs:
• GAUSS [67] simulates the behavior of the LHCb detector to allow understanding of
the experimental conditions and performance. It manages the p− p interactions via
PYTHIA 6.2 [68], the B-meson decays via EVTGEN [69] and the interaction of these
particles with the detector via GEANT 4 [70]. These three steps are detailed here
after. Gauss also handles the simulation of the running conditions, the smearing of
the interaction region due to the size of the proton bunches and the variation of
luminosity during the fill due to the finite lifetime of the beam.
− PYTHIA generates the p − p minimum-bias interaction with a center of mass
energy of
√
s = 14 TeV. The program is based on the combination of analyt-
ical results and various QCD-based models. PYTHIA can be parameterized to
reproduce accurately the experiment conditions, especially dealing with the
multiplicity of tracks. The oscillation parameters for the B0d and B
0
s are fixed to
xd = 0.739 and xs = 29.4 respectively (this corresponds to Δmd = 0.502 ps−1
and Δms = 20 ps−1).
− EVTGEN was originally developed for the BABAR collaboration and is designed
to simulate the B-decay physics. It provides a framework to handle complex
sequential and CP violating decays.
− GEANT4 simulates all the interactions of the particles with the detector. There-
fore, the geometry and materials must be described in details − including pas-
sive materials as the beam pipe, the structures and the supports. Particles of
low momentum, principally due to secondary interactions, are taken into ac-
count down to 10 MeV for hadrons and 1 MeV for electrons and photons. The
development parameters for electromagnetic and hadronic showers are chosen
to reproduce the test beam data.
• BOOLE [71] digitization program is the final stage of the LHCb simulation. The
digitization step includes the simulation of the detector response and of the read-out
electronics as well as of the L0-trigger hardware. The output has the same format as
the real data coming from the detector.
The detection efficiencies and resolutions of the different parts of the detector are
adjusted to the test beam results. The electronic noise and “cross-talk1” effects are
1The cross-talk is the interference noise caused by an adjacent channel.
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also included into the simulation. The spillover effect, due to longer than 25 ns
detector responses, are also taken into account by BOOLE.
• BRUNEL [72] is the LHCb reconstruction program. It associates hits from the dif-
ferent sub-detectors to form tracks and identifies the particles with the help of the
RICH, ECAL and HCAL. More details on the reconstruction are presented in Section
(3.2).
• DAVINCI [73] allows the off-line selection of specific b-hadron final states. The pro-
cedure consists in finding and identifying the correct particles of the observed b-
decays. Selection criteria are therefore applied to each particle, for example on the
transverse momentum PT , the impact parameter IP, the particle identification PID.
It is easy to combine these particles to form vertices and intermediate resonances.
Other criteria such as the vertex quality (χ2 deducted from the different momentum
and position errors), the mass of the reconstructed particles, the flight distance of
long lived candidates, are used to select the good candidates. The initial b-mesons
can then be reconstructed as well as its entire decay chain. The present B0s → J/ψ η
selections have been performed with this software, DAVINCI v12r12, and with the
specific Bs2JpsiEta v4r2 package which uses the algorithms developed for the HLT.
3.2 LHCb track reconstruction
The track reconstruction, described in details in [33], is one of the most challenging part of
the LHCb experiment. The hadronic machine environment renders this task very complex.
The reconstruction goal is to combine the measured hits in the tracking system to form
the particle trajectories. This aims to measure the momentum of these particles using the
trajectory deflection due to the magnetic field and help in their identification.
3.2.1 Different types of tracks
Upstream track
TTVELO
T1 T2 T3
T track
VELO track
Long track
Downstream track
Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the various track types: long, upstream, downstream,
VELO and T tracks. The magnet is situated between TT and T1. This figure is taken from
Ref. [33].
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Fig. (3.2) represents a schematic view of the main tracking system and the various type
of tracks as defined in LHCb. As described in Section (3.2), the tracking system consists
of the Vertex Detector, the Trigger Tracker stations, the magnet and the three Tracking
Stations. Five different categories of tracks can be defined: long, upstream, downstream,
VELO and T tracks.
Long tracks are those which generate hits in all parts of the tracking system. With the
exception of K0S, Λ and soft pions studies, this is the only track type used in the current
physics studies of LHCb.
(prec  − ptrue ) / ptrue
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Figure 3.3: Momentum resolution of a
long track from B-decay (Gaussian fit).
This figure is taken from Ref. [33].
The upstream tracks (also known as V → TT
tracks) are in general lowmomentum ones which
do not traverse the magnet and therefore leave
hits only in the VELO and TT stations. They
are used to understand the photon background
in RICH1 as they may generate Cherenkov ra-
diation when passing through this detector and
to look for slow pions (coming from a D∗ for in-
stance).
The other track types shown in Fig. (3.2) are
the VELO, TT → T (downstream) and T tracks.
The first category is typically composed of large
angle or backward tracks, which leave hits only
in the VELO, and is used in the primary vertex re-
construction. The TT→ T tracks leave hits in the
TT and T1−T3 stations only. These are mainly
the decay products of the K0S and Λ particles that
have decayed outside the VELO. Finally T tracks are those which leave hits only in the
T1−T3 stations and are typically produced in secondary interactions.
In the B0s → J/ψ η reconstruction, only long tracks and photons are needed. The
momentum resolution for those tracks is shown on Fig. (3.3), where the reconstructed
momentum is compared to the true particle momentum. The average momentum resolu-
tion is δP/P = 0.37%. More details on the performance of long tracks are presented in
Section (3.2.3).
3.2.2 Reconstruction strategy
The reconstruction is based on the use of the detector signals of the VELO, TT and T1 to
T3 stations. The track reconstruction starts with a search for track “seeds”, the initial track
candidates, in the VELO and T stations. In the VELO, where the magnetic field can be
neglected, the seeds are reconstructed as straight segments. In the tracking stations the
seed is parameterized as a parabola, due to a weak but not negligible bending field (see
Fig. (3.2 or 3.4)).
The reconstruction is divided in several steps corresponding to the different types of
tracks:
1. The long track search starts with VELO seeds, in an attempt to form a track with
each hit of the T stations successively. Once a combination has been found, the mo-
mentum and the trajectory of the particle in the detector is determined. Around this
trajectory, hits of the same track from other detectors, including TT, are looked at.
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When a sufficient number of hits along a trajectory are collected, the track is recon-
structed. This method is referred to as the forward tracking algorithm [74]. About
90% of the long tracks are reconstructed with this algorithm. After this method has
been applied to all the seeds of the VELO, the used hits of the T stations are dis-
carded and the search for T seeds begins. They are extrapolated to the VELO and
combined with corresponding VELO-seeds. This method reconstructs about 5%more
long tracks. All the seeds used by these methods are removed before searching for
other track types.
2. Two separate methods assume upstream and downstream track searches. These
algorithms are described in Ref. [75, 76] and reconstruct tracks which associate the
remaining seeds of the VELO and T stations to TT hits. To reduce the number of
ghost tracks2 in the upstream search, hits both in TTa and TTb stations are required.
Moreover, the hits in TTa define the momentum of the track candidate while the hits
in TTb confirm the presence of the track.
3. The remaining seeds are stored as tracks, either with no (VELO tracks) or poor (T
tracks) momentum estimate.
Figure 3.4: Display of the reconstructed tracks and assigned hits in a B0d → J/ψ K0S. The
insert shows a zoom of the VELO and TT region. This particular event contains 50% more
hits than the average. This figure is taken from Ref. [33].
Once the track search have been performed, the trajectories are refitted using a Kalman
Filter fit [77]. The average number of reconstructed tracks, for bb events, is 72 where 26
2A ghost track is a track which have been reconstructed from a collections of hits that have less than 70%
hits coming from any real MC particle.
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are long, 11 upstream, 4 downstream, 26 VELO and 5 T. These numbers correspond to
the tracks of the B-decay products plus the entire underlying event. Fig. (3.4) shows the
reconstructed tracks and their hits for a B0d → J/ψ K0S event.
3.2.3 Reconstruction performances
The performances described in this section are extracted from Ref. [33]. Only the long
tracks performances are treated, as they are the only tracks used for this study. Fig. (3.5)
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Figure 3.5: Long track reconstruction performances: a) efficiency as a function of the momen-
tum of the generated track; b) ghost rate for tracks with a reconstructed momentum greater
than pcut; c) ghost rate for tracks with a reconstructed transverse momentum greater than
pT,cut. This figure is taken from Ref. [33].
shows the reconstruction efficiency for long tracks as a function of the momentum as
well as the ghost rate as function of cuts on the momentum and the PT applied to these
tracks. For long tracks with a momentum larger than 10 GeV/c, the average efficiency of
reconstruction is 94% (for particles from B-decays, this percentage reaches 95 to 96%).
The average ghost rate is 9%, however most of these tracks have a low PT and can easily
be removed in the physics analysis selection. For instance the PT of each hadron must
be larger than 1.2 GeV/c for the B0d → hh channels and the two products of the B0s →
J/ψ φ must have their PT > 0.5 GeV/c. Fig. (3.6) shows the resolution obtained on
the momentum and the impact parameter (IP) as a function of the momentum and the
inverse PT respectively. The resolution on the IP varies linearly with 1/PT and can be
parameterized as σIP = 14 μm+ 35 μm/PT where PT is expressed in GeV/c.
3.2.4 Definition of reconstructible and reconstructed
We introduce here two definitions which will be used in Chapter (4) for the determination
of the reconstruction and selection efficiencies. Reconstructible events are those generated
signal events which have the potential to be reconstructed. An event is reconstructible if all
the final tracks are reconstructible. Of these events, the adjective reconstructed is applied
to those events which have been successfully reconstructed. More specifically these two
terms can be defined in terms of the track types illustrated in Fig. (3.2).
Reconstructible: A long track is considered as reconstructible if it is reconstructible as
both a VELO and a T track. This means that the particle has left at least 3 “r” and 3 “φ”
hits in the VELO stations and 1 “x” and 1 “u,v” hit in each of the three tracking stations.
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Figure 3.6: Resolution of the parameters of the reconstructed tracks at the production vertex:
a) momentum resolution as a function of the momentum, b) impact parameter resolution as
a function of 1/PT . B-decay particle spectra (p and PT ) are shown in the lower part of the
plot. This figure is taken from Ref. [33].
Reconstructed: A long track is considered reconstructed if it has been reconstructed by
the VELO, TT and T1−T3 stations separately.
3.3 Flavor tagging
CP violation studies in neutral B-meson decays require the knowledge of the flavor state at
production of the reconstructed B. This is achieved by determining the flavor of the other
b quark in the event and is called opposite side tagging. This can be done detecting
the charge of the lepton from semi-leptonic b-decays, the charge of the kaon from the
b→ c→ s decay chain or the charge of the inclusive secondary vertex from the “opposite
side” b-decay. The tagging particle selection is performed by looking at kaons and leptons
with high PT and large impact parameter. The highest PT lepton or the highest PT kaon
is chosen in the case of multiple candidates.
The same side tagging algorithms determine directly the flavor of the B-signal meson
by exploiting the correlation in the fragmentation decay chain, looking at a charged kaon
from the s¯/s extra quark produced with a B0s (b¯ s)/B
0
s (b s¯).
The results for the tagging efficiencies εtag, the wrong tag probability ωtag and the
effective tagging efficiency for a few benchmark channels are summarized in Tab. (3.1).
These results have been obtained with the version v5r5 of the Flavor Tagging algorithm
with “cheated” selection3. The results are similar to the one obtained with the version
3By “cheated” selection one means that no cuts are applied on the signal events and that only the recon-
structed events which can be linked to the MC truth are selected.
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v6r2 used for the present analysis. The effective efficiencies εefftag is defined as:
εefftag = εtag ·D2 = εtag · (1− 2 · ωtag)2,
where D is the dilution factor. The statistical error on an observed CP-asymmetry Aobs and
coming from the tagging is inversely proportional to
√
εefftag :
σ2ACP =
1−A2obs
Nphys · εtag · (1− 2 · ωtag)2 =
1−A2obs
Nphys · εefftag
,
Nphys being the number of selected and triggered events.
Decay εtag [%] ωtag [%] ε
eff
tag [%]
B0d → π+ π− 64.2 35.7 5.2
B0d → J/ψ K∗ 58.1 36.7 4.0
B0s → Ds K 64.7 30.8 9.5
B0s → Ds π 64.6 30.9 9.4
B0s → J/ψ φ 59.8 33.0 6.9
B0s → K+ K− 61.8 29.4 10.5
Table 3.1: Performance of the tagging evaluated for several different B-decays after L1&L0
triggers and after the “cheated” selection. These values are taken from Ref. [78].
3.4 Systematic errors
In a precision experiment like LHCb and in order to exploit the large statistical samples
which are expected, systematic errors must be well mastered. A particular attention is
devoted to errors which can bias the CP-violation measurements like charge-dependent
detection efficiency as difference in the detection efficiency between positively and nega-
tively charged particles can introduce a fake CP asymmetry. This is particularly important
for CP violation measurements in which the final state is not a CP-eigenstate and for the
flavor tagging.
This effect will be corrected by reversing regularly the polarity of the magnetic field.
This can be frequently done as LHCb has chosen to use a warm magnet. Large control
samples without CP asymmetry will also be used to better understand the tagging perfor-
mances. Flavor specific decays such as B0d → J/ψ K∗ and B0s → D−s π+ allow to extract
the wrong tag fraction. The CP asymmetry of the background can be studied using the B-
mass sidebands while the asymmetries of bb production are tested using the large control
samples or fitted from the signal samples.
3.5 CP reaches in benchmark channels
The different ways to extract the CKM phases are explained in Section (1.3.4). In Tab.
(3.2) one can find the performance of the LHCb experiment for some promising decay
channels [33]. All the numbers are given for one year of data taking (107 seconds), at a
luminosity of LavLHCb = 2 · 1032 cm−2s−1 (i.e. an integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1). For the
determination of α, more theoretical input will be needed, as the penguin contribution
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cannot be neglected. The decay B0d → φ K0S is entirely governed by penguin diagram, but
its asymmetry is expected to be the same as the one of B0d → J/ψ K0S. Should this not be
the case, this will be the manifestation of New Physics. After one year of LHCb data taking,
CKM
Channel
Vis. BR 2fb−1
B/S
Physics
Refs.
Parameter (×106) Yield Performance
β
B0d → J/ψK0S 19.8 241k 0.82 σ(sin 2β) = 0.02 [33, 79, 80]
B0d → φ K0S To be studied
γ
B0d → D∗ π 71 206k < 0.3 σ(γ) = O(10◦) [10, 81]
B0s → Ds K 10 5.4 k < 1.0 σ(γ) ≈ 15◦ [33, 82]
α
B0d → π π 4.8 26 k < 0.7 theory dependent [10, 83]
B0d → ρ π 20 4.4 k < 7.1 2.5◦ < σ(α) < 5.0◦ [10]
χ
B0s → J/ψ φ 31 125ki < 0.3 σ(−2χ) ≈ 0.03i rad [84], ibid.
B0s → J/ψ η(γγ)ii 10.6 8.9 k 2.2 σ(−2χ) ≈ 0.11 rad ibid.
|Vtd|/|Vts| B
0
s → Ds π 120 80 k 0.32 σ(Δms) ≈ 0.01 ps−1 [33, 85]
B0s,d → μμ Xs,d 5.7 25 k 0.12 σ(|Vtd|/|Vts|) ≈ 11% [86]
Table 3.2: Performances of the LHCb experiment after one year of data taking for selected
benchmark channels. i These values have been updated in the present work to take into
account the new triggers and analysis software. ii The results for this channel are obtained
using the average between the interval bounds for the η mixing angles (see Sec. (1.6.2)).
the situation could be the one shown on Fig. (3.7) if the Standard Model is correct and
complete. The measurement of γ may be incompatible with the intersection of |Vtd|/|Vts|
circle and β. This will open a highway to the discovery and hopefully the understanding
of physics beyond the Standard Model.
0
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γ
Figure 3.7: After one year of running at LHCb, the constrains on the unitarity triangle (db)
could be as shown on this figure, taken from Ref. [33].
The current fit results on the CKM angles of the unitarity triangles at 90% confidence
level are, (as of August 1st 2005) [87]:
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• β =
(
23.22+1.70−2.12
)
◦, γ =
(
58.6+15.7−15.1
)
◦, α =
(
98.1+16.8−15.7
)
◦,
• χ =
(
1.039+0.155−0.194
)
◦, |Vtd|/|Vts| = 0.1982+0.0261−0.0256 .
3.6 B0s → J/ψ η at LHCb
3.6.1 Visible branching ratios
b-hadron Production fraction
B±u 0.397 ± 0.010
B0d 0.397 ± 0.010
B0s 0.107 ± 0.011
Λ0b 0.099 ± 0.017
B±c −
Table 3.3: Hadronization probabil-
ities for b-quark to form b-hadron
[14].
The different branching ratios involved in this
analysis are summarized in Tab. (3.4). They are
used to estimate the annual production yield at
2 fb−1 of each decay4. The B0s → J/ψ η fraction
is estimated from the B0d → J/ψ K0S (see Section
(1.6.2)).
In addition to the bb cross section and the lumi-
nosity of LHCb (see Section (2.1.1)) and the visible
branching fraction of the decays, one also needs
the b-quark hadronization fraction to predict the
different yields. The hadronization fractions, i.e.
the probabilities that a b-quark hadronizes into the
given b-hadrons of interest, are given in Tab. (3.3).
As we can observe, only 10% of the b-quarks pro-
duce a B0s .
Decay
Visible branching fractions
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
J/ψ → μ+ μ− (5.88 ± 0.10) · 10−2
J/ψ → μ+ μ− γ (8.8 ± 1.4) · 10−3
J/ψ → μ+ μ− {γ} (6.76 ± 0.14) · 10−2
η → γγ (39.43 ± 0.26) · 10−2
η → π+π−π0 (22.6 ± 0.4) · 10−2
B0s → J/ψ η (3.1 ± 1.2) · 10−4 (4.8 ± 1.9) · 10−4
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) (8.3 ± 3.5) · 10−6 (12.8 ± 5.3) · 10−6
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) (4.7 ± 2.0) · 10−6 (7.3 ± 3.1) · 10−6
Table 3.4: Visible branching fractions for the relevant decay channels. θp is the η mixing
angle defined in (1.6.2) and belongs to θp  [−20◦,−10◦].
3.6.2 Annual production yield of B0s → J/ψ η
The foreseen average luminosity at the LHCb interaction point is LavLHCb = 2 · 1032 cm−2s−1
(see Section (2.1.1)). Knowing that one year of data taking corresponds to about tyear =
107 seconds, we obtain the yearly integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1. For a production cross
4Actually no measurements have been done for the J/ψ → μ+ μ− γ channel. However its branching
fraction should be the same than for the J/ψ → e+ e− γ decay: BR(J/ψ → e+ e− γ) = (8.8± 1.4) · 10−3.
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section of bb pairs of σbbLHCb = 500 μb (see Section (2.1.1)), the number of bb pairs pro-
duced during one year is:
N2fb
−1
bb
= LavLHCb · tyear · σbbLHCb = 1 · 1012.
The number of B0s → J/ψ η events produced during one year can be estimated multi-
plying N2fb
−1
bb
by the hadronization factor for a b-quark to produce a B0s (see Section (3.7))
and then by the visible branching ratio of the decay of interest, taking into account all the
subdecays (see Section (3.7)). Then we can calculate the different 2 fb−1 yields with the
equation:
N2fb
−1
B0s→J/ψ η = N
2fb−1
bb
× 2× BR(b→ B0s )× BR(B0s → J/ψ η).
The results, which depend on the mixing angle θP of the η (see (1.6.2)), are presented in
Tab. (3.5).
Decay
2 fb−1 yield
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
(p− p)→ bb 1 · 1012
bb→ B0s (2.14 ± 0.22) · 1011
B0s → J/ψ η (6.6 ± 2.6) · 107 (10.3 ± 4.1) · 107
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) (1.8 ± 0.8) · 106 (2.7 ± 1.2) · 106
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) (1.0 ± 0.45) · 106 (1.6 ± 0.7) · 106
Table 3.5: Production yield at 2 fb−1 for the relevant decay channels with respect to the η
mixing angle θP
One can conclude that for proton−proton collisions at √s = 14 TeV, the production
cross section for bb pairs allows to produce a large number of B0s → J/ψ η decays.
3.6.3 Possible background contributions
The various background contributions which can perturb the reconstruction of the B0s →
J/ψ η decays are the following:
• The bb inclusive events. These events represents the main source of our back-
ground because of their statistics (1012 events with a bb pair per year, to be com-
pared to a few millions of signal events) and of their multiplicity which may result
in combinatorial background. Moreover, the tracks from b-hadrons form a vertex
which is displaced with respect to the primary vertex, which is the main selection
criterion to reject background events.
• The Hb → J/ψ X events. Hb stands for a b-hadron and X for any possible hadron
of group of hadrons. This subgroup of the above bb inclusive events can be an
important background contribution, due to the presence of a B or a Λ0b and of the
J/ψ. The large number of photons in the final state can mimic the presence of an η
or a π0.
• The prompt J/ψ events. Although the prompt J/ψ does not present a displaced
vertex with respect to the primary one (PV) they can be a problem due to their large
production yields.
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In Tab. (3.6) are presented the branching ratio and the 2 fb−1 production yields for
particular channels of the Hb → J/ψ X background. All these channels have a much larger
production yield than the two decays of interest (to be compared with Tab. (3.5)) and may
contribute dangerously to the signal contamination.
Decay BRvis (10−6) N2fb
−1
(103)
B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K∗(K+ π−) 59 ± 3 670
B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K0S(π+ π−) 19.8 ± 1.3 216
B+ → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K+ 68 ± 3 1740
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) φ(K+ K−) 31 ± 11 100
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η
′
(π+ π− η) 5.9 ± 2.4 2.
Λ0b → J/ψ Λ 20.3 ± 12.1 18.5
Table 3.6: Branching ratios and annual signal yield at 2 fb−1 for Hb → J/ψ X background
channels. The yields of the first four channels are taken from the TDR [33], without HLT. The
two last are taken from [88] and [89] respectively.
More generally inclusive J/ψ events, where both prompt J/ψ and J/ψ coming from a b-
hadron are present, are used to estimate the background-to-signal ratio of the Hb → J/ψ X
contribution. The branching ratio of the decays Hb → J/ψ X is (1.16 ± 0.10)% [14].
For the third type of background contribution, the prompt J/ψ, PYTHIA generates the
J/ψ production via the gluon fusion:
gg → J/ψ + g, gg → χ0c + g, gg → χ1c + g, gg → χ2c + g and gg → J/ψ + γ.
To obtain the prompt J/ψ production cross section we need to take into account the
branching fraction of χ0c → J/ψγ, χ1c → J/ψγ and χ2c → J/ψγ
(
(1.18 ± 0.14)%,
(31.6 ± 3.3)% and (20.2 ± 1.7)% respectively [14]). Finally we are able to estimate the
production cross section for the prompt J/ψ to 0.185 mb which gives 0.37 · 1012 prompt
J/ψ per year at the actual luminosity [90].
3.7 Data samples
3.7.1 Data samples
The analysis presented in next chapter was carried out with Monte Carlo samples of dif-
ferent sizes. The two studied decay modes are B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) and B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0). For the first channel, 280 tapes of 500 events were gener-
ated but one was corrupted. This leaves 139’500 events for the analysis or more exactly
138′922± 370 independent events. This lower value is due to an error in the random seed
generation. We will return to this point in the next section. For the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ)
channel, the fraction fγγindep of independent events is then f
γγ
indep = 0.9959 ± 0.0002. For
the second decay, 343 tapes of 500 events were created, which gives 171’500 events. This
corresponds to 170′626±409 independent events and a fraction fπ+π−π0indep = 0.9949±0.0002.
The background rejection calculations and the estimates of the background to signal
(B/S) ratios for these channels were performed with approximately 18M inclusive bb (we
will call this sample “v1”). This corresponds to ∼ 10.5M independent events and a fraction
fbbindep = 0.5833 ± 0.0001. Another 20M independent events, without any generation bug
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(this will be the “v2” data sample), have been used to check the background rejection on
bb unbiased events by tuning the selection cuts.
The estimation of the B/S have been also checked with 1.7M inclusive J/ψ events. This
corresponds to 1′617′000 ± 1′200 independent events leading to a fraction of f incl J/ψindep =
0.951 ± 0.001.
More details concerning the data samples as well as the different technicalities of the
specific decay channels for the J/ψ background studies can be found in [91]. They all
suffers from the generation bug and need the same treatment as the other samples to
determine the fraction of independent events.
In each of the signal and inclusive bb samples, a cut is imposed a the generator level in
such a way that the particles have a true polar angle of less than 400 mrad. This is to avoid
the tracking and reconstruction of events for which the decay products are in any case not
in the acceptance. For the signal samples, the cut is applied on the decaying B-meson and
has an efficiency of εsignalgen = (34.8±0.3)%. For the inclusive bb sample, the cut is imposed
to one of the b-hadrons and has an efficiency of εbbgen = (43.4 ± 0.3)%. The inclusive J/ψ
cut efficiency is (εincl. J/ψgen = (38.9±0.4)%. The so-called “MC sample” are those remaining
after this cut.
3.7.2 MC random number generation
The production of a MC event at LHCb uses a random number (seed) which is generated as
a 32 bit number. Unfortunately one of the algorithms of the generation chain was actually
limited to the use of the 24 least significant bits. Therefore instead of the previously
thought 232 = 4′294′967′296 different events, only 224 = 16′777′216 seeds were randomly
chosen. The consequence is that for a 18M event sample (used as bb events to fine tune
the selection criteria), only ∼10.5M events are actually independent (in the best situation,
i.e. when all the seeds are used at least once).
This bug is present in all the data samples produced during the Data Challenge 2004
(DC04). Only the bb “v2” sample does not suffer from this problem as it has been produced
later. A correction factor must then be applied to any registered event numbers, to avoid
over-estimations of selected data or background rejection. The number of independent
events Nindep and its error σNindep become [92]:
Nindep = M −M · (1− 1
M
)N ≈M · (1− e− NM ),
σ2Nindep = M · (M − 1) · (1−
2
M
)N + M · (1− 1
M
)N −M2 · (1− 1
M
)2N
≈ Nindep · e−
N
M ,
where M = 224 and N is the number of events in the original sample. We can then
calculate the fraction of independent events in a sample findep = Nindep/N . This fraction
is assumed to be the same in all subsets of an initial sample. Therefore the event selection
efficiencies remain the same whereas the binomial errors on these efficiencies do not.
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Chapter 4
B0s → J/ψ η event selection
μ−
μ+
η
γ
γ
B0s
J/ψ
This chapter presents the analysis of the B0s decay in the CP eigen-
state J/ψ η using the full LHCb simulation. We first describe the pre-
selection, then the different B0s → J/ψ η decay modes and selection
strategies are presented. Finally we discuss the resolutions (mass,
proper time, etc.), efficiencies (trigger, tagging, selection, etc.) and
background contributions.

ROM the huge amount of p−p events that LHCb will collect (∼ 20 · 109 per year), very
few do have a B0s → J/ψ η decay (∼ 10 · 103 per year). Therefore a very tight selection
is required to eliminate the unwanted contribution to the signal sample.
We will use the Monte Carlo simulations for the B0s → J/ψ η events and for the back-
ground to search for the adequate selection cuts to be applied in order to extract the signal.
This study will enable us to determine:
1. The signal yield;
2. The acceptance of our apparatus to these events;
3. The resolution of the apparatus, particularly the resolution in terms of the B0s proper
time;
4. The background-over-signal ratio.
These studies will allow us to determine the sensitivity of the LHCb experiment in the
determination of the weak phase φs with J/ψ η.
For the present analysis, the selection has been done in two stages. The aim of the
initial step was to reduce the number of signal and background data sets, rendering them
more manageable. This requires a preliminary series of cuts which are refined in the sec-
ond stage. Its main purpose is to maintain a high efficiency for the signal while providing
a very large rejection of the combinatorial background.
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4.1 Particle identification
At the beginning of the selection the reconstructed tracks of each event are assigned a
particle identification (PID) based upon the different sub-detector available information.
The PID is provided by the RICH counters (π, K, p), the ECAL and HCAL (e, γ, hadrons)
and the muon system (μ). The PID is not unique and several PID can be assigned to a
single track.
The PID information is used in the offline selection through the likelihood hypothesis
combining the information of all detectors. For example:
L(e) = LRICH(e)LCALO(e)LMUON(non μ),
L(μ) = LRICH(μ)LCALO(non e)LMUON(μ),
L(h) = LRICH(h)LCALO(non e)LMUON(non μ),
where h represents a hadron, e stands for an electron and μ for a muon. Each of these
functions computes the probability of being of the given type of particle. If there are more
than one estimator from a given detector, they can be simply combined by taking the
product of their individual likelihoods.
A delta log likelihood (DLL) function compares two different hypothesis and allows to
discriminate the correct from the wrong PID assignments. It is defined as:
Δ lnLAB = lnL(A)− lnL(B) = ln
[L(A)
L(B)
]
, (4.1)
where A, B stand for the hypothesis to have a particle A, B. The function 4.1 tends to be
positive for correctly A-type identification and negative for correctly B-type identification.
However this method can only be applied to charged tracks, γ and π0 need another
treatment. Photons are reconstructed and identified with the ECAL as neutral clusters
as explained in Section (2.4.2). The identification of photons converted in the passive
material behind the magnet is based on whether there is a hit in the SPD cell in front of
the central cell of the ECAL cluster. Electrons which radiate before the magnet have a
characteristic signature with a row of ECAL clusters ending at the impact of the electron.
The neutral pions are reconstructed from two photons. At low momentum (less than 3
GeV/c) they are mostly reconstructed as a “resolved” pair of well separated photons, while
for higher PT a large fraction of the pairs cannot be resolved by the ECAL granularity (they
are usually called “merged” π0).
As neutral particles do not leave hits in the tracking system, it is impossible to recon-
struct their direction. As a result each photon is assigned an origin pointing to the origin of
the detector, in the middle of the VELO. It is then possible in a specific analysis to move this
origin to any vertex and correct the four momentum and covariance matrix accordingly.
4.2 Pre-selection studies
The aim of the “pre-selection” stage is to reduce the huge amount of possible combinations
to form a B0s decay, especially due to the high photons and pion multiplicity. A set of
cuts is applied to the different particles and on their reconstruction parameters. The pre-
selection only considers signal decays constructed from long tracks, photons and π0 which
are associated, i.e. those tracks or particles which match a MC track or particle. When all
the final states are associated, the event, or the decay, is called “associated”. Analyzing
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these events allows to determine the resolution of the apparatus. The true signal is then
compared to the pre-selected bb inclusive events.
The pre-selection is divided into four distinct parts: the selection of the tracks, the
reconstruction of the J/ψ, the η reconstruction and finally the reconstruction of the B0s .
The pre-selection cuts are summarized in Tab. (4.1).
In this chapter, in order to ease the comparison between the signal and the background
histograms, the different distributions have been re-normalized. The scale factor has been
chosen to have the two distribution maxima at the same height.
4.2.1 Reconstruction of the primary vertex
In the event reconstruction, the primary vertex search and fit is performed using the iter-
ative procedure described hereafter.
An histogram of the z-coordinate of the point of the closest approach to the beam
line for all tracks (long, upstream and VELO) measured in the VELO is constructed with
a bin width of 1 mm. The most populated bin of this histogram is used, together with
its 4 neighbors on each side, to define a cluster of tracks. The mean z−value is taken as
the z of a primary vertex coordinate (located on the beam axis). Tracks with a large χ2
contribution to the vertex (> 225 for the first iteration and > 9 afterwards) are eliminated
from the cluster, and the remaining tracks in the cluster are fitted to a new common vertex.
This step is iterated until no further tracks are rejected.
If at least six tracks were used in the last iteration, the vertex is kept as a primary
vertex; these tracks are then removed from the overall set of tracks, and the whole search
procedure is started again to find additional primary vertices. If less than six tracks were
used then the vertex is discarded and the search is stopped. In the case where no primary
vertex has been found, the original vertex obtained from the histogram peak is kept as the
sole primary vertex of the event.
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Figure 4.1: Resolution of the bb vertex position, for x and y on the left and z on the right.
These distributions were obtained from bb events passing the Level-0 and Level-1 triggers.
This figure comes from [33].
This procedure was developed in order to optimize the efficiency to find the bb pro-
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duction vertex, which is on average 98%. The vertex position resolution1, for bb pairs, are
presented on Fig. (4.1). The fit is performed with double Gaussian which have an identi-
cal mean value. The width of the principal Gaussian (∼ 75%) is 44 μm in z and 7.8 μm for
x and y. The z-resolution is better for events with a single interaction (41.7 μm). There
is also a bias in the z-coordinate of 8 μm due to b- of c-decay products which are not
excluded by the χ2 cut. This bias is not present in minimum-bias event.
4.2.2 Pre-selection of particles
Before the reconstruction of an event, the different particles involved in the decays of
interest have to be sorted out from the background. A set of loose cuts is applied on their
PID and transverse momentum. The particles from B-meson decay have a high transverse
momentum: the minimum PT of all the π’s, μ’s and γ’s is set to 200 MeV/c. In addition,
for the muons a Δ lnLμπ > −50 is required. This cut is very loose for the muon from J/ψ
decays, as shown on Fig. (4.2). No DLL cuts are applied on the pions.
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
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Figure 4.2: (μ-π) DLL hypothesis of the μ− after the pre-selection. The associated signal
distribution is the blue line and the background the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown
with the green lines.
Photons candidates with PT > 200 MeV/c are paired to reconstruct resolved π0. Most
of their combinations come from pairing of background clusters and γ’s. The neutral
pion mass resolution is ∼ 10 MeV/c2. Therefore these particles must belong to the mass
window m(π0)  [105, 165] MeV/c2 (which represents a ±3σ window). The merged π0
can be distinguish from a single cluster: the energy of each cell of the cluster, provided
its position does not coincide with a charged track, is shared between two virtual sub-
clusters. Both of them are then reconstructed as isolated photons which can be paired
in a π0 candidate with an energy compatible with a pair of merged photons and with an
invariant mass close to the neutral pion mass (m(π0)  [105, 165] MeV/c2).
1The residual xres of a reconstructed variable xrec is defined as xres = xrec − xMC , where xMC is the MC
generated value. The resolution can be estimated using the width of the Gaussian fit to xres.
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4.2.3 J/ψ reconstruction
The J/ψ → μ+ μ− pre-selection combines two muons with opposite charge. The candidate
is accepted in this pre-selection if its invariant mass is compatible with the J/ψ one in a
±200 MeV/c2 mass window around the true mass2 (mtrue(J/ψ) = 3696.9 MeV/c2).
Once this requirement has been met, an unconstrained vertex fit is performed with the
two muons and its χ2 has to be less than 50.
4.2.4 η reconstruction
Once a J/ψ has been found in the previous step, we perform the η candidate selection.
This particle is reconstructed via its decays to γγ and π+π−π0. The invariant mass of
the two- or three-track combination must be within δ(m)(η) = ±200 MeV/c2 (mtrue(η) =
547.75 MeV/c2). At this point, the reconstruction differs strongly between the two studied
decays.
For the pure radiative η decay mode, we have no information on the direction of the
γ and, hence, cannot apply a vertex fit. For this reason, before reconstructing the η, the
origin point of the two photon is moved to the J/ψ decay vertex 3. Only η’s with a high
transverse momentum are accepted: for the pre-selection we ask PT (η) > 1500 MeV/c.
For the η → π+π−π0 decay, an unconstrained vertex fit is performed with the two
opposite charge pions. Then the π0 decay products (γ γ) origin is set to the (π+ π−)
vertex and their energy-momentum added to the two other tracks in order to form the
resonance.
4.2.5 B0s reconstruction
The pre-selection ends with the combination of the reconstructed J/ψ and η particles
into a B0s candidate. Several candidates are allowed per event. The four charged tracks,
when present, must fit to a single vertex with a χ2 of less than 50. For both decay chan-
nels, the mass window is chosen to be very loose δ(m)(B0s ) = ±600 MeV/c2 (mtrue(B0s ) =
5369.6 MeV/c2), in order to study the signal-over-background ratio (Section (4.8)).
Three other pre-selection cuts are imposed to the surviving candidates. First, thanks
to the large boost in this experiment, the B-mesons will have a large momentum in the
z-direction and will fly for a while before decaying to their final states. This leads to the
requirement that the Flight Distance (FD) of the B0s should be larger than 0, i.e. that the
reconstructed B0s move forward.
The “Impact Parameter” (IP) of a track with respect to a point is the shortest distance
of the point to the track. We can calculate the B0s impact parameter with respect to the
PV’s. As many primary vertices can be constructed, the PV from which the B0s originates is
the one for which the B’s IP is the smallest. The IP significance4 (IPS) of the B0s candidates
must also be less than 10.
Finally, the B0s should have its momentum pointing back to the primary vertex. Defining
the angle θLp between the vector from the B candidate origin vertex and its decay vertex
2The “true” mass of a particle is the mass used for the generation, which in most of the cases corresponds
to the mass found in the PDG [14].
3This is a good approximation, because the J/ψ and the η are very short lived particles which will not fly
more than a few femtometers. Then at LHCb’s precision, their decay vertex can be identified as their creation
vertex.
4The significance Sx of a variable x is defined by the ratio Sx = x/σx, σx being the error on x.
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B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
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Figure 4.3: Mass spectrum after the pre-selection. The associated signal distribution is the
blue line and the background the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown with the green
lines.
−→
L vertices = (
−−−−−−−−−→
Decay Vertex−−−−−−−−−−→Origin Vertex) and the particle’s momentum −→p B0s . The cosine
cos (θLp) =
−→
L vertices · −→p B0s
|−→L vertices||−→p B0s |
(4.2)
should be close to one (i.e. θLp ∼ 0). The requirement on this parameter for the pre-
selection is to have cos (θLp) > 0. The result of the pre-selected B0s mass can be seen on
Fig. (4.3).
4.2.6 Pre-selection results
The pre-selection detailed above reduces the original data samples (see Section (3.7)) to
a more manageable number of candidates and events for the fine tuning of the cuts. They
are summarized in the following table. The background is estimated with the “v1” sample
only.
Pre-selection
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
Signal Background Signal Background
Candidates 96′101 59′702 542′034 569′976
Associated Cand. 14′482 0 4′386 0
Events 23′950 8′929 29′781 15′012
Associated Events 1′391 0 3′766 0
The average number of reconstructed photons, neutral and charged pions in an event is
very large (22, 11 and 28 candidates respectively) on contrary to the muons (2.1 can-
didates). Therefore the statistics of pre-selected candidates compared to the number of
events results from different combinations of γ or π. This is particularly visible for the
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) decay where twenty times more candidates than events
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Cuts
B0s → J/ψ η B0s → J/ψ η
η → γγ η → π+π−π0
ΔlnLμπ (μ+, μ−) > −50 −50
PT (μ+, μ−) [MeV/c2 ] > 200 200
χ2 (J/ψ) < 50 50
δ(m) (J/ψ) [MeV/c2 ] ± 200 200
PT (γ) [MeV/c] > 200
PT (π±) [MeV/c] > 200
PT (π0) [MeV/c] > 200
δ(m) (π0) [MeV/c2 ] ± 30
PT (η) [MeV/c] > 1500
δ(m) (η) [MeV/c2 ] ± 200 200
χ2 (B0s ) < 50
IPS (B0s ) < 10 10
FD (B0s ) [mm] > 0 0
cos θLp > 0 0
δ(m) (B0s ) [MeV/c2 ] ± 600 600
Table 4.1: Pre-selection cuts used for B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) and B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) decay channels.
are preselected. The main goal of the selection will then be remove the wrong η candi-
dates.
4.3 Fine tuning the cuts
Using all the events passing the pre-selection, a tighter set of cuts must be found to obtain
a background-over-signal ratio as low as possible for the highest selection efficiency. This
is done by tightening the pre-selection cuts described in Section (4.2) and by adding new
criteria. The tuning was done by studying the distributions of the relevant parameters
both for the signal and the background pre-selected candidates.
To avoid any bias in the selection, particularly for the background analyzes, the cuts
have been tuned on ∼ 18M of inclusive bb events of which only ∼ 10.5 millions were
estimated to be independent (see Section (3.7.2)). The background distributions of this
section are realized with these reduced data (“v1” bb sample). The background rejection
studies of Section (4.8) were then performed on an additional sample of ∼20M events.
The final selection cuts are summarized in the Tab. (4.2).
The distribution of the various parameters used in the selection are shown in the fol-
lowing figures. The signal and the background are normalized to the same highest bin.
The histograms are filled with those events which pass the pre-selections cuts; the position
of the tuned cuts for the final selection is indicated with a bold green vertical line. In the
plots, the blue line represents the signal candidates while the red dashed line stands for
the background. When the same distribution is shown for the two channel of interest, i.e.
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) and B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0), the first decay is plotted on
the left and the second on the right and they are separated by a bold black line.
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Figure 4.4: μ− selection cuts. The associated signal distribution is the blue line and the
background the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown with the green lines.
4.3.1 Selection of the muons
The identification of the charged tracks is not exclusive, this means that they can be iden-
tified as more than one type of particle. The identification of the muons is achieved using
loose cuts on the DLL difference with respect to the pion hypothesis. The cuts have been
set to ΔlnLμπ > −10 (see Fig. (4.2 a) and b))) and are applied to all muon candidates.
The muon PT distributions are plotted on Fig. (4.4). The cut is PT > 300 MeV/c for
the “photon channel” and PT > 500 MeV/c for the “pion channel”. The looser cut on
the muons’ transverse momentum in the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) will be “compensated” by a
tighter cut on the η mass because of the high combinatorial background of the photons
(see Section (4.3.5)). Fig. (4.2) shows that these cuts remove the very first bins, where
few signal candidates are present.
As the particles originating from the decay of the J/ψ should not point back to the PV,
they will have a significant IP. For the selection, the muons are asked to have their IPS
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greater than 2. The IPS of the μ− are plotted on Fig. (4.4 c) and d)).
4.3.2 Selection of the photons for η → γγ
The photons are required to have their minimum transverse momentum larger than 500
MeV/c. The plot of the PT is shown on Fig. (4.5). The two photons are classified by their
energy, the most energetic γ is called γ1, and the less energetic γ2. The cut on the γ’s PT is
aimed to remove soft photons which in general do not originate from B-mesons but rather
from the interaction point, radiative decays or other secondary interactions.
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ)
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Figure 4.5: Photon selection cuts. The associated signal distribution is the blue line and the
background the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown with the green lines.
4.3.3 Selection of the pions
The π from the B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) are also not supposed to point to the PV, and this
allow to set a cut on IPS > 2. This is shown on Fig. (4.6 a)). They are also from a B-decay
and therefore have a high PT . The requirement on the transverse momentum for the pions
is PT > 500 MeV/c Fig (4.6 b)). This selection allows a high rejection of the background
pions.
The selection of the π0 is quite different as it a composition of two photons. The
selection cuts used, on the momentum, on PT and on the mass distribution, can be seen on
Fig. (4.6 c) and d)). The transverse momentum is asked to be larger than 700 MeV/c. This
cut strongly reduces the combinatorial background in the bb data but also rejects about
half of the signal data. The mass window is the same as for the pre-selection m(π0) ±
30 MeV/c2 (3σ cut).
4.3.4 Selection of the J/ψ
The cuts on the J/ψ are quite loose, as shown on Fig. (4.7). The first requirement is based
on the maximum χ2 of the unconstrained vertex fit, which is fixed to 10. The transverse
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Figure 4.6: Pion selection cuts for π− (a) and b)) and for π0 (c and d). The associated signal
distribution is the blue line and the background the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown
with the green lines.
momentum of the J/ψ must be larger than 1000 MeV/c for the “photon channel” and
larger than 500 MeV/c2 for the pion decay mode. A third cut is applied on the IPS of the
J/ψ which must be higher than 2. Finally the remaining candidates are asked to have a
mass within a window of 100 MeV/c2 around the nominal J/ψ mass.
4.3.5 Selection of the η
The η selection is the most difficult for the two decays of interest. In both cases, the large
number of photons allows a lot of combinations for the η and the π0 which are usually
not the correct ones. Therefore the cuts on these light particles are kept very tight. The
selection is shown on Fig. (4.8).
• B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ): This is the most difficult case, as there are no charged
tracks involved in the η decay. The only possible requirements concern the PT and
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Figure 4.7: J/ψ selection cuts. The associated signal distribution is the blue line and the
background the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown with the green lines.
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Figure 4.8: η selection cuts. The associated signal distribution is the blue line and the back-
ground the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown with the green lines.
the mass of the η candidates. The η transverse momentum must be higher than
2.8 GeV/c. This large cut remove some good signal events, but is necessary to re-
move a large part of the combinatorial background. The mass window is very small,
to reject wrong combinations. The reconstructed η mass has to be within the mass
window of ±40 MeV/c2 (∼ 2.5σ) around the nominal mass.
• B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0): For this decay mode of the η, there is no need to be
as tight as previously. A minimum transverse momentum of 1000 MeV/c is enough
as well as a mass window of ±50 MeV/c2 (∼ 3σ). There are no other requirements
on the track parameters of the fitted charged pions.
4.3.6 Selection of the B0s
First we give the requirements on the B0s candidates which are common to both the studied
decay modes. The reconstructed B0s candidates are supposed to point to the PV. Thus its
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IPS is supposed to be small and the selection requires that IPS < 3. Moreover, it is required
that cos (θLp) > 0.999 (Eq. (4.2)). Then, the FD should be significant, i.e. FDS(B0s ) > 5
where:
FDS =
‖−→L vertices‖√
σ2Lvertices
,
to avoid background due to prompt J/ψ.
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Figure 4.9: θLp selection cut. The associated signal distribution is the blue line and the
background the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown with the green lines.
Finally, the mass of the reconstructed B-meson should be close to its true mass. The re-
quirement here is that the reconstructed mass falls within a ±100 MeV/c2 window around
the true mass. This wide mass window is due to the large mass resolution for the B0s .
This is essentially the consequence of the poor photon reconstruction of the ECAL. The
background mass window is kept much larger than for the signal: ±600 MeV/c2. This will
be explained in Section (4.8).
• B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ): As previously for the η, the most important requirement
for this channel is the transverse momentum cut. The PT of the B-candidates have
to be larger than 5 GeV/c. In addition, the FD must be larger than 2 mm.
• B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0): For this decay mode, no PT cuts are asked, but the
Flight Distance requirements are tightened to FD > 3 mm.
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Figure 4.10: B0s selection cuts. The associated signal distribution is the blue line and the
background the dashed red line. The final cuts are shown with the green lines.
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Cuts
B0s → J/ψ η B0s → J/ψ η
η → γγ η → π+π−π0
ΔlnLμπ (μ+, μ−) > −10 −10
PT (μ+, μ−) [MeV/c2 ] > 300 500
IP/σIP (μ+, μ−) > 2 2
χ2 (J/ψ) < 10 10
PT (J/ψ) [MeV/c] > 1000 500
IP/σIP (J/ψ) > 2 2
δ(m) (J/ψ) [MeV/c2 ] ± 100 100
PT (γ) [MeV/c] > 500
PT (π±) [MeV/c] > 500
IP/σIP (π±) > 2
PT (π0) [MeV/c] > 700
δ(m) (π0) [MeV/c2 ] ± 30
PT (η) [MeV/c] > 2800 1000
δ(m) (η) [MeV/c2 ] ± 40 50
χ2 (B0s ) < 50
p (B0s ) [MeV/c
2 ] > 5000
IPS (B0s ) < 3 3
FDS (B0s ) > 5 5
FD (B0s ) [mm] > 2 3
cos θLp > 0.999 0.999
δ(m) (B0s ) [MeV/c2 ] ± 100 100
Table 4.2: Selection cuts used for B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) and B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) decay channels.
4.4 Final selection
We will give in this section the resolutions which are obtained with the MC associated
candidates surviving the tight selection cuts. This will allow an estimation of the physics
performances of the LHCb reconstruction and analysis algorithms.
4.4.1 Selected events
The selection detailed in Section (4.3) reduced the pre-selected events to a sample con-
taining essentially those with the decays of interest. The number of candidates, associated
candidates and events passing these severe cuts are summarized in Tab. (4.3). We can con-
clude, for the “photon decay”, that the selection is powerful on the bb “v1” sample, keeping
not a single background event. The number of candidates is very close to the number of
events, which means that there are very few multiple candidates5 for one event.
The results are different for the channels with pions. There are no “v1” background
candidates but the multiplicity of selected B0s per event is often larger than one. This is
5By multiple we mean that several B0s candidates can be reconstructed in a single event if a fake particle
passes all the selection cuts. For example, two similar reconstructed η, one being issued from the generated
decay and the other from combinatorial background, can be added to a J/ψ which results in two reconstructed
B-mesons.
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Selection
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
Signal bb bkg Signal bb bkg
Candidates 2′104 0 1′626 0
Events 2′084 0 1′486 0
Associated events 2′072 0 1′269 0
Table 4.3: Number of selected candidates, events and associated events for the two studied
decay modes, for the signal and the bb “v1” background.
essentially due to the large number of π0’s which can be combined to the other particles
to form the B-meson. To find a criterion to remove the non-associated candidates, we will
rely on the simulation and track down the associated candidates. The criterion which was
found to select the right B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) is the reconstructed η mass which has the
smallest difference with the “true” generated mass. This means that we expect the good
neutral pion to have a better momentum and mass reconstruction than the fake ones. In
this case, ∼ 70% of the good combinations can be selected.
The purity, which is the ratioNasso/Nsel is much better for the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ)
channel and is close to ∼ 100%. The pion decay mode suffers from a less efficient π0
association and the ratio Nasso/Nsel falls to ∼ 85%. Indeed, when we request only the
four charged tracks to be selected, this ratio increases to ∼ 100%.
4.4.2 Mass resolutions
The invariant masses of the η, J/ψ and B0s mesons are presented in Fig. (4.11). The
distributions are shown for events with a selected B-meson, where all the cuts discussed
in Section (4.3) have been applied before any trigger. The J/ψ mass distributions are very
similar for the two channels. The mean value is very close to the generated true mass and
the resolution are σm(J/ψ) = (11.3 ± 0.3) MeV/c2 for B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ), Fig. (4.11
a)) and σm(J/ψ) = (11.2 ± 0.3) MeV/c2 for B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0), Fig. (4.11 b)).
The tail on the left can be explained by the 10% of J/ψ → μ+ μ− γ radiative decays as
introduced in Section (3.6.1).
The mass distributions of the η are also fitted with a single Gaussian. The distribution
are wider and the windows very tight around the true value. The mean values are close
to the generated true mass, 3σ and 5σ for the η → γγ and the η → π+π−π0 decays
respectively, but the Gaussian fit does not seem to be a good approximation. The mass
resolution are σm(η) = (16.0 ± 0.3) MeV/c2 for the “photon channel”, Fig. (4.11 c)),
and σm(η) = (12.7 ± 0.4) MeV/c2 for the other decay mode, Fig. (4.11 d)). The second
distribution is narrower because of the charged pions contribution. In both cases, the mass
resolution of the η suffers from the poor resolution of the ECAL, which does not allow to
measure properly the momentum of the photons. This will be discussed in Section (4.5.2).
The B0s mass for the “photon channel” can be fitted with a Gaussian having a resolution
of σm(B0s ) = (52.6 ± 1.3) MeV/c2, but a bias is present for its mean value which is situated
7σ lower than the true mass, Fig. (4.11 e)). This bias is certainly due to photon energy
loss or calibration problem. This can already be seen in the η mass. For the “pion decay”,
we get a resolution for the B-meson of σm(B0s ) = (44.3 ± 1.3) MeV/c2 and a good mean
value, Fig. (4.11 f)).
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Figure 4.11: J/ψ, η and B0s mass distribution and Gaussian fit.
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4.4.3 Vertex resolutions
Unlike primary vertices which are reconstructed prior to the analysis presented here and
about which information can be retrieved, secondary vertices have to be reconstructed
for each candidate. Fig. (4.12) shows the resolution on the B0s vertex in transverse (x,
y) and longitudinal (z) directions with respect to the beam. Each distribution is fitted
with a single Gaussian. The resolutions are ∼ 20 μm in x, y and ∼ 230 μm in z for the
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) and ∼ 15 μm in x, y and ∼ 180 μm in z for the other channel.
The second set of resolutions is better, as more charged tracks are used to reconstruct the
B0s decay vertex.
4.5 Proper time studies
In the determination of the CP-violating asymmetry ACP(t), the error on the proper time
measurement is one of the parameters to be included in a parameterization of the experi-
mentally observed decay rates for each channel (see Section (1.4.4)). This error must be
small enough to resolve the fast B0s oscillations.
The proper time t satisfies the time dilatation formula t = tlab/γ, where tlab is the
B-meson lifetime in the laboratory and γ is the relativistic factor. The decay length of the
B0s , Lvertices, is given by:
Lvertices = xDV − xPV = c · β · t,
where β is the relative velocity of the particle with respect to the speed of light c and xPV
and xDV are the B-meson production vertex and its decay vertex coordinates respectively.
The reconstructed B0s proper time t is calculated as:
t = m(B0s ) ·
pB0s · Lvertices
|pB0s |2
, (4.3)
with pB0s the B-candidate momentum and m(B
0
s ) the B
0
s mass. A method has been im-
plemented in the analysis software to determine the proper time. Given a reconstructed
particle (with its momentum and decay vertex) and a production vertex, its proper time
can be derived by a χ2 fit and the errors are given by the second derivative of this χ2. This
method is described in more detail in Ref. [93].
The proper time distributions are shown on Fig. (4.13). One can estimate the average
proper time by multiplying a decaying exponential and an acceptance function (described
in Section (4.5.3)) as it is shown on Fig. (4.13). This implementation describes well the
proper time behavior:
• The exponential fits properly the tail of the distribution, which consists only of the
proper time of the B0s candidate.
• The acceptance function provide a good scheme of the cutoff at small proper time.
This reduced efficiency is due to the trigger and the selection cuts, as explained in
Section (4.5.3).
The proper time’s slope that we obtained with this fit are τ = (1.45 ± 0.04) ps for the
“photon channel” decay and τ = (1.56 ± 0.06) ps for the other channel. The first result
is consistent with the true proper time used in the generation (τtrue = 1.472 ps) and the
second over-estimated.
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Figure 4.12: B0s vertex position resolutions and Gaussian fits.
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Figure 4.13: B0s proper time fitted with an acceptance function multiplying an exponential.
4.5.1 Proper time resolution
The proper time resolution distributions are plotted on Fig. (4.14). The fits are performed
with a single Gaussian. The resolutions for the channel with photons is not as good as the
other decay mode: σt = (120.8 ± 3.2) fs. The fit with a single Gaussian does not seem
adequate. The situation is better for the other decay mode: σt = (68.3 ± 2.0) fs. There is
no bias in the mean position for any channels. Again, the difficulty in reconstructing the γ
is the origin of the bad resolutions on the proper time. These results will be improved with
a constrain on the mass during the vertex fitting, see Section (4.6.1) or using a Kalman
Filter fit, see Section (4.6.2).
4.5.2 Contributions to the proper time resolution
Eq. (4.3) shows that the proper time depends on four parameters, the production vertex
position, the decay vertex position, the momentum of the studied particle and its mass
(10 parameters in total). The resolution on each of these measurements has an influence
on the lifetime. Using the MC truth, one can determine the contribution of each of these
parameters fixing it to the true MC value, except the mass. Their contributions to the
proper time can be seen on Fig. (4.15). An estimation of the resolutions can be performed
with Gaussian fits, even if they are rather bad for the last four distributions.
Fig. (4.15) a) and b) show the B0s proper time resolution when the B-momentum
(PB0s ) is fixed to its generated value. For the distributions c) and d), the primary vertex
contribution has been removed, using instead the MC truth. Finally the secondary vertex
position has been fixed for the two last plots, e) and f).
The tight and nice Gaussian fit when PB0s is not contributing to the resolution is a clear
evidence that the momentum resolution is the disturbing parameter. The width obtained
in this situation, σt = (33.6 ± 0.7) fs for the “photon channel” and σt = (29.1 ± 0.8) fs
for the “pion channel”, corresponds to the expected proper time resolutions for B-decays
with only charged tracks. The non-Gaussian distribution shape of the other plots is another
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Figure 4.14: B0s proper time resolution with a Gaussian fit. A single Gaussian is fitted on the
data to give an estimation of the distribution width.
consequence of the PB0s resolution. The confirmation of the poor performances of the ECAL
can be seen on Fig. (4.16). The B0s momentum resolution is quite nice for the decays with
four or six charged tracks: B0s → J/ψ φ and B0s → ηc φ. For those decays, the B0s relative
momentum resolution is (0.277 ± 0.001)% and (0.223± 0.004)% respectively. We estimate
that a resolution ≤ 0.4% is needed to have a good proper time resolution, i.e. σt ≤ 40 fs.
Unfortunately, this is not the case for decays where photons are involved. The relative
momentum resolution for the two studied decays are δP/P = (1.13±0.02)% for the decay
with photons and δP/P = (0.86 ± 0.02)% for the “pion channel”.
The second cause of the poor lifetime resolution is due to the decay vertex position.
This effect is only present in the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) channel and is visible comparing
c) to e) distributions. The width of the proper time resolution is 1.5 times larger when the
primary vertex is kept at its “true position” than when the decay vertex is fixed at its
generated point: this shows that reconstructing the decay vertex with only two charged
particles (the μ± for the J/ψ decay) does not give a high precision (see also Fig. (4.12)).
4.5.3 Proper time acceptance
The selection criteria that we have used are based on the specific topology of the B-decays
and require a detached secondary vertex. Thus the tight cuts defined in Section (4.3)
biases the proper time distribution, removing the short lived B0s mesons. This is clearly
visible on Fig. (4.13). The probability to select signal events is no longer uniform but
depends on the proper time. The acceptance which describes this probability is a time-
dependent bin-to-bin selection efficiency. It compares the true proper time distribution of
the signal after the selection to the same distribution without any cut (we only require
the charged particles to be reconstructed as long tracks and the neutral ones to have
appropriate clusters in the ECAL). The acceptance function for the two channels, before
and after L0, L1 and HLT triggers, are shown on Fig. (4.17).
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Figure 4.15: Proper time resolution contributions. Single Gaussian have been fitted on the
distribution to facilitate the comparison of their widths.
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Figure 4.16: B0s relative momentum resolution and Gaussian fit of the B
0
s for two studied
channels above and for the B0s → Ds π (left) and the B0s → ηc φ (right) below. The results are
better for the last channel, thanks to its six charged decay products.
The behavior of these acceptances can be fitted by a time-dependent efficiency function
εt(t) of the true proper time t:
εt(t) = acca · (accs · t)
3
1 + (accs · t)3 , (4.4)
where acca is a normalization factor, accs parameterizes the slope of the rising part of
the function. Fitting this distribution to the plots of Fig. (4.17), the results are accs =
(1.93 ± 0.06) ps−1 for the “photon channel” and accs = (1.58 ± 0.05) ps−1 for the second
decay mode, before L0, L1 and HLT triggers. Since the normalization is arbitrary, acca is
also an arbitrary number.
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Figure 4.17: Acceptance function fitted on the data ratio (biased over unbiased) before and
after triggers (L0, L1 and HLT).
The three levels of triggering slightly decrease the slope of the acceptance function, this
means that the short live times are more strongly removed. However, the accs parameter
remains almost unchanged within 1σ. The results are then accs = (1.86 ± 0.06) ps−1 for
the decay in which the η radiatively decays, and accs = (1.54 ± 0.05) ps−1 for the other
channel.
The difference in the acceptance for the two decay mode can be explained by the cuts
on the flight distance FD, which are higher for the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) (see
Tab. (4.2)).
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4.5.4 Proper time errors and pulls
The errors on the proper time measurements and the corresponding pull6 distributions are
shown on Fig. (4.18). These errors are used in the sensitivity studies.
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Figure 4.18: Calculated error on the proper time and its pull distribution. The pull is fitted
by a single Gaussian.
The pull distributions are fitted with a single Gaussian and the results are σpull =
1.12 ± 0.02 for the decay with photons and σpull = 1.15 ± 0.03 for the “pion channel”.
Their means are both compatible with zero within 3σ. σpull are slightly larger than 1: this
indicates that the errors on the proper time are under-estimated.
6The pull distribution of a variable x is the residual divided by its error: (xrec − xtrue)/σx. It is used to
check if the errors are estimated correctly. In this case, the result should be a Gaussian of mean zero and
width unity.
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4.6 Improvement of proper time resolution
The resolutions that we obtained for the B0s proper time are not as good as channels in
which the B0s decays into charged particles. Two different methods have been applied
trying to improve the proper time resolution: the first uses a mass constrained vertex fit
on the η and the second a Kalman Filter fit.
4.6.1 Using a vertex mass constrained fit
To improve the mass resolution, we have performed a new vertex fit, constraining the η
mass to its true value. As the mass is maintained fixed, the fitter will modify the momen-
tum of the daughters particles (γ or π) to match the new requirements. The results on the
mass, the proper time error and proper time resolution are shown on Fig. (4.19).
The η mass constrained vertex fit improves largely the mass and lifetime resolution of
the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) channel. The mass width decreases from σm(η) = (52.6 ±
1.3) MeV/c2 to σm(η) = (43.3 ± 0.8) MeV/c2 and the proper time resolution is improved
from σt = (120.8 ± 3.2) fs to σt = (47.1 ± 1.2) fs. The pull distribution for the proper time
has now a σ which is shrunk to σpull = 1.05 ± 0.02.
There is no visible improvements on the B0s mass for the “pion decay mode” with the
constraint on the η mass. The lifetime resolution does improve, however, from σt =
(68.3 ± 2.0) fs to σt = (55.8 ± 1.7) fs with the same pull distribution.
The same procedure has been repeated with a mass constrained vertex fit on the J/ψ
candidates. In this case, there are no significant improvements: the mass resolution, for
the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ), increases by ∼ 3 MeV/c2 but the proper time resolution
decreases by ∼ 3 ps. Therefore this second constraint on the J/ψ mass will not be applied
to the selected data.
4.6.2 Using a Kalman Filter fit
The second way to improve the selection performances is based on a Kalman Filter method7.
This tool refits the trajectories of charged particles to form vertices and then applies a
mass constrained vertex fit to the decaying particles with a mass width less than 2 MeV/c2
(which is the case of the J/ψ). The photon’s parameters are then recovered from the
calorimeter clusters and their four-momenta are inferred from the assumed produced ver-
tex (the one of the other particles) and therefore will be correlated to this vertex position.
The photon momenta are finally paired and added to the vertex. The final vertex position
and momentum covariance matrices are calculated. A mass constrained vertex fit is also
applied on the photon pair.
The results obtained with the Kalman Filter fit are by far the best obtained for these
channels as shows Fig. (4.20). This method is the only one which takes advantages of
the photons in the reconstruction of the B0s candidates. The mass resolutions are σm(η) =
(33.6 ± 0.7) MeV/c2 for the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) and σm(η) = (20.0 ± 0.7) MeV/c2 for the
channel with η → π+π−π0. No more biases are present in the mean value of the mass
distribution which is a direct consequence of the η and the J/ψ mass constrained vertex
fits.
7The Kalman Filter is an efficient recursive filter which estimates the state of a dynamic system from a
series of incomplete and noisy measurements. An example of an application would be to provide accurate
continuously-updated information about the position and velocity of an object given only a sequence of ob-
servations about its position, each of which includes some error.
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Figure 4.19: B0s mass, proper time and lifetime resolution after η mass constrained vertex fit.
The fits use single Gaussians.
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Figure 4.20: B0s mass, proper time and lifetime resolution after a Kalman Filter fit. The fits
use single Gaussians.
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The errors on the B0s proper time are much smaller than previously, as can be seen on
Fig. (4.19) c) and d). These errors are small enough to resolve the fast B0s −B0s oscillations.
The proper time resolution also is much lower: with this method we get σt = (35.7 ±
0.8)fs for the “photon channel” and σt = (32.9 ± 0.9)fs for the B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0)
decay mode. These large improvements are essentially due to the better estimation of the
η or π0 momenta which were the main source of proper time resolution degradation.
4.6.3 Comparison of the two methods
The pull distributions of the two fits described above are shown on Fig. (4.21). The width
of the Gaussian fits are larger for the Kalman Filter fit (KF) than for the η mass constrained
fit (EMC): σKFpull = 1.22 ± 0.02 compared to for σEMCpull = 1.05 ± 0.02 η → γγ decay mode
and σpull = 1.32 ± 0.03 compared to σEMCpull = 1.15 ± 0.03 for η → γγ channel.
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Figure 4.21: Proper time pull distributions for the η mass vertex constrained fit above and
the Kalman Filter fit below. The pulls are fitted by single Gaussians.
The proper time resolution improvement of the KF fit for the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) with
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respect to the EMC fit is ∼ 24%. Nevertheless its errors given by the proper time pull width
increases by ∼ 17% when compared to the EMC fit. This cuts down drastically the benefit
of the Kalman Filter. This effect is less important for the η → π+π−π0 channel where the
enhancement of ∼ 41% for the proper time resolution is reduced by 18%.
However these two fits show large improvements in the mass resolution, proper time
error distribution and lifetime resolution. The KF fit gives better results but the pull dis-
tributions need to be understood. For the study of the physics performances of the LHCb
experiment to the weak mixing phase φs, the Kalman Filter fit results will be used with a
correction factor taking the pull width into account (see Chapter (5)).
4.7 Efficiencies and annual signal yields
In this section are presented the selection and rejection efficiencies as well as the annual
signal yield at 2 fb−1 and the background-over-signal ratio. All these studies are performed
after the tight selection. The errors on the efficiencies have been calculated with the
assumption that the numerator is a subset of the denominator. Also, as discussed in Section
(3.7.2), these estimations are performed with the numbers of independent events.
4.7.1 Efficiencies
The final numbers for the reconstruction and the offline selection of the B0s → J/ψ η decay
channels are listed in Tab. (4.4). The following definitions apply to the generated events:
− Ngen: total number of generated MC signal events (i.e. the number of events on
tape) used for the analysis;
− N′ible: number of reconstructible events with long tracks and neutrals (see Section
(3.2.4));
− N′ed: number of reconstructed events (see Section (3.2.4));
− N′ible&′ed: number of events that are both reconstructible and reconstructed;
while the definitions concerning the off-line selected events are:
− Nsel: number of events surviving the tight selection cuts;
− Ntrg: number of off-line selected events passing the L0, L1 and HLT triggers;
− Ntag: number of off-line selected tagged events passing L0, L1 and HLT.
B0s → J/ψ η Ngen N′ible N′ed N′ible&′ed Nsel Ntrg Ntag
η → γγ 139’500 25’590 34’484 21’907 2’084 1’595 995
η → π+π−π0 171’000 26’109 27’635 19’718 1’486 1’183 728
Table 4.4: Reconstruction and offline-selection numbers for the studied decays.
The total signal efficiency, εtot, is the fraction of generated MC signal events containing
a signal B decay that are triggered, reconstructed and selected with the offline tight cuts
for physics analysis. εtot can be written as the product of several contributions:
εtot = εdet × εrec/det × εsel/rec × εtrg/sel,
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where:
− εdet = εoff
εrec/detεsel/rec
is the detection efficiency which includes the result of a cut of
400 mrad on the polar angle of the b-hadron done at the generator level and the
selection of reconstructible events;
− εoff = Nsel
Ngen
εsignalgen is the total offline selection efficiency on the detected events;
− εsignalgen is the 400 mrad cut efficiency defined in Section (3.7.1);
− εrec/det =
N′ible&′ed
N′ible
is the reconstruction efficiency on the detected events;
− εsel/rec =
Nsel
N′ed
is the efficiency on the off-line selection of the reconstructed events;
− εtrg/sel =
Ntrg
Nsel
is the combined L0, L1 and HLT trigger efficiency on the off-line
selected events.
All the above efficiencies are shown in Tab. (4.5). The total efficiency is ∼ 1.7 larger
for the channel with photons. This can be explained by the better detection and re-
construction efficiency of this channel. When the final state multiplicity is larger as for
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0), the probability to have all the particles in the acceptance
and reconstructed is lower. The selection efficiency for η → π+π−π0 is lower compared to
η → γγ because of the larger number of final states and the additional cuts on the charged
pions from the η. On the other hand, the selected η → π+π−π0 events are cleaner and
have a better trigger efficiency (especially the L1-trigger efficiency).
B0s → J/ψ η
Factors (in %) forming εtot (in %)
εtot = εdet × εrec/det × εsel/rec × εtrg/sel
εdet εrec/det εsel/rec εtrg/sel εtot
η → γγ 10.02 ± 0.30 85.6 ± 0.2 6.04 ± 0.13 76.5 ± 0.9 0.396 ± 0.013
η → π+π−π0 7.41 ± 0.26 75.5 ± 0.3 5.38 ± 0.14 79.6 ± 1.0 0.240 ± 0.009
Table 4.5: Summary of the signal efficiencies for the DC04 B0s → J/ψ η data.
4.7.2 Trigger performances
For completeness, we separate in Tab. (4.6) the L0, L1 and HLT contributions to the Ntrg
and εtrg/sel, where:
− NL0: Number of off-line selected events passing the L0 trigger;
− NL1: Number of off-line selected events passing the L0 and L1 trigger;
− NHLT : Number of off-line selected events passing the L0, L1 and HLT trigger;
− εL0/sel is the L0 efficiency on the off-line selected events;
− εL1/L0 is the L1 efficiency on the off-line selected events surviving L0;
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B0s → J/ψ η Nsel NL0 NL1 NHLT εL0/sel εL1/L0 εHLT/L1
η → γγ 2’084 2’022 1’749 1’595 97.0 ± 0.4 86.5 ± 0.8 91.2 ± 0.7
η → π+π−π0 1’486 1’403 1’312 1’183 94.4 ± 0.6 93.5 ± 0.7 90.2 ± 0.8
Table 4.6: Trigger contributions and efficiencies for the studied decays.
− εHLT/L1 is the HLT efficiency on the off-line selected events surviving L0 and L1.
In Tab. (4.7) can be found the number of L1 selected events, with respect to the six
trigger lines (see Section (2.5.3)). There is an overlap in the total sum of the lines as
several lines can be confirmed for the same event.
In Tab. (4.8) is summarized the results for the four streams of the High Level Trigger
(see Section (2.5.4)). Overlap is also present in this scheme.
L1 line
B0s → J/ψ η
η → γγ η → π+π−π0
Generic (PT ) 1403 1193
Single-muon 1084 753
Dimuon general 411 256
Dimuon J/ψ 921 675
Electron 250 54
Photon 423 39
L1-Decision 1749 1312
Table 4.7: L1 trigger lines selection.
HLT Stream
B0s → J/ψ η
η → γγ η → π+π−π0
HLT-Generic 1692 1284
Inclusive B 1117 813
Exclusive B 1244 1012
Dimuon 1365 1009
D∗ 4 16
HLT-Decision 1595 1183
Table 4.8: HLT streams selection.
4.7.3 Tagging performances
In the Tab. (4.10) are shown the tagging performances for both decay modes. The tag-
ging efficiency, the wrong tag fraction and the effective combined tagging efficiency (see
Section (3.3)) are given before any trigger, after L0 and after L0 and L1.
The performances calculated after triggers are εtag = (62.7±1.2)%, ωtag = (35.2±1.5)%
and εeff = (5.5 ± 1.4)% for the “photon decay” and εtag = (62.1 ± 1.4)%, ωtag = (30.4 ±
1.7)% and εeff = (9.5±2.1)% for the other decay mode. The wrong tag fraction is smaller
for the “pion channel” which can be explained by the low selection and reconstruction
efficiency of this channel: only very clean events are reconstructed and selected, which
are certainly easier to tag.
The tagging performances for the B0s candidates, after triggers, are detailed in Tab.
(4.10), with respect to four tagging categories: the lepton charge, the opposite sign kaon,
the same sign kaon and the vertex charge. More than one tag can be set for one event and
this explains the possible overlaps.
4.7.4 Untagged signal yields
The 2 fb−1 untagged signal yield (N2fb
−1
phys ) is the number of selected, reconstructed and
triggered events (without tagging). It can be calculated with the number of event pro-
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B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ)
Before triggers After L0 After L0&L1 After L0&L1&HLT
εtag [%] 59.6 ± 1.1 60.4 ± 1.1 62.6 ± 1.2 62.7 ± 1.2
ωtag [%] 34.5 ± 1.4 34.7 ± 1.4 35.0 ± 1.5 35.2 ± 1.5
εeff [%] 5.7 ± 1.3 5.6 ± 1.3 5.7 ± 1.4 5.5 ± 1.4
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
Before triggers After L0 After L0&L1 After L0&L1&HLT
εtag [%] 60.8 ± 1.2 61.1 ± 1.3 61.1 ± 1.3 62.1 ± 1.4
ωtag [%] 31.3 ± 1.5 31.4 ± 1.6 31.3 ± 1.6 30.4 ± 1.7
εeff [%] 8.5 ± 1.8 8.5 ± 1.9 8.6 ± 1.9 9.5 ± 2.1
Table 4.9: Tagging efficiency, wrong tag fraction and effective combined tagging efficiency
before triggers, after L0 and after L0 and L1.
Tagging
categories
B0s → J/ψ η
η → γγ η → π+π−π0
εtag [%] ωtag [%] εeff [%] εtag [%] ωtag [%] εeff [%]
Lepton charge 10.4 ± 0.8 49.1 ± 3.9 0.0 ± 0.0 8.7 ± 0.8 32.1 ± 4.4 1.1 ± 0.6
Opposite sign K 29.7 ± 1.1 42.9 ± 2.3 0.6 ± 0.4 28.0 ± 1.3 36.8 ± 2.5 2.0 ± 0.8
Same sign K 31.2 ± 1.2 33.5 ± 2.1 3.4 ± 0.9 32.6 ± 1.3 31.0 ± 2.3 4.7 ± 1.1
Vertex charge 23.6 ± 1.1 46.2 ± 2.6 0.1 ± 0.2 26.2 ± 1.2 41.4 ± 2.7 0.8 ± 0.5
Total 62.7 ± 1.2 35.2 ± 1.5 5.5 ± 1.4 62.1 ± 1.4 30.4 ± 1.7 9.5 ± 2.1
Table 4.10: Tagging performances for the four categories, after triggers.
duced per 2 fb−1 (see Tab. (3.5)) multiplied by the total efficiency (εtot): N2fb
−1
phys =
N2fb
−1
B0s→J/ψ η × εtot. The yields are given in Tab. (4.11).
Decay
N2fb
−1
phys [10
3]
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) 7.1 ± 3.2 10.7 ± 4.8
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) 2.4 ± 1.1 3.8 ± 1.7
Table 4.11: Untagged signal yields for 2 fb−1.
The expected yields for the two decay modes, after one year of data taking at 2 fb−1,
is in the interval [7.1k, 10.7k] for the “photon channel” and [2.4k, 3.8k] for the B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) channel, depending on the mixing angle of η.
4.8 Background contributions
The three different backgrounds which can deteriorate the selected signal (see Section
(3.6.3)) have been passed through the selection criteria used for the two channels under
study. Tab. (4.12) summarizes the number of the processed events as well as the number
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of events which pass the selection criteria, before and after all the triggers. One important
fact to mention is that all the events selected here belongs to the same category, i.e. Hb →
J/ψ X. Every time a non-signal event is selected, it has at least a J/ψ which comes directly
from a b-hadron and which is correctly reconstructed (with respect to the MC “truth”).
B0s → J/ψ η η → γγ η → π
+π−π0
Ngen Nsel NHLT Ngen Nsel NHLT
inclusive bb 30′500′000 16 14 27′500′00 3 3
→ inclusive bb v1 10′500′000 0 0 10′500′00 0 0
→ inclusive bb v2 20′000′000 16 14 17′000′00 3 3
B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K∗(K+ π−) 641′000 25 19 633′000 23 17
B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K0S(π+ π−) 89′000 3 3 89′000 0 0
B+ → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K+ 200′000 3 3 200′000 0 0
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) φ(K+ K−) 366′000 10 8 394′000 121 100
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η
′
(π+ π− η) 100′000 2 2 100′000 6 6
Λ0b → J/ψ Λ 100′000 6 0 100′000 0 0
inclusive J/ψ 1′800′000 6 3 1′700′000 1 0
→ Hb → J/ψ X 128′000 6 3 121′000 1 0
→ prompt J/ψ 1′672′000 0 0 1′579′000 0 0
Table 4.12: Number of events surviving the tight selection for the three types of background
events (see Section (3.6.3)). The mass window has been increased by a factor six for the
selection on bb events.
An important point to notice is that in the bb “v1” sample, not a single event passes the
tight selection cuts which is not the case for the “v2” data sample. This is a consequence of
the fine tuning of the selection criteria on the bb “v1” data which introduces biases while
the second sample is unbiased.
4.8.1 Inclusive bb background levels
The inclusive bb background contribution can be estimated with the following formula:
(
B
S
)bb
signal
=
εbbgen
εsignalgen
1
2 · fB0s · BR
signal
vis
Nbbsel/N
bb
gen
N signalsel /N
signal
gen
, (4.5)
where:
− εbbgen = 43.21% is the 400 mrad acceptance cut for the bb events (Section (3.7.1));
− εsignalgen = 34.71% is the 400mrad acceptance cut for the signal events (Section (3.7.1));
− fB0s is the bb hadronization factor for B0s production (see Tab. (3.3)),
− BRsignalvis are the B0s → J/ψ η visible branching ratios as given in Tab. (3.4);
− Nbbsel is the number of background events passing the tight cuts but in the loose B0s
mass window of ±600 MeV/c2 (Tab. (4.12));
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− Nbbgen is the number of background events analyzed, “v1”+“v2” (Tab. (4.12));
− N signalsel is the number of signal events selected (Tab. (4.3));
− N signalgen is the number of signal events analyzed (Tab. (4.3)).
When the number of selected background event Nbbsel is very small (less than 10), it is
not possible to use the background-over-signal ratio of Eq. (4.5) to estimate the expected
background level after the selection. This problem can be overcome by using the unified
approach of Feldman and Cousins [94] which gives the unified confidence intervals [ν1, ν2]
for the mean of a Poisson variable given n observed events in the absence of background,
for different confidence level values.
Because of the low statistics, the estimation of Nbbsel is performed with the background
events passing a B0s wider mass window. Assuming that the bb background is uniformly
distributed in this window, we simply multiply the 90% confidence level interval by the
ratio of the two mass windows8.
As the only background contribution comes from Hb → J/ψ X events, another correc-
tion factor has to be applied to account for an over-estimation of the Hb → J/ψ X pro-
duction in the simulation [51] with respect to the experimental values [14]. This factor is
f
Hb→J/ψ X
prod = 0.60 ± 0.22.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) 2.6±1.3 3.0±1.5 1.7±0.9 2.0±1.0
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0.6, 3.9] [0.7, 4.9] [0.4, 2.6] [0.5, 3.2]
Table 4.13: Central value and 90% confidence level interval of the bb background to signal
level, before and after all triggers.
The B/S results for the inclusive bb are given in Tab. (4.13). The central values are
2.6 ± 1.3 before triggers and 3.0 ± 1.5 after triggers for θp = −20◦. These numbers are
quite large and are due to the high multiplicity of the photons.
The “pion channel”, with a smaller production yield, has a 90% CL upper limit of 3.9
before any triggers and 4.9 after the HLT for the same η mixing angle. For this decay mode,
the background rejection is better thanks to the charged pions in the final state, but the
low selection efficiency and its poor branching fraction render the selection difficult.
As the branching fractions are larger for θp = −10◦, the background levels are of course
reduced.
The triggers should act in the same manner on the signal and on the background
events, as they have the same topology due to the selection cuts. The triggers’effect is to
reduce the statistics which reflects on the background-over-signal ratios. Therefore only
the numbers quoted before triggers will be considered for the selection performances.
8The ratio of the two different mass windows is 1/6: 100 MeV/c2 for the signal and 600 MeV/c2 for the
background.
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4.8.2 Backgrounds from Specific b-hadron decays
The background contributions due to specific Hb → J/ψ X channels, detailed in Section
(3.6.3), are calculated with:(
B
S
)spec.
signal
=
fB
fB0s
BRspec.vis
BRsignalvis
N spec.sel /N
spec.
gen
N signalsel /N
signal
gen
, (4.6)
with the following definitions:
− fB is the bb hadronization factor for Hb production (see Tab. (3.3));
− BRspec.vis are the Hb → J/ψ X visible branching ratios as given in Tab. (3.6);
− N spec.sel is the number of background events surviving the tight cuts (see Tab. (4.12));
− N spec.gen is the number of background events analyzed (Tab. (4.12)).
Most of these decays have a non negligible contribution to the background-over-signal
ratio. For instance, the most dangerous channel for the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) decay mode is
the B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K∗(K+ π−) which gives a B/S of 0.07±0.03 before triggers for the
θp = −20◦. For the B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) channel, the most polluting contribution is the
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) φ(K+ K−) : the B/S ratio is up to 0.23±0.13 before triggers and for
θp = −20◦.
The detailed results of the background-over-signal ratios on these specific background
channels can be found in Appendix (B).
4.8.3 Inclusive Hb → J/ψ X background studies
The previous sections show that this type of events can deteriorate our signal and, as
already mentioned, is the only contribution to our background. Therefore, inclusive J/ψ
events have been used to check our B/S estimations. In the inclusive J/ψ sample, (7.1 ±
2.5)% of the events come from Hb → J/ψ X and the other (92.9 ± 2.5)% are prompt J/ψ,
which will be analyzed in next section. We have therefore used 128′000 ± 45′000 Hb →
J/ψ X events with the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) decay channel and 121′000 ± 43′000 Hb → J/ψ X
events with the B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) channel (see Tab. (4.12)). The B/S ratio can be
estimated with:(
B
S
)Hb→J/ψ X
signal
=
ε
incl. J/ψ
gen
εsignalgen
fincl. J/ψ
fB0s
BRJ/ψ→μ+ μ−vis
BRsignalvis
N
Hb→J/ψ X
sel /N
Hb→J/ψ X
gen
N signalsel /N
signal
gen
, (4.7)
with the following definitions:
− εincl. J/ψgen = 39.9% is the 400 mrad requirement acceptance for the inclusive J/ψ
events (Section (3.7.1));
− fincl. J/ψ is the fraction of b-hadrons decaying into a J/ψ and anything else (see
Section (3.6.3));
− BRJ/ψ→μ+ μ−vis is the J/ψ → μ+ μ− visible branching ratio as given in Tab. (3.4);
− NHb→J/ψ Xsel is the number of background events surviving the tight selection cuts (see
Tab. (4.12));
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Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) [1.2, 6.3] [0.8, 5.4] [0.8, 4.1] [0.5, 3.5]
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0.2, 7.6] [0, 5.3] [0.1, 5.0] [0, 3.5]
Table 4.14: 90% confidence level interval of the Hb → J/ψ X background level, before and
after all triggers.
− NHb→J/ψ Xgen is the number of background events analyzed (Tab. (4.12)).
With our tight cuts, it is more likely that the only background events to survive are
the ones from the Hb → J/ψ X decays. One cannot add the contributions of bb and
Hb → J/ψ X, the latter being a sub-sample of the previous. The central values and 90%
confidence level are in agreement. The B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) channel, is a noisy channel
because of the γ. This is not the case of the B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) decay mode which
calls for more statistics to refine the B/S estimations.
Further studies should be done to eventually remove a part of this background using
adequate “vetoes”, i.e. removing events which have been selected for another study as
B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K∗(K+ π−), which is the most polluting one.
The B/S estimations performed with the bb events are more precise than the ones with
the Hb → J/ψ X due to higher statistics. As the second category belongs to the inclusive
bb one, we will use the numbers of Tab. (4.13) to quote the background-to-noise ratio of
this channel.
4.8.4 Prompt J/ψ contribution
The prompt J/ψ has a large production yield (see Section 3.6.3) and requires a high statis-
tics study to have an accurate estimation of its B/S contribution. However, not a single
event survives the selection cuts for both decay modes. In Appendix (B), a table summa-
rizes the corresponding B/S 90% confidence level interval. We think that this background
will not be a problem for the two channels of interest, thanks to the large flight distance
and impact parameter cuts. Therefore we will not consider at this stage this improbable
background contribution.
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4.9 Selection summary
This chapter presents the reconstruction and selection of the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ)
and the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) decay channels (preliminary results of the B0s →
J/ψ(e+ e−) η(γ γ) decay are presented in Appendix (C)). The efficiencies, yields and
B/S are summarized in Tab. (4.15). The different resolutions, acceptance and tagging
efficiencies of this analysis are finally given.
Factors (in %) forming εtot (in %) Assumed Annual B/S ratio
B0s → J/ψ η θP εdet · εrec/det · εsel/rec · εtrg/sel = εtot visible BR signal from incl.
εdet εrec/det εsel/rec εtrg/sel εtot (in 10−6) yield bb bkg
η → γγ (−20
◦)
10.0 85.6 6.04 76.5 0.396
8.3 7.1 k 2.6
(−10◦) 12.8 10.7 k 1.7
η →
π+π−π0
(−20◦)
7.41 75.5 5.38 79.6 0.240
4.7 2.4 k < 3.9
(−10◦) 7.3 3.8 k < 2.6
Table 4.15: Results of the B0s → J/ψ η reconstruction for both η decay modes into two photons
and three pions.
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ)
• J/ψ mass resolution: σm(J/ψ) = (11.3 ± 0.3) MeV/c2;
• η mass resolution: σm(η) = (16.0 ± 0.3) MeV/c2;
• B0s mass resolution after Kalman Filter fit: σm(B0s ) = (33.6 ± 0.7) MeV/c
2;
• Proper time resolution after Kalman Filter fit: σt = (35.7 ± 0.8) fs;
• Acceptance slope after triggers: accs = (1.86 ± 0.06) ps−1;
• Tagging efficiencies after triggers: εtag = (62.7 ± 1.2)%, ωtag = (35.2 ± 1.5)%.
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
• J/ψ mass resolution: σm(J/ψ) = (11.2 ± 0.3) MeV/c2;
• η mass resolution: σm(η) = (12.7 ± 0.4) MeV/c2;
• B0s mass resolution after Kalman Filter fit: σm(B0s ) = (20.0 ± 0.7) MeV/c
2;
• Proper time resolution after Kalman Filter fit: σt = (32.9 ± 0.9) fs;
• Acceptance slope after triggers: accs = (1.54 ± 0.05) ps−1;
• Tagging efficiencies after triggers: εtag = (62.1 ± 1.4)%, ωtag = (30.4 ± 1.7)%.
The selection efficiency εsel/rec is low but acceptable given the high background re-
jection that is required. The dominant background contributions should come from bb
events and more specifically from Hb → J/ψ X. This channel suffers also from the bad
momentum resolutions of the neutral particles which results in a wide mass and a large
lifetime resolution.
Could the B0s → J/ψ η channels contribute to the sensitivity studies of φs as a pure CP
eigenstate ? This question will be answered in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
LHCb sensitivity to the B0s physics
parameters
In this chapter we discuss how to extract the relevant CP violation
parameters from CP eigenstates b¯ → c¯c¯s quark transition decays
and to determine the sensitivity that can be achieved. The perfor-
mances are then estimated with toy Monte Carlo. Finally the con-
tribution of the pure CP eigenstates channels are compared to the
B0s → J/ψ φ channel.

N this section, we will present the method to determine the sensitivity of our exper-
iment to the B0s mixing phase φs. As stated in Chapter (1), the decay B
0
s → J/ψ η
proceeds through a tree diagram with b¯ → c¯cs¯ quark transition and a CP asymmetry re-
sults from the interference between the B0s −B0s mixing and their decay. In our case where
the final state (J/ψ η) is a pure CP eigenstate, one has direct access to the mixing phase
via:
ACP(t) =
−ηfCP sin (φs) sin (Δmst)
cosh
(
ΔΓs t
2
)− ηfCP cos (φs)sinh (ΔΓs t2 ) .
The channel that we have presented in the previous chapters will be used for this study
together with B0s → ηc φ, which is a pure CP eigenstate as well. The “golden channel”
B0s → J/ψ φ which is an admixture of CP eigenstates is also studied. In addition, a control
channel for which no CP asymmetry is expected must be used and the result of the analysis
on this channel be checked; we will use the B0s → Ds π decay.
5.1 Outline of the method to extract φs
The number of events that one can generate in a full Monte Carlo simulation is quite
low (due to CPU and storage limitations) and will not allow to determine the sensitivity
of the experiment to the physics parameters we are looking for. We therefore use a toy
1This chapter as well as the toys extracting the sensitivities to the physics parameters are inspired by [84]
and are the product of a fruitful collaboration with L. Ferna´ndez.
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Monte Carlo2 which simulates the results of around 250 “experiments” with a statistics
corresponding to 2 fb−1 per experiment. The resolutions, purity (i.e. Background/Signal
ratio) and acceptance of LHCb are deduced from the full simulation.
For each of the events, the mass of the B0s , its proper time and the “transversity angle”
for the channel B0s → J/ψ φ are generated. The event is fitted according to a likelihood
function which includes the physical parameters that we want to determine as free param-
eters. The events are grouped in so-called “experiments” which correspond to a statistics
of 2 fb−1, i.e. one year of data taking at the nominal luminosity LavLHCb = 2 · 1032 cm−2s−1.
For each of these “experiments”, we obtain the mean values and the errors on the physical
parameters. The distributions of the errors have a mean value which correspond to the
sensitivity of the experiment: the sensitivity to a parameter is defined as the average value
of the errors distributions when repeating the same experiment a large number of times.
Indeed according to the Central Limit Theorem, the mean error of a distribution tends to
the average of the central values of the errors for the individual experiments.
5.2 Simulation of signal events and likelihood description
In order to study the sensitivity to the B0s physics parameters in LHCb, the following
approach has been applied. Events are generated with a toy Monte Carlo for differ-
ent channels and settings. The studied decay modes are the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ), the
B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) and the B0s → ηc φ for the pure CP eigenstates and the B0s → J/ψ φ
for the admixture of CP eigenstates. An uncertainty on the reconstructed decay time
(δ trec) is assigned to each generated event. The value for δ trec is obtained from an event
with the same true decay time (ttrue) as the toy event but one which was simulated with
the full simulation (see Chapter (3)). The events are smeared according to the pull of the
decay time as obtained from the full MC simulation. The error and the pull distributions
for the B0s → J/ψ η are shown in Section (4.5.4 and 4.6.3).
The background slopes have been estimated with the full simulation. Then the mass
and the lifetime have been fitted with single decreasing exponentials for all the candidates
in the sideband region defined as (msideband < |mrec −mtrue| < mloose). The loose mass
window, (mtrue±mloose), is the mass region in which all the events are generated and the
sideband region, (mtrue ±msideband), is the limit from where it is assumed that there is no
longer signal in the data.
5.2.1 Modeling the B0s mass
The probability density function (PDF) that is used to fit and generate the mass distribution
consists of the sum of two extended likelihoods [95], a Gaussian (G) for the signal (sig)
and an exponential (E) for the background (bkg) 3:
Lsigm (mi;Nsig,mB0s , σB0s ) ∝ (Nsig)
Nobse−NsigG(mi;mB0s , σB0s ),
Lbkgm (mi;Nbkg, κbkg) ∝ (Nbkg)N
obs
e−NbkgE(mi;κbkg), (5.1)
with the following definitions:
2The toys Monte Carlo have been developed in C++, using the ROOFIT v2.03 libraries and interfaced to
ROOT v4.02.
3The Poisson distributions in front of the G and E functions insure to have the correct proportion of sig-
nal/background in the signal tight mass window.
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• mi is the mass generated/fitted for the experiment i;
• Nsig is the number of signal events in the tight mass window;
• Nobs is the total number of observed events in the data sample;
• mB0s = 5.3696 GeV/c
2 represents the mass of the B0s ;
• σB0s stands for the B-mass resolution;
• Nbkg = Nsig × B/S is the number of background events in the tight mass window,
(mtrue ± mtight), with B/S the background-over-signal ratio in the same window
(signal region);
• κbkg is the slope of the background exponential.
The nominal signal resolution parameters σB0s are taken from the full Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of each channel, whereas the nominal background parameter is estimated to be
κbkg = −1.0 (MeV/c2)−1 from a guess based on the full MC simulation.
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a) B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) mass PDF’s b) B0s → ηc φ mass PDF’s
Figure 5.1: Mass projection PDF’s for the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) and the B0s → ηc φ channels. The
background is the dotted black line, the signal the red line and the sum of the two contribu-
tions in blue. The dots are the toy generated events.
Two examples of mass projection PDF’s are shown on Fig. (5.1). The B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ)
parameters come from the full selection detailed in Chapter (4):
• σB0s = 34 MeV/c
2, Nsig = 8900, B/S = 2.0 and mtight(B0s ) = 100 MeV/c
2.
Where mtight(B0s ) is the tight mass window used for the selection. The second example
shows the B0s → ηc φ mass PDF. Its mass resolution and B/S are better than the J/ψ η(γγ)
decay mode, but with a smaller yield [96]:
• σB0s = 12 MeV/c
2, Nsig = 3000, B/S = 0.7 and mtight(B0s ) = 50 MeV/c2.
5.2.2 b¯ → c¯cs¯ quark transitions to pure CP eigenstates
Among the different B0s decays studied at LHCb with pure CP eigenstates, three have
been used for this analysis because of their high statistics or of their clean signature with
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respect to the other channels and their availability: B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ), B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) and B0s → ηc(4h) φ(K+ K−). All of them are CP-even eigenstates
(ηfCP = +1). The observed decay rates for these channels, assuming a perfect resolution,
are defined as:
R
(
B0s (t)→ f
)
= (1− ωtag)× Γ
(
B0s (t) → f
)
+ ωtag × Γ
(
B0s (t) → f
)
,
R
(
B0s (t) → f
)
= (1− ωtag)× Γ
(
B0s (t)→ f
)
+ ωtag × Γ
(
B0s (t)→ f
)
, (5.2)
where the Γ
(
B0s (t) → f
)
and Γ
(
B0s (t) → f
)
are the decay rates defined in Section (1.5.4)
with the definition of Eq. (1.22) and ωtag is the wrong tag fraction. These decay rates can
be developed in terms of the physics parameters ΔΓs, φs and Δms as:
R
(
B0s (t) → f
)
= |Af (0)|2 · e−Γst ×
[
cosh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
− ηfCP cos(φs) sinh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
+ DηfCP sin(φs) sin (Δmst)
]
,
R
(
B0s (t) → f
)
= |Af (0)|2 · e−Γst ×
[
cosh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
− ηfCP cos(φs) sinh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
−DηfCP sin(φs) sin (Δmst)
]
, (5.3)
where D = (1 − 2 · ωtag) is the tagging dilution factor, already defined in Section (3.3).
The corresponding analytical transition rates Γ
(
B0s (t) → f
)
and Γ
(
B0s (t) → f
)
can be ob-
tained again by setting ωtag = 0 in the observed decay rates R. For untagged events,
ωtag = 0.5, which cancels the sinφs term of Eq. (5.3) and renders the determination of φs
much less accurate.
The rates R are drawn on Fig. (5.2) with the nominal parameter values, namely
Δms = 20 ps−1 and ΔΓs/Γs = 10%. The wrong tag fraction is fixed to ωtag = 30% and
the weak mixing phase has been increased by a factor ten with respect to the SM value to
demonstrate the oscillations: φs = −0.4 rad. The y−axis has an arbitrary scale.
The figure a) represents the decay rates as expressed by Eq. (5.3). The red line rep-
resents the B0s and the blue dashed line the B
0
s . On figure b) the lifetime resolution has
been accounted for resolution curve with a Gaussian shape. The time dependent decay
rate then extends to negative time values, which allows to determine the time resolution
in this analysis. However, when introducing the time dependent acceptance (Fig. (5.2
c)) where accs = 1.3 ps−1) the negative part of the decay rate distribution is completely
suppressed. It will therefore be impossible to determine the proper time resolution from
the negative part of time distribution.
5.2.3 b¯ → c¯cs¯ quark transitions to an admixture of CP eigenstates
The most promising channel of the b¯ → c¯cs¯ quark transitions to an admixture of CP
eigenstates category is the B0s → J/ψ φ channel, often characterized as “gold plated”
decay, because of its relatively large yield, the absence of penguin contribution and its
nice experimental signature. The situation in the B0s → J/ψ φ decay is a bit more difficult
than in the case of the vector-pseudoscalar modes (J/ψ η, ηc φ and J/ψ η
′
) due to the
different CP eigenstates which can however be disentangled with an angular analysis.
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a) Decay rates, b) with lifetime resolution,
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c) with acceptance function, d) with acceptance and resolution.
Figure 5.2: Decay rates for a b¯ → c¯c¯s pure CP eigenstate. The red line represents the B0s and
the blue dashed line the B0s . To be able to observe the oscillations in the figures, a φs value is
used that is φs = −0.4 which is ten times larger than the Standard Model expectations.
It is convenient to introduce linear polarization amplitudes A0(t), A‖(t), A⊥(t) [97],
where A⊥(t) describes a CP-odd final state configuration and both A0(t) and A‖(t) corre-
spond to the CP-even final state configuration. The time evolution of these amplitudes,
corresponding to the “ordinary” decay rates for a pure CP eigenstates b¯ → c¯cs¯ decay, are
with tagging and perfect resolution:
|A0(t)|2 = |A0(0)|2 · e−Γst
×
[
cosh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
− cos(φs) sinh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
+ D sin(φs) sin (Δmst)
]
,
|A‖(t)|2 = |A‖(0)|2 · e−Γst
×
[
cosh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
− cos(φs) sinh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
+ D sin(φs) sin (Δmst)
]
,
|A⊥(t)|2 = |A⊥(0)|2 · e−Γst
×
[
cosh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
+ cos(φs) sinh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
−D sin(φs) sin (Δmst)
]
,(5.4)
Fortunately, one only needs to separate the contributions of the CP-even and CP-odd ampli-
tudes, which can be done on the basis of a single observable θTr, the so-called transversity
angle. This angle is defined as the angle between the positive charged lepton and the nor-
mal to the φ decay plane, in the J/ψ rest frame, as shown on Fig. (5.3). The differential
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φ
φ tr
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Figure 5.3: Definition of the transversity angle θTr in the rest frame of the J/ψ, in the B0s →
J/ψ(
+ 
−) φ(K+ K−) decay.
decay rate, with the one-angle distribution, then takes the following form [98, 99]:
dΓ(t)
d(cos(θTr))
∝
[
|A0(t)|2 +
∣∣A‖(t)∣∣2] 38(1 + cos2 θTr) + |A⊥(t)|2 34 sin2 θTr. (5.5)
With the help of this one-angle distribution, the observables |A0(t)|2, |A‖(t)|2 and |A⊥(t)|2,
as well as their CP conjugates, can be determined.
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a) b¯→ c¯c¯s pure CP eigenstate b) J/ψ φ CP eigenstate admixture
Figure 5.4: Observed decay rates biased by an acceptance and convoluted with a lifetime
resolution. Pure CP eigenstates are on the left and CP admixture on the right, with RT = 0.2
and φs = −0.4.
It is also useful to introduce another parameter, the fraction of CP-odd decays RT ,
defined as:
RT ≡ |A⊥(0)|
2∑
f=0,‖,⊥
|Af (0)|2 .
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This fraction has been measured by the CDF collaboration to be RT = (0.2± 0.1) [100]. It
acts as a “kind of dilution term” in front of sinφs similar to the one induced by the tagging.
This is shown on Fig. (5.4) for the biased decay rates with Gaussian lifetime resolution,
comparing b¯ → c¯cs¯ pure CP decays to the B0s → J/ψ φ channel4. The amplitudes of the
oscillations for the non pure CP final state are smaller.
5.2.4 B0s → Ds π as a flavor specific control channel
The B0s → Ds π decay is a flavor specific B-decay in which only a single tree diagram
contributes. The B0s decays directly to f = D−s π+ and the B
0
s to f = D+s π−. There is no CP
violation expected. The analytical decay rates, with a possible mistag probability ωtag and
perfect resolution, are given by:
R
(
B0s (t)→ f
)
= |Af (0)|2 · e−Γst ×
[
cosh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
+ D cos (Δmst)
]
,
R
(
B0s (t) → f
)
= |Af (0)|2 · e−Γst ×
[
cosh
(
ΔΓst
2
)
−D cos (Δmst)
]
.
From these decay rates the B0s oscillation frequency Δms, the wrong tag fraction ωtag, the
B0s proper time τB0s ≡ 1/Γs and the decay width difference ΔΓs can be determined.
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Figure 5.5: Observed decay rates for a flavor specific B0s -decay.
4For the plot on Fig. (5.4 b)), θTr has been fixed to 0.5 instead of being integrated on its full range. It has
been checked that the this simplification has negligible effects on the amplitudes of the oscillation.
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Fig. (5.5 a)) shows the time dependent decay rates of the B0s → Ds π channel with
the same input parameters as in Section (5.2.2). A Gaussian resolution is introduced in b),
resolution is put in c) and both effects are present in d). The amplitude of the oscillations is
clearly much larger than for the b¯→ c¯cs¯ CP eigenstates transitions. Therefore this channel
is used simultaneously with the CP eigenstates decays to help in the determination of the
wrong tag fraction ωtag as well as the mixing parameters Δms and ΔΓs/Γs and τB0s .
5.2.5 Modeling the transversity angle
When the final state is not a pure CP eigenstate, an angular analysis is performed to
distinguish the different CP contributions.
The resolution of θTr is obtained with the RMS of the θTr residual (θTrrec − θTrtrue) in
the signal events of the B0s → J/ψ φ full MC simulation. The RMS obtained is 18.2 mrad
[84]. This effect is introduced in the toy by smearing the θTr distribution with a Gaussian
of 20 mrad. One does not expect the resolution to have a large impact as θTr distributions
vary slowly on the scale of the resolution. Therefore this effect will not be included in the
likelihood functions used for the fit. The signal and background are described by:
Lsig,evenθTr (θTri) ∝ (1 + cos θTri2)/2,
Lsig,oddθTr (θTri) ∝ (1− cos θTri2),
LbkgθTr (θTri) ∝ (1 + αbkg cos θTri2). (5.6)
The background is assumed to be flat which leads to a αbkg nominal value of zero.
5.2.6 Modeling the B0s proper time
The proper time model depends strongly on the tight selection which has a direct influence
on the lifetime resolution. Therefore the physics model will be biased by a time-dependent
efficiency, defined by Eq. (4.4) of Section (4.5.3). The likelihood must therefore be con-
voluted with the proper time resolution. A scale factor S is introduced in the likelihood
which multiplies the event-by-event proper time error (it corresponds to the width of the
proper time pull distribution).
The signal and background likelihoods, for CP-even and CP-odd eigenstates decay
modes, are given by:
Lsigt,even(treci , σtreci , qi;−→α , ωtag, accs, S) ∝
[[
(1− ωtag)ΓevenB0s→f (t
true
i , qi;
−→α ) + ωtagΓevenB0s→f (t
true
i , qi;
−→α )
]
⊗R(treci − ttruei , σtreci ;S)
]
×A(treci ; accs),
Lsigt,odd(treci , σtreci , qi;−→α , ωtag, accs, S) ∝
[[
(1− ωtag)ΓoddB0s→f (t
true
i , qi;
−→α ) + ωtagΓoddB0s→f (t
true
i , qi;
−→α )
]
⊗R(treci − ttruei , σtreci ;S)
]
×A(treci ; accs),
Lbkgt (ttruei ; τbkg , accs) ∝
[
E(ttruei ; τbkg)⊗ δ(treci − ttruei )
]
×A(treci ; accs), (5.7)
with the following definitions:
• ttruei is the true proper time used for the generation;
• treci is the proper time generated;
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• qi = ±1 is the tagging category for the B-meson candidate, either B0s or B0s respec-
tively; qi = 0 if the candidate is untagged;
• A(treci ; accs) is the time dependent efficiency;
• σtreci represents the reconstructed proper time per event error;
• −→α = (ΔΓs/Γs,Δms, φs, τB0s ) is for the vector of physics parameters (with RT in addi-
tion for the B0s → J/ψ φ channel);
• ΓevenB0s→f is the analytical decay rates of the CP-even decays (ΓB0s→f , |A0(t)|
2 and
|A‖(t)|2), and ΓoddB0s→f the CP-odd decays (|A⊥(t)|
2);
• R(treci − ttruei , σtreci ;S) = G(treci − ttruei , Sσtreci ) is the Gaussian resolution function;
• τbkg = 1.0 ps is the slope of the exponentially decaying background in the proper
time distribution.
In the parameterization of the background, the computed per-event error is not used,
as the majority of the background has a combinatorial origin and does not have a definite
proper time. Therefore one does not expect the computed per-event proper time error to
be an accurate measure of the resolution of the reconstructed candidate.
Fig. (5.6) shows the B0s lifetime projection of the PDF’s used for the generation of pure
CP-even eigenstates, the signal is in red and the background in black and dotted. Figure
a) shows the projection for B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ), where the parameters are taken from the full
MC simulation detailed in Chapter (4) and are:
• < σtreci >= 30.4 fs, accs = 1.9 ps
−1, S = 1.2, ωtag = 35% and εtag = 63%.
The figure b) represents the B0s → ηc φ lifetime projection of the PDF with:
• < σtreci >= 26.2 fs, accs = 1.3 ps
−1, S = 1, ωtag = 31% and εtag = 66%.
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a) B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) lifetime PDF’s b) B0s → ηc φ lifetime PDF’s
Figure 5.6: Lifetime projection of the B0s PDF’s for the B
0
s → J/ψ η(γ γ) and the B0s → ηc φ
channels in the signal region. The background is the dotted black line, the signal the red line
and in blue the sum of the two contributions. The dots are the toy generated events.
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5.2.7 Total likelihood
The total likelihood which is used to generate and to fit the events is given by:
Ltot =
∏
iB0s→f
Li(mi, θTri, ti, σtreci , qi),
where Li is the combination of mass terms (Eq. (5.1)), the angular terms (Eq. (5.6)) and
the lifetime terms (Eq. (5.7)):
Li(mi, θTri, ti, σtreci , qi) = Lsigm (mi)
[
RTLsig,oddθTr (θTri)L
sig
t,odd(t
rec
i , σtreci , qi)
+ (1−RT )Lsig,evenθTr (θTri)L
sig
t,even(t
rec
i , σtreci , qi)
]
·
Lbkgm (mi)LbkgθTr (θTri)L
bkg
t (t
rec
i ). (5.8)
The likelihood function for the B0s → Ds π channel (see Section (5.2.4)) is maximized
simultaneously with the above likelihood. As we know the amplitudes of this flavor specific
channel, we are able to determine the mistag fraction ωtag which we assume to be the same
for the two samples. The statistical error on this determination of ωtag is due to the finite
size of the control sample; moreover, as the triggering strategies will differ from channel
to channel, the wrong tag fraction might also differ and, thus, introduce a systematic
uncertainty. The size of this effect remains to be studied.
The present toy Monte Carlo does not allow two different event-by-event error sample
to be input. This means that the σtreci are defined only by the b¯→ c¯cs¯ decay lifetime errors,
for the signal and for the control channel. In the situation of B-decays with only charged
final products these values are very close to the B0s → Ds π. This is unfortunately not the
case for the two B0s → J/ψ η channels where the lifetime measurements are less accurate
due to the presence of the larger than one scale factor. Therefore the sensitivities to the
parameters which are determined by both the control and the signal channels might be
worse.
5.2.8 Input to the toy Monte Carlo
In Tab. (5.1) are summarized all the inputs used in the toy Monte Carlo to extract the
physics parameters5. The numbers used for the sensitivity studies of the B0s → J/ψ η have
been detailed in Chapter (4). The average value of the parameters at θP = −20◦ and at
θP = −10◦ is chosen. This is a good approximation of a θP = −15◦ mixing angle as the
branching fraction is almost linear in this interval (as shown by Fig. (1.9)). The large pull
distribution widths observed after the Kalman Filter fit have been introduced through the
scale factor S.
For B0s → ηc φ, the latest results from [96] have been used. Most of the B0s → J/ψ φ
parameters are from the reoptimized TDR [33], however the yield has been updated for
the new trigger algorithms and is estimated to be 125k events6 for 2 fb−1. The tagging
efficiencies are from the “cheated selection” as given in Section (3.3) for the “cheated”
5The definitions of the different mass windows are: the tight mass window = (mtrue ±mtight), the loose
mass window = (mtrue ±mloose) and the sideband mass window = (msideband < |mrec −mtrue| < mloose).
6For the TDR, the annual yield was estimated to 100k events, with a trigger efficiency of εJ/ψ φtrg = 0.64
which was very close to the B0s → J/ψ η one: εJ/ψ η(γγ)trg = 0.65 [33]. Therefore the old yield has been
corrected with the actual estimated trigger efficiency of εJ/ψ φtrg = 0.80.
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selection. Being conservative we take the upper bound of the 90% CL interval for the B/S
ratio. The parameterization and nominal parameters used for the B0s → Ds π sample are
described in [92], except for εtag and ωtag (see Section (3.3)) and the yield now takes into
account the HLT [101].
Parameters J/ψ η(γγ) J/ψ η(π+π−π0) ηc φ J/ψ φ D∓s π±
Nsig [k events] 8.9 3.1 3 125 69
B/S 2.0 3.0 0.7 0.3 0.8
mtight [MeV/c2 ] 100 100 50 50 50
msideband [MeV/c2 ] 150 150 75 75 75
mloose [MeV/c2 ] 250 250 150 150 150
σB0s [MeV/c
2 ] 34 20 12 13 14
accs after triggers [ps−1] 1.9 1.5 1.3 2.9 1.3
< σtreci > [fs] 30.4 25.5 26.2 35.8 33.5
S 1.2 1.3 1 1 1
ωtag [%] 35 30 31 33 31
εtag [%] 63 62 66 60 65
Table 5.1: Input used by the MC toys to extract the sensitivity to the physics parameters. The
scale factor is not known for the last three channels and therefore set to 1.
The nominal values for the physics parameters are listed in Tab. (5.2). The default
value for ΔΓs/Γs is 10%, following the predictions of Beneke at al. [102] who gave the
value of ΔΓs/Γs = (9.3+3.4−4.6)%. The other parameters are also explored to test the sensitiv-
ity of the experiment to them. In the fit procedure, only one parameter can be varied at a
time for a set of “experiments”.
Physics
Lower values Nominal Higher values
Parameters
φs [rad] −0.2 −0.04 0.0
Δms [ps−1] 15 20 25
ΔΓs/Γs 0.0 0.1 0.2
τB0s [ps] − 1.472 −
RT 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5
Table 5.2: Physics parameter values used to explore the sensitivity of LHCb.
5.2.9 Fit procedure
Given the large number of events involved (see Section (5.2.8)), the fit is performed in
three steps on the three variablesmi, ti and θTri. Only the proper time distribution is fitted
using a unbinned maximum likelihood. As the resolution scale factor cannot be fitted
together with the acceptance function, the scale factor S has been fixed.
1. Mass fit: First, the mass distribution alone is fitted in the loose mass window. Its
parameters are then fixed. This is equivalent to determining the signal probability
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for one event based on its reconstructed mass where the signal probability can be
written:
P sigm (mi) =
Lsigm (mi;mB0s , σB0s )
Lsigm (mi;mB0s , σB0s ) + L
bkg
m (mi;κbkg)
,
and replacing Lsigm (mi) by P sigm (mi) and Lbkgm (mi) by (1−P sigm (mi)) in the likelihood
of Eq. (5.8).
2. Sideband region fit: The second step consists of determining the parameter of the
acceptance function (accs) and the slope of the background time distribution (τbkg).
For this, we used the events of the sideband regions. Our hypothesis is that these
parameters do not depend on the reconstructed mass and that the acceptance func-
tion is the same for the background and for the signal. This hypothesis is correct for
the present analysis but might be a source of systematic uncertainties when dealing
with the real data.
For the last stage of the fit, the above parameters are kept fixed.
3. Signal parameters fit: Finally the signal parameters are extracted from events be-
longing to the tight mass window around the nominal B0s -mass. The parameters
left free in this last fit are: ΔΓs/Γs, τB0s , Δms, ωtag, φs and RT for the non-pure CP
eigenstates. Only the two last parameters are completely determined by the b¯→ c¯cs¯
decays whereas the other can benefit from the help of the control channel.
5.3 Likelihood fit results
In this section, we present the results of the likelihood fits used to extract the physics
parameters from the data generated with the toy Monte Carlo. First tests have been per-
formed on the correlations between the most sensitive parameters. Then the sensitivity
to the physics parameters has been studied for the nominal SM values. Finally the sensi-
tivities are determined for different values of the unknown physics variables. A particular
emphasis will be carried on the weak mixing phase as it is the direct manifestation of CP
violation.
5.3.1 Physics parameters correlation studies
The correlations between the most sensitive parameters, i.e. the non-diagonal terms of
the covariance matrix7, has to be known before running the full analysis. They will point
to the parameters which cannot be measured simultaneously.
The correlation studies have been performed with the B0s → J/ψ φ decay channel, as
this latter is the most general one with both CP-even and CP-odd contributions. The fit
7The correlation coefficient ρ for two independent random variable X and Y is defined as:
ρ =
Cov[X, Y ]
p
V ar[X]V ar[Y ]
,
where Cov[X,Y ] = E[XY ] − E[X]E[Y ] is the covariance of X and Y , E[X] = P
x
xf(x) is the expectation,
f(x) is a probability function and V ar[X] = E[X2] − E[X]2 is the variance. The diagonal elements of the
correlation matrix are always 1 (as Cov[X,X] = V ar[X]). Therefore we are interested in the off-diagonal
terms which give prominence to the parameters that cannot be determined simultaneously.
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Figure 5.7: Correlations plots for the B0s → J/ψ φ channel. All the parameters not involved
in the correlation are fixed to the nominal values. μ is the average value of the different
experiment correlations.
procedure is the one explained in Section (5.2.9) with the input values defined in Section
(5.2.8), except that in the signal parameters fitting, only the two studied physics parame-
ters are let free, all the others being set to their nominal values. About 200 experiments
have been simulated for each pair of the following variables:
• RT ↔ ωtag, RT ↔ φs, ωtag ↔ φs, τB0s ↔ ΔΓs/Γs and φs ↔ ΔΓs/Γs.
As one can deduce from the decay rates, Eq. (5.4) and (5.5), the three parameters
ωtag, φs and RT act similarly on the distribution and change the amplitude of its oscilla-
tions. The correlation study shows that, even if one could a priori suspect some difficulties
to disentangle the contributions of these three variables, they are fortunately mostly un-
correlated (Fig. (5.7 a), b) and c))). On these figures, most of the experiments show no
correlations, but for a few experiments the fit experiences difficulties to converge to the
nominal values and this increases the correlations between the free parameters.
Two observations can be made from these figures:
• There is almost no correlation between ωtag and φs or RT ;
• A larger correlation appears for the couple φs ↔ RT .
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This can be explained by the fact that ωtag is obtained with the help of the control channel
which is not the case for φs or RT , only determined by B0s → J/ψ η, B0s → ηc φ and
B0s → J/ψ φ.
ΔΓs/Γs and τB0s are strongly correlated, which is clear from the definition τB0s ≡ 1/Γs.
This leads to biases in their mean values (see Fig. (5.7 d))).
The last three correlation studies focus on the weak mixing phase φs and the relative
B0s lifetime difference ΔΓs/Γs. Three cases are taken into account:
1. Standard decay rates where both sinφs and cosφs contribute;
2. Only first order terms in φs are present as the B0s mixing phase is very small, which
means cosφs = 1;
3. The contribution of the sinφs term is set to zero. This can happen when the dilution
factor is zero, i.e. when an “untagged” experiment is performed (Eq. (5.3)).
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Figure 5.8: Correlations plots for the B0s → J/ψ φ channel varying the contribution of φs to
the decay rates. All the parameters not involved in the correlation are fixed to the nominal
values. μ is the average value of the correlation.
There is not any noticeable correlation between φs and ΔΓs/Γs in the two first cases.
However, a correlation is observed between these two parameters when sinφs is set to
zero: this can be explained by the fact that the weak mixing phase is small and that the
contribution of φs is quite poor with only the cosφs term (see Eq. (5.3)) compared to
ΔΓs/Γs in the sinh (ΔΓst/2) term.
5.3.2 Resolution measurements with real data
The negative tail in the proper time distribution, as shown on Fig. (5.2 b)), will enable the
lifetime resolution to be measured directly. This can be done only for unbiased samples
with a flat acceptance function. This condition is practically impossible to reach with B-
meson decays as the most powerful selection cuts are based on the impact parameter or
on the B0s distance of flight, especially for channels with neutral particles.
It is also possible to extract the resolution scale factor and the wrong tag fraction if the
event-by-event proper time errors are known, looking at the Δms oscillation amplitudes.
Unfortunately the correlation coefficient of the scale factor is very large. This renders the
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results hard to believe. Another method is therefore needed to determine the proper time
resolution.
The best way would be to study prompt J/ψ. These particles have a negligible decay
length and they are only triggered with mass cuts. This means they should not be biased
in proper time and peak at zero in proper time. Therefore their lifetime resolution could
be measured directly. This resolution has then to be propagated to the different B-decay
channels, containing generally more tracks and with larger PT .
5.3.3 Sensitivities to the physics parameters
The mean values, the errors and the pull distribution from a set of ∼ 250 experiments,
each representing one year of data taking at LavLHCb = 2 · 1032 cm−2s−1 and simulated with
nominal values of the input physics parameters (see Tab. (5.1)) are shown in the following
plots:
• Fig. (5.9) for the weak mixing phase φs;
• Fig. (5.10) for the mass difference Δms;
• Fig. (5.11) for the relative width difference ΔΓs/Γs;
• Fig. (5.12) for the B0s proper time τB0s ;
• Fig. (5.13) for the wrong tag fraction ωtag;
• Fig. (5.14) for the CP-odd fraction RT , only for the B0s → J/ψ φ decay mode.
The expected sensitivities are estimated by the mean of the error distribution and are
summarized in Tab. (5.3)
Sensitivity J/ψ η(γγ) J/ψ η(π+π−π0) ηc φ J/ψ φ Nominal
σ(φs) [rad] 0.112 0.148 0.106 0.031 −0.04
σ(Δms) [ps−1] 0.0122 0.0084 0.0084 0.0113 20
σ(ΔΓs/Γs) 0.019 0.024 0.025 0.011 0.1
σ(τB0s ) [ps] 0.0057 0.0059 0.0062 0.0041 1.472
σ(ωtag) 0.0049 0.0046 0.0046 0.0056 0.30 − 0.35
σ(RT ) − − − 0.0047 0.2
Table 5.3: Sensitivity of LHCb to the physics parameters for the nominal values defined in
Section (5.2.8).
The sensitivity on φs specially depends on both the statistics and the proper time reso-
lution. It is evident looking at Fig. (5.9) that the huge yield of the “golden decay mode”
renders its sensitivity to the weak mixing phase much more accurate than all the other
pure CP eigenstates channels. On the other hand, even with 3 times less events per 2 fb−1,
the B0s → ηc φ channel measures φs with slightly better accuracy than the B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ).
This is a direct consequence of the importance of the lifetime resolution, tagging and mass
windows in the determination of the B0s mixing parameters.
τB0s and ωtag are determined essentially by the B
0
s → Ds π in all the pure CP eigenstates
B0s decay modes and have similar results. For the B
0
s → J/ψ φ channel, the sensitivity
is significantly better for τB0s due to its high statistics, but curiously ωtag is less precisely
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estimated with this channel. This can be explained by the correlation between ωtag, φs and
RT in the signal sample. This can worsen the determination of the wrong tag fraction.
Δms cannot be directly compared between the different channel as it is essentially de-
termined by the B0s → Ds π and depends strongly on the proper time resolution. The prob-
lem is that the resolution used for the B0s → Ds π decay is the one of the studied b¯ → c¯cs¯
signal channels. Therefore it is normal that the B0s → ηc φ and the B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0),
which have the best lifetime resolution, are the most sensitive to the B0s mass difference
parameter.
The pull distributions for the φs, Δms, ωtag and RT parameters determined by the fits
show that the errors estimated by the likelihood fits does represent the variance of the
results. Nevertheless small biases can be present for RT and ωtag.
This is not the case for ΔΓs/Γs and τB0s , as expected by the correlation between these
two parameters seen in Section (5.3.1), which are strongly biased and have over-estimated
errors for ΔΓs/Γs and under-estimated errors for τB0s . One can note that the biases of
ΔΓs/Γs seem to disappear when the statistics increases. A more detailed study on the
likelihood terms depending on 1/τB0s = ΔΓs would be necessary to check if the extremum
is well defined.
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Figure 5.9: φs likelihood fit output, error and pull distributions for the nominal parameters.
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Figure 5.10: Δms likelihood fit output, error and pull distributions for the nominal parame-
ters.
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Figure 5.11: ΔΓs/Γs likelihood fit output, error and pull distributions for the nominal pa-
rameters.
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Figure 5.12: τB0s likelihood fit output, error and pull distributions for the nominal parameters.
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Figure 5.13: ωtag likelihood fit output, error and pull distributions for the nominal parame-
ters.
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Figure 5.14: RT likelihood fit output, error and pull distributions for the nominal parame-
ters.
5.3.4 Sensitivities with scanned parameters
The sensitivity to the physics parameters is explored for different values of φs, ΔΓs/Γs,
ωtag and RT . These parameters are varied one at a time while the other ones are kept
to their assumed nominal values but they are still floated. The results are summarized in
Tab. (5.4) for the weak mixing phase φs, in Tab. (5.5) for the mass difference Δms, in
Tab. (5.6) for the relative proper time difference ΔΓs/Γs, in Tab. (5.7) for B0s proper time
τB0s , in Tab. (5.8) for wrong tag fraction ωtag and in Tab. (5.9) for the CP-odd fraction RT .
The different parameter set-ups are defined as:
A Nominal parameters defined in Section (5.2.8);
B A with Δms = 15 [ps−1];
C A with Δms = 25 [ps−1];
D A with φs = −0.2 [rad];
E A with φs = 0.0 [rad];
F A with ΔΓs/Γs = 0.0;
G A with ΔΓs/Γs = 0.2;
H A with RT = 0.0;
I A with RT = 0.1;
J A with RT = 0.3;
K A with RT = 0.5.
The four last categories, H, I , J and K, only make sense for the B0s → J/ψ φ channel,
where an admixture of CP eigenstates is present. Therefore the results when RT varies are
presented in a stand alone table, Tab. (5.10).
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σ(φs) [rad] A B C D E F G
B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) 0.112 0.102 0.126 0.112 0.114 0.120 0.099
B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) 0.148 0.136 0.161 0.149 0.151 0.152 0.139
B0s → ηc φ 0.106 0.100 0.113 0.108 0.105 0.109 0.097
B0s → J/ψ φ 0.031 0.028 0.034 0.032 0.030 0.033 0.030
Table 5.4: Sensitivity of LHCb to φs after one year of data taking when varying the different
parameters.
σ(Δms) [ps−1] A B C D E F G
B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) 0.0122 0.0106 0.0133 0.0121 0.0117 0.0117 0.0120
B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) 0.0084 0.0076 0.0093 0.0084 0.0084 0.0083 0.0085
B0s → ηc φ 0.0084 0.0079 0.0093 0.0084 0.0084 0.0083 0.0086
B0s → J/ψ φ 0.0113 0.0106 0.0126 0.0111 0.0115 0.0112 0.0117
Table 5.5: Sensitivity of LHCb to Δms after one year of data taking when varying the different
parameters.
σ(ΔΓs/Γs) A B C D E F G
B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.018
B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.023 0.025
B0s → ηc φ 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.024 0.024 0.024
B0s → J/ψ φ 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.009
Table 5.6: Sensitivity of LHCb to ΔΓs/Γs after one year of data taking when varying the
different parameters.
σ(τB0s ) [ps] A B C D E F G
B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) 0.0057 0.0057 0.0057 0.0057 0.0057 0.0058 0.0065
B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) 0.0059 0.0058 0.0059 0.0059 0.0058 0.0058 0.0066
B0s → ηc φ 0.0062 0.0062 0.0062 0.0062 0.0062 0.0061 0.0075
B0s → J/ψ φ 0.0041 0.0045 0.0041 0.0041 0.0041 0.0048 0.0039
Table 5.7: Sensitivity of LHCb to τB0s after one year of data taking when varying the different
parameters.
σ(ωtag) A B C D E F G
B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) 0.0049 0.0044 0.0056 0.0049 0.0049 0.0049 0.0050
B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) 0.0046 0.0042 0.0052 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046
B0s → ηc φ 0.0046 0.0043 0.0049 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046
B0s → J/ψ φ 0.0056 0.0050 0.0062 0.0055 0.0055 0.0055 0.0059
Table 5.8: Sensitivity of LHCb to ωtag after one year of data taking when varying the different
parameters.
σ(RT ) A B C D E F G
B0s → J/ψ φ 0.0047 0.0047 0.0046 0.0047 0.0046 0.0048 0.0047
Table 5.9: Sensitivity of LHCb to RT after one year of data taking when varying the different
parameters.
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B0s → J/ψ φ H I A J K
σ(φs) [rad] 0.021 0.025 0.031 0.039 0.062
σ(Δms) [ps−1] 0.0118 0.0117 0.0113 0.0114 0.0115
σ(ΔΓs/Γs) 0.0087 0.0097 0.0107 0.0117 0.0140
σ(τB0s ) [ps] 0.0048 0.0047 0.0041 0.0037 0.0037
σ(ωtag) 0.0058 0.0056 0.0056 0.0055 0.0055
σ(RT ) 0.0047 0.0047 0.0047 0.0047 0.0044
Table 5.10: Sensitivity of LHCb to the physics parameters after one year of data taking when
varying the different parameters, for the B0s → J/ψ φ channel.
This scan allows to underline the dependencies of the physics parameters to different
input values. The most remarkable behaviors are:
φs The weak mixing phase sensitivity decreases with increasing Δms and RT and with
decreasing ΔΓs/Γs ;
Δms The sensitivity to Δms decreases with increasing Δms and ΔΓs/Γs ;
ωtag The wrong tag fraction sensitivity also decreases with increasing Δms.
The behavior of τB0s and ΔΓs/Γs sensitivities are more difficult to assess since these param-
eters are strongly correlated.
For the measurement of the mixing phase φs, one can only say that this parameter will
be better determined when ΔΓs/Γs is large and Δms and RT are small.
5.3.5 Combined sensitivities to φs
One can now combine the different decay mode results obtained for the different decay
channels in order to estimate the expected statistical precision on the B0s physics parame-
ters for 2 fb−1. This is done using the formula:
1
σk
b¯→c¯cs¯
=
√√√√∑
i
(
1
σki
)2
,
where the σki represents the sensitivity of the channel i to the physics variable k. The con-
tribution of each channel to the sensitivity can be estimated with Weight = (σk
b¯→c¯c¯s/σ
k
i )
2.
The results are summarized in Tab. (5.11). The relative contribution of the pure decays in
the estimation of σ(φs) is ∼ 17.1%.
For 10 fb−1, i.e. 5 years of LHCb data taking at the actual nominal luminosity LavLHCb =
2 · 1032 cm−2s−1, the estimated sensitivity on φs is σφsb¯→c¯cs¯ ≈ 0.013 rad.
5.4 Discussion
The contribution of B0s decaying to pure CP eigenstates to the determination of the B
0
s
physics parameters is limited. The fact that the decay does not contain both an even and
a odd part is not significant compared to the huge difference in the available statistics.
One can however note that the admixture of CP eigenstates degrades the sensitivity on
the weak mixing phase φs from 0.021 mrad to 0.031 mrad (cf. Tab. (5.10)).
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Channels σ(φs) [rad] Weight [%]
B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) 0.112 6.4
B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0) 0.148 3.6
B0s → ηc φ 0.106 7.1
Combined three pure CP eigenstates channels 0.068 17.1
B0s → J/ψ φ 0.031 82.9
Combined all four CP eigenstates channels 0.028 100.0
Table 5.11: Combined φs sensitivity for the b¯ → c¯c¯s decays into CP eigenstates with and
without the B0s → J/ψ φ.
This study has been performed with the three pure CP eigenstate channels described
in this chapter. Of course, several other decay modes could be added. They are un-
der investigation at the present time, such as for example, the B0s → J/ψ(e+ e−) η(γ γ)
(briefly presented in Appendix (C)), the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η
′
(π+ π− η) and the B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η′(ρ0 γ) decay modes. All of them, however, contain photons in their fi-
nal state and will suffer from the poor resolution both in energy and in position of the
calorimeter. In addition their yields will be lower than for B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ). Therefore, it
is reasonable to think that their contribution to the determination of φs, Δms and ΔΓs/Γs
will be marginal.
One major increase in statistics will be the B0s → J/ψ(e+ e−) φ channel which can add
more than 25’000 events to the B0s → J/ψ φ decays.
With a better electromagnetic calorimeter, we could improve the energy and the mo-
mentum resolutions on the photons. One could then relax the cuts on the η parameters
and therefore, the selection efficiency would scale up. This improvement will benefit to
all the decays in which photons are present.
The toy Monte Carlo suffers from a limitation in the proper time event-by-event error
model. Only one contribution can be input in the simulation as well as only one scale
factor. For the channels with a scale factor larger than 1, the determination of the physics
parameters performed by the control channel will be worsened, especially the wrong tag
fraction which has direct consequences in the estimation of φs. Future developments of
the analysis tools could enhance the quoted sensitivities for the B0s → J/ψ η channels.
Although the contribution of the decay channels into pure CP eigenstates is low, they
can be used to cross-check the results obtained with the B0s → J/ψ φ “golden decay mode”.
And if New Physics is present, φs will be larger and these low statistics channels will be
able to bring to light its effect.
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Conclusion
 
HE study presented in this dissertation demonstrates the ability of the LHCb experi-
ment to reconstruct the B0s → J/ψ η decay channel, offering an access to the sin (φs)
measurement. The present work also points out that the pure CP eigenstates b¯→ c¯cs¯ quark
transitions contribute substantially to the determination of the B0s weak mixing phase.
The selection of the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) and the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
channels developed in the present work is based on the topological and kinetic charac-
teristics of the B-meson decays which are its impact parameters, its transverse momen-
tum and its flight distance. This selection has been optimized to keep the highest selec-
tion efficiency for the signal while reducing at maximum the contribution of background
events composed of inclusive bb, specific Hb → J/ψ X channels and inclusive J/ψ events.
The analysis shows that the Hb → J/ψ X is the only background contribution to the
background-to-signal ratio. The B/S for the η → γγ channel is between 2.6 ± 1.3 and
1.7 ± 0.9 before trigger for a η mixing angle running from θP = −20◦ to θP = −10◦. The
statistics available for the η → π+π−π0 decay mode were not sufficient to determine pre-
cisely the B/S ratio. However a 90% CL interval has been estimated for this B/S ratio to
[0.6, 3.9] for θp = −20◦ and [0.4, 2.6] for θp = −10◦.
The branching fraction of the B0s → J/ψ η channel has been estimated to be in the range
[3.12 · 10−4; 4.76 · 10−4] depending on the η mixing angle. Thanks to the high luminosity
of LHCb, between 8’000 and 10’000 events can be reconstructed and selected in one year
with satisfactory performances. After applying a Kalman Filter fit, the mass resolutions
are 33.6± 0.7 MeV/c2 for the η → γγ channel and 20.0± 0.7 MeV/c2 for the η → π+π−π0
decay mode. The proper time resolutions are both around 35 fs. Nevertheless the pull
distributions after the Kalman Filter fit show an under-estimation of the errors of ∼ 22%
for the “photon channel” and ∼ 32% for the “pion decay mode”. The important parameter
for the sensitivity studies is not the resolution but the error on the proper time. The Kalman
Filter fit does not allow for the moment to obtain the correct lifetime errors: corrections
have been applied to account for this.
The general feeling is that this analysis deserves a continuation. Especially, improve-
ments in the photon reconstruction and proper time fitting strategies can still be per-
formed.
These results have been then used in a toy Monte Carlo to assess the sensitivity of
the LHCb experiment to the B0s physics parameters using pure CP eigenstates b¯ → c¯cs¯
channels. In addition to B0s → J/ψ η(γ γ) and B0s → J/ψ η(π+ π− π0), the decay to a pure
CP eigenstate B0s → ηc φ has been added. These three decay modes are finally compared
to the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) φ(K+ K−) which has a much larger statistics but suffers from
being a non-pure CP eigenstate. An angular analysis is therefore required to distinguish
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between the different CP contributions, an operation which can worsen its sensitivity to
φs.
This simulation takes into account the proper time error measurements, the B/S ratios
and the selection efficiencies of the signal with respect to the B0s proper time. The tagging
efficiencies are also included in the toy Monte Carlo. Reproducing several times the sim-
ulation for one year of LHCb data taking, we obtain the statistical error on the B0s weak
mixing phase. This error allows to estimate the sensitivity of the LHCb experiment to φs
which varies from 0.10 rad to 0.15 rad for the pure CP eigenstates channels and depends
on the values of ωtag, ΔΓs/Γs and φs. They contribute up to 17% of the total sensitivity on
the B0s weak mixing phase while the other 83% are covered by the B
0
s → J/ψ φ channel
with a sensitivity to this parameter of 0.031 rad.
As the B0s system is poorly known for the time being, the first year of LHCb data taking
will provide the first measurements with high statistics to determine the weak mixing
phase φs. Any value of φs substantially larger than the SM prediction (φs  −0.04 rad)
will be an evidence for New Physics. Therefore all the channels which can contribute to
its measurement and which can help to improve the accuracy of its determination will be
required.
Appendix A
Phase convention
Calculation of the ratio q/p. In both the B0d and B
0
s systems, it can be argued that
|Γ12|  |M12| and that CP is conserved in B0q − B0q mixing. As a result:
q
p
= −ηBeiξ, (A.1)
= −
√
M∗12
M12
, (A.2)
where ξ is the arbitrary CP transformation phase in
(CP) |B0q〉 = e2iξ|B0q〉, (CP) |B0q〉 = e−2iξ|B0q〉.
The parameter ηB = ±1 appears in (CP) |BH〉 = ηB|BH〉, consistently with the fact that, if
there is CP conservation in the mixing, then the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian must also
be CP eigenstates.
Let us use Eq. (A.2) to calculate the ratio q/p. M12 is obtained from an effective
Hamiltonian having a weak (CP odd) phase −φM and a ΔB = 2 operator O:
M12 = e−iφM 〈B0q|O|B0q〉, M∗12 = eiφM 〈B0q|O†|B0q〉.
Using the relation (CP )O† (CP )† = e2iξMO and the unitarity of (CP ), the ratio becomes:
q
p
= −ηBei(φM+ξ+ξM ). (A.3)
This should be equal to −ηBeiξ, as in Eq. (A.1). The CP transformation phase ξM must
therefore be chosen such that φM + ξM = 0.
Calculation of λf . Let us consider the decays of B0q and B
0
q into a CP eigenstate fcp:
(CP ) |fcp〉 = ηf |fcp〉,
with ηf = ±1. We assume that the decay amplitudes have only one weak phase φD, with
an operator O′ controlling the decay,
Af = eiφD〈fcp|O′|B0q〉, Af = e−iφD〈fcp|O′†|B0q〉.
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Using the relation (CP )O′† (CP )† = e2iξDO′ and the unitarity of (CP ), the ratio of the
amplitudes becomes:
Af
Af
= −ηfe−i(2φD+ξ+ξD). (A.4)
While both (q/p) and (Af/Af ) acquire overall phase redefinitions when phase rotations
are made, the quantity:
λf =
q
p
Af
Af
(A.5)
has a convention independent phase that has physical significance and will be used to
differentiate the CP violations. Combining Eq. (A.3) and Eq. (A.4), one gets:
λf ≡ qB
pB
Af
Af
= −ηBηfei(φM−2φD)ei(ξM−ξD).
As ξM and ξD arise in the CP transformations of the mixing and the decay operators, they
are equal and cancel out, which leads to:
λf ≡ qB
pB
Af
Af
= −ηBηfei(φM−2φD).
For decays dominated by a single diagram, we obtain:
λf = −ηBηfe−iφCKM , with φCKM = φM − 2φD.
As direct consequences of this result, and from the fact that in the Standard Model, when
neglecting CP violation, one obtains ηB = −1, meaning that the heavier state is CP odd in
that limit, we can rewrite Eqs. (1.21):
|λf | = 1, Cf = 0, Sf = −ηf sinφCKM, Df = ηf cosφCKM.
Appendix B
Background contributions
 
HE three different background contribution (bb events, Hb → J/ψ X candidates and
prompt J/ψ) are detailed in the following tables. Tab. (B.1) summarizes the chan-
nels investigated, the number of events used for the analysis and the tight cuts surviving
events (identical to Tab. (4.12)). All the results given in this appendix are based on these
numbers.
The bb contribution to the B/S ratio, already given in Tab. (4.13), is shown again in
Tab. (B.2), in order to have a complete survey of the background contributions to B/S in
this appendix.
The details of the specific background contributions, for the six specific decays under
study (see Sec. (3.6.3)), can be found in this appendix tables, before and after all triggers.
They represent the 90% confidence level interval of the background level when there are
less than 10 events selected:
• B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K∗(K+ π−) in Tab. (B.3);
• B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K0S(π+ π−) in Tab. (B.4);
• B+ → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K+ in Tab. (B.5);
• B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) φ(K+ K−) in Tab. (B.6);
• B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η
′
(π+ π− η) in Tab. (B.7);
• Λ0b → J/ψ Λ Tab. (B.8).
Tab. (B.9) shows the B/S results of the selection on the Hb → J/ψ X events. Prompt
J/ψ analysis is also shown on Tab. (B.10).
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B0s → J/ψ η η → γγ η → π
+π−π0
Ngen Nsel NHLT Ngen Nsel NHLT
inclusive bb 30′500′000 16 14 27′500′00 3 3
→ inclusive bb v1 10′500′000 0 0 10′500′00 0 0
→ inclusive bb v2 20′000′000 16 14 17′000′00 3 3
B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K∗(K+ π−) 641′000 25 19 633′000 23 17
B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K0S(π+ π−) 89′000 3 3 89′000 0 0
B+ → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K+ 200′000 3 3 200′000 0 0
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) φ(K+ K−) 366′000 10 8 394′000 121 100
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η
′
(π+ π− η) 100′000 2 2 100′000 6 6
Λ0b → J/ψ Λ 100′000 6 0 100′000 0 0
inclusive J/ψ 1′800′000 6 3 1′700′000 1 0
→ Hb → J/ψ X 128′000 6 3 121′000 1 0
→ prompt J/ψ 1′672′000 0 0 1′579′000 0 0
Table B.1: Number of events surviving the tight selection for the three types of background
events (see Section (3.6.3)). The mass window has been increased by a factor six for the
selection on bb events.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) 2.6±1.3 3.0±1.5 1.7±0.9 2.0±1.0
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0.6, 3.9] [0.7, 4.9] [0.4, 2.6] [0.5, 3.2]
Table B.2: Central value and 90% confidence level interval of the bb background level, before
and after all triggers.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) 0.07±0.03 0.07±0.03 0.05±0.02 0.05±0.02
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) 0.20±0.10 0.19±0.09 0.13±0.06 0.12±0.06
Table B.3: Central value of the B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K∗(K+ π−) background level, before and
after all triggers.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) [0.01, 0.07] [0.01, 0.07] [0.01, 0.05] [0.01, 0.04]
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0, 0.05] [0, 0.06] [0, 0.03] [0, 0.04]
Table B.4: 90% confidence level interval of the B0d → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K0S(π+ π−) background
level, before and after all triggers.
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Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) [0, 0.05] [0.01, 0.06] [0, 0.03] [0, 0.04]
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0, 0.08] [0, 0.10] [0, 0.05] [0, 0.06]
Table B.5: 90% confidence level interval of the B+ → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) K+ background level,
before and after all triggers.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) [0, 0.01] [0, 0.01] [0, 0.01] [0, 0.01]
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) 0.23±0.13 0.24±0.13 0.15±0.08 0.16±0.09
Table B.6: 90% confidence level interval and central value of the B0s →
J/ψ(μ+ μ−) φ(K+ K−) background level, before and after all triggers.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) [0,0] [0,0] [0,0] [0,0]
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0, 0.01] [0, 0.01] [0, 0.01] [0, 0.01]
Table B.7: 90% confidence level interval of the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η
′
(π+ π− η) background
level, before and after all triggers.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) [0, 0.02] [0, 0.01] [0, 0.01] 0
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0, 0.01] [0, 0.02] [0, 0.01] [0, 0.01]
Table B.8: 90% confidence level interval of the Λ0b → J/ψ Λ background level, before and
after all triggers.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) [1.2, 6.3] [0.8, 5.4] [0.8, 4.1] [0.5, 3.5]
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0.2, 7.6] [0, 5.3] [0.1, 5.0] [0, 3.5]
Table B.9: 90% confidence level interval of the Hb → J/ψ X background level, before and
after all triggers.
Decays
θp = −20◦ θp = −10◦
No trigger HLT No trigger HLT
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) [0, 1.6] [0, 2.1] [0, 1.1] [0, 1.4]
B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0) [0,5.2] [0, 6.5] [0, 3.4] [0, 4.3]
Table B.10: 90% confidence level interval of the prompt J/ψ background level, before and
after all triggers.
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Appendix C
B0s → J/ψ(e+ e−) η(γ γ) selection
at LHCb
 
HE determination of the weak mixing phase φs with pure CP transitions requires as
many contributions as possible. Therefore an analysis has been performed on the
B0s → J/ψ(e+ e−) η(γ γ) channel which could be a candidate to an improvement in the
determination of the B0s mixing phase. This mode is expected to have less statistics than
the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ). This is caused by the difficulty to reconstruct the electrons
momentum. These latter have about 12 meters to travel before reaching the ECAL. All
along this trajectory, they will cross the magnetic field, interact with matter and radiate
photons via Bremsstrahlung. This impairs the J/ψ momentum reconstruction and leads to
a less efficient selection.
The J/ψ (e+ e−) selection starts by making an electron PID requirement ofΔlnLeπ > 2.
The electron candidates must have a transverse momentum greater than 300 MeV/c. A
procedure to add the energy lost by Bremsstrahlung is applied [33]. Taking pairs of op-
positely charged electrons, an unconstrained vertex fit is performed and its χ2 must be
less than 10. The momentum of the J/ψ candidate is asked to be larger than P (J/ψ) =
20 GeV/c and its minimum PT is 1000 MeV/c. The impact parameter of the candidate
must be larger than 2 with respect to any primary vertices. Finally its mass must be in the
range 2.9969 GeV/c2 < m(J/ψ) < 3.1969 GeV/c2.
The other cuts of this selection are almost the same as for the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ)
and can be found in Tab. (4.2). Only one cut of the η has been tightened to reduced the
combinatorial background as this J/ψ is less clean than the muonic one: PT (η) = 3′000
MeV/c. The results of this analysis are summarized in Tab. (C.1). The mass and proper
time resolution are given after the η mass constrained fit.
The trigger efficiency of the B0s → J/ψ(e+ e−) η(γ γ) is much lower than the channels
with muons. The electron signature is less clean and their multiplicity too high. Moreover,
as no specific channels containing electrons has been yet implemented to the HLT, the
triggering efficiency of the High Level Trigger is close to zero. The numbers of Tab. (C.1)
are quoted after L1, before HLT.
Fortunately this tight triggering selection benefits to the tagging, performances of
which are much better than for the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(γ γ) channel. The wrong tag
fraction is particularly low.
This channel has a total selection efficiency 6 times smaller than the “muon one”. This
means that the expected untagged 2 fb−1 yield will be between ∼ 1k and ∼ 1.5k. The
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Parameters B0s → J/ψ(e+ e−) η(γ γ)
Ngen 197′000
N′ible 29′838
Nted 39′636
N′ible&′ed 23′615
Nsel 695
NL0 498
NL1 338
NHLT 10
εdet [%] 8.86 ± 0.50
εrec/det [%] 59.6 ± 0.2
εsel/rec [%] 2.33 ± 0.09
εtrg/sel [%] (after L1 and before HLT) 48.5 ± 1.9
εtot [%] 0.060 ± 0.004
2 fb−1 untagged yield (ΘP = −10◦) (after L1) 1020 ± 425
2 fb−1 untagged yield (ΘP = −20◦) (after L1) 1560 ± 651
B/S (ΘP = −10◦) before triggers (90% CL) [0; 4.8]
B/S (ΘP = −20◦) before triggers (90% CL) [0; 3.1]
σ(mB0s ) [MeV/c
2 ] 63.1 ± 2.3
accs [ps−1] after L1 1.86 ± 0.15
σ(τB0s ) [fs] 48.4 ± 2.0
< σtreci > [fs] 55
ωtag [%] (after L1) 28.5 ± 3.3
εtag [%] (after L1) 60.4 ± 2.7
εeff [%] (after L1) 11.2 ± 4.8
Table C.1: Summary of the B0s → J/ψ(e+ e−) η(γ γ) selection results.
results can only be worse than the ones obtained with the B0s → J/ψ(μ+ μ−) η(π+ π− π0)
even with a better tagging. Moreover the HLT will not be as good as the dimuon one. This
will not allow this contribution to improve very much the pure CP eigenstates sensitivity
to φs.
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